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****************************************************************************
ABSTRACT

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This thesis documents a comprehensive search of all material
relating to women in the ancient Hindu text, the Mahabharata.
It follows three themes:
1. Women's experiences and views.

2. Women's and men's critiques of patriarchal society.
3. Religious and social constraints imposed upon women
within patriarchy,
,
On the surface

1

the Mahabharata upholds patriarchal attitudes.

However, it also contains criticism of these conventions and
challenges to its religious framework.

This critical role

IS

frequently adopted by women who show the limitations of
dharma (conventional

religion)

and

Sawtana dharma (eternal religion).
the Hindu understanding

that

illuminate

the

path

of

The Mah-abharata records

religious symbols and

social

patterns change, and leave a record of their changes rather
than any dogmatic truths.

Women's critiques of patriarchal

religion show the way that Hinduism allows it's own symbols
and ideas of dharma to be fallible, transient, and inappropriate
in the quest for Sanatana dharma.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************
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****************************************************************************

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
INTRODUCTION
****************************************************************************
The Mahabharata is a central and sacred Hindu text
that claims to be the library from which all stories current in
the world have emerged, 1 It is generally presented as a complex
variety of material focused around tales of male warfare. The
five pa.l).gava brothers, aided by Lord Krshl)a, fight their evil
Kaurava

cousins

10

the

horrific

Kurukshetra

war.

This

patriarchal religious myth of God intervening in the world and
using the masculine power of war to redeem the earth from
evil is just one of the many layers of this enormous text.
Although this patriarchal view presents itself as the most
authoritative it does not reflect the immense and fascinating
material about women within the Mahabharata.

This Thesis interweaves three themes,
1. It presents a Hindu woman's view of the universe,

religion,

their

lives

and

experiences

as

recorded

10

the

Mahabharata. A woman's religious vision emerges in Goddesses
and in the many myths that reveal the life-cycles of women as
individuals or within families and communities. Women present
their views, talk about their lives and experiences before and
during patriarchal societies.

1 Mahabnarata, Adi parvan, volume. 1, chapter, 2, page. 31.

2. It looks at how a feminine VIew conflicts with the
more recent patriarchal overlay, and at the extensive interplay
between the two. This culminates in pungent female critiques of
patriarchy. There are also male critiques and misgivings about
patriarchy and tales of the tragedies of the defeated; the black
side of war. This extends to the realisation of the limitations of
the myth of the warrior God.

3. It deals with the psychological and religious dramas
patriarchy creates for the women of the Mah-abnarata. They
are given limited roles, especially when it comes to power. They
may be beautiful and virtuous wives, daughters and mothers
but they only remain good so long as they support the male
order.

This thesis explores the experience of women in the
Mahabharata and contrasts it with the seemingly dominant
male view. It demonstrates the way a umquely feminine vision
remains active even in the toughest patriarchal world.

By

nature the Manabharata is unsystematic, a series of accretions
linked to a battle ballad and overlaid by brahmanic orthodoxy.
The material I present about women forms an underlayer to the
patriarchal view, not a systematically edited counter-theme. So
my thesis is a series of cameos rather than a tightly structured
argument, as this better portrays the flavour and force of the
original. Cohesion is given by interweaving the three themes
rather than by imposing artificial order and inventing detailed
links which simply do not exist.

Even this simple structure

4
cannot neatly contain all the relevant material as some of it
flows between these broad categories and defies classification,
This thesis is based on the twelve volume English
translation by Kisari Mohan Ganguli, attributed to p, C. Roy, and
the

only

Research

complete
involved

English
thorough

translation
combing of

currently
the

available.

whole

twelve

volumes for all relevant material. The amount discovered far
exceeds the limits of a Master's thesis. The material presented
here is illustrative of the major themes, not exhaustive of the
data gathered. This work is hampered by the fact that many
women remain nameless or are referred to as the 'wife of',
'daughter of or 'mother of' men. Therefore, a woman's view
can only be reflected in part.

****************************************************************************
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****************************************************************************
chapter one

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************

ANCIENT MEMORIES
****************************************************************************

The Manabhara ta has a variety of myths which portray
the origin of all things and illuminate, 'how things got to be the
way they are'.
vision,

no

Hindus understand that a collective human

matter

how

contradictory,

comes

closer

to

Truth (Sanatana dharma) than the selected vision of one culture
or historical epoch. Most contemporary religions have shorter
histories

and

are

culturally

selective,

following

only

the

genealogies of the winners and they do not integrate the ancient
times or the losers in the complex way that Hinduism does, No
uniform mythology can be extracted from the Mahabharata and
the details can be contradictory. This is because a great variety
of regional myths have coalesced and because deities wax and
wane in popularity. Despite the fact that cosmic families are
often in a state of flux their general attributes remain constant
and a picture of the cosmos emerges.
Early myths contain a great variety of feminine deities
who are foremost in the cosmology and who initiate life in the
universe. This chapter considers the ancient world of Goddesses
and includes the Mahabnarata's

presentation of those who

remain central to contemporary Hinduism.

It

follows

their

creation of life on earth and human life in the golden age(~
~) . As the golden age comes to a close the process of

oppression towards women begins and there are myths which
record this process and reflect on the psychological structures

within men which give rise to this behaviour.

Discussion of

these myths unfolds a critique of the inward workings of
patriarchy.
There is no attempt to explain the beginnings of the
deities; they are simply 'given' with the realisation that no
human consciousness can penetrate their essence. Humans get
glimpses of the cosmIC realm,

but

these

visions

are

not

punctuated with rationalisations about the How's and Why's of
existence. 1 Brahman, the incomprehensible wholeness, is the
transcendental principle from which all deities emerge. Brahman
cannot be described in symbolic form 2 and therefore is neither
female nor male 3 but writers often slip uncomfortably into the
convention of referring to Brahman as 'He'. From the first
division of Brahman came the female, Vfrinf and the male,
Daksha and this couple produced the Goddesses who gave birth
to all life in the universe. 4 The original pair may have different
names in different myths but the essential dynamic of the
cosmos comprising both female and male deities is central. The
next layer in the cosmology is feminine. There is conflicting
material over the number of Goddesses but the fact that they
are Goddesses is retained. The thirteen foremost Goddesses are
Aditi, Diti, Danu, Kala, Danayus, Simhika, Krodha, Pradha,
Visva, Vinata, Kapila, Muni and Kadru. 5 rhese goddesses are
not referred to as daughters but as Mother Goddesses (Matrs)
and in these early times they initiated everything.
1 Mahabharata, Sabha Parvan, vol. 2. ch.11, pp.24-26.
2 ibid., Ksvamedhika Parvan, vol. 12, ch.34, pp.58.
3 ibid., 'Santi Parvan., vol. 9, ch.201, p.69.
4 ibid., ~anti Parvan, vol. 8, ch.166, p.362,
5 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.65, p.133.

The universe is the offspring of Mother Goddesses, ancient
feminine deities who have no male consort,

although later

editing sometimes bundles them together in groups of thirty or
fifty and labels them, 'wives of KaS'yapa'. Their many names
are listed 6 but tales of their deeds are forgotten. Greater detail
is available about their offspring who are all the other deities
and all species and life-forms on earth. The Apsarases are
daughters of Goddess Pradha and they are another ancient
Goddess

type

who

form

their

own

religious

hierarchies

independently of males. They may take a human or divine
lover from time to time. There is no male equivalent to the
Apsarases and they are deities with special significance for
women and they take an active part in the religious dramas of
the Mah1tbharata.
Aditi is probably the oldest female deity in the
Mahabharata. Patterns of worship to Aditi have disappeared
although she still has mystical connections with the paJ:).9ava
contemporaries as Karl)a is born with her earrings, 7 She is
referred to as the mother of all the celestials, reminding us that
she was once the great mother of ancient days. Her station in
the hierarchy has become ambiguous and myths about her
imply that she lost her status to more recent deities, usually
her sons. She is demoted as the consort or daughter of both
Daksha and Kasyapa and is unanimously referred to as the
mother of Vishnu (Krshna) , the central God of the Mahabharata.
•

#

•

Her ancient name has been attached to these deities to bring
them status. Vishl)u wormed his way into the divine hierarchy
6 ibid., 'Salya Parvan, vol. 7. ch.46, pp.128-130.
7 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.305, p.595.

by assuming the unimportant role of the youngest son of Aditi.
As the centuries rolled by he assumed dominance, his former
subordinate position receded and Aditi lost her status,

This

process of demotion reflects the process of overlaying onto old
mythical material and it clouds a view of the ancient world by
associating newer deities with older, Overlaying like this happens
most frequently when there are attempts to establish male
deities as the 'greatest', Loss of status angers Aditi and when
her attempts to regain worship fail she takes on the evil form
of Raivata:. 8
Aditi's sons are the Adityas, the great male Gods;
/'

Dhatr, Savitr, ,Mitra, Aryaman, Sakra, Varu!1a, Amsa, Bhaga,
Vivaswat, Pushan, Tvashtr
.. and Vishnu. 9 Indra is also referred
to as the eldest son of Aditi. Her sons fight to defend and
support her power and in return she is devoted to them.
Eventually they depose Aditi and her love turns into anger,
Vishl)u is the son who performs the greatest feats for Aditi as
he returns her notorious earrings that were stolen by Naraka,
son of Prthivl(earth) ,10 Although Vishnu did the fighting it was
•

#

Aditi who masterminded the plan and made Vishl)u's existence
possible by giving him birth. 11 She underwent severe penance
and stood on one leg for many years to conceive him and then
endured a pregnancy which lasted one thousand years. In each
of Vishnu's ten births Aditi is his mother and the Mahabharata

8 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.229, p.464.
9 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch. 65, p, 133.
10 ibid" Santi Parvan, vol. 10, ch.340, p.138.
11 ibid., Anu'Sasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch,83, p.124.

9

favours this 'youngest son of Aditi' and says that he is the only
one who is eternal. 12
Aditi is an ancient Hindu Goddess who appears in the
earliest stratas of the cosmologies. Her mysteries lie in the world
of

yesterday

but

the

confusion

surrounding

her

celestial

relationships does not indicate her lack of importance but the
different ways she has been pulled into genealogies to bring
status to later deities. Patterns of worship to her have been lost
as have accounts of human social patterns which flourished
under her guidance. A similar process happened to the Mother
Goddesses (Matrs) and they also became diseases which afflict
humans.

This process indicates the way that they became

regional deities, worshipped by the populace, but not accepted
into the orthodox cosmology.
The great Goddesses of the Hindu tradition are also
mentioned; Durga, Parvatr(Uma), LakshmT, Ganga, Sarasvatr
and 8avitrT(GayatiT), although extensive mythological material is
only

included for the river Goddesses, SarasvatT and Ganga.

Durga is invoked and worshipped before the war and she
prophesies success for the Pal).<javas. 13 SavitrT is associated with
brahmanical practice and attacked by the less orthodox God
/'

Siva. SavitrT is the progenitrix of the Vedas and the guardian of
the sacrifice, a benevolent boon giving Goddess.

LakshmT is

presented arising from the churning of the ocean and from
Vishl)u's brow. She appears and gives instruction about morality
and stories are told showing that she used to be the deity of the

12 ibid., Udyoga Parvan, vol.4, ch.48, p.115-116.
13 ibid, BhTshma Parvan, vol. 5, ch.23, pp.48-49.

10

IJaitya 14and lived with Valin but she changed allegiance when
they ceased to be virtuous. 15 She incarnates

in

part

as

Draupadf and as Krshrya's sixteen thousand wives. It is curious
that in the Mahabharata she incarnates as Draupadf but while
on earth she does not marry her divine consort,

.

Krshna.
.

Lakshmf defends honour and just behaviour. towards women.
Sfta is presented as the heroine of the Ramayana,

with

..

amendments. She is created by Tvashtr 16 and is suspicious of

.

Lakshmana's intentions towards her so

her brother-in-law,

.

sends him away and then gets abducted by the demon Ravana,
When she is finally returned to Rama he rejects her until there
is some forceful cosmic intervention, 17
./',

ParvatT features as the consort of SIva and details of
their love play are covered,18 Parvafl questions tiva about
morality for human instruction and when questioned about
women's duties ParvatT emphasises the importance of devotion
./'

and domesticity ,19ParvatT defends Siva against Daksha's injustice
and manifests as the all-powerful, angry Mahakall. The two
river

Goddesses,

attention

because

Ganga

and

Sarasvatr,

have

a

central

religious

theme

the

greatest

within

the

Mahabharata is the personal voyage to enlightenment and these
two rivers are
cleansing.

14 ibid.,
15 ibid.,
16 1'b'd
1 .,
17 ibid.,
18 ibid.,
19 ibid.,

the

focus

of

Hindu

pilgrimage

Both Goddesses incarnate and Ganga

and

ritual

a

step-

IS

Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.124, p.273.
'Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.228, pp.146-150.
Vana Parvan., vo.
1 3 , c.
h 273 , p. 534 .
Vana Parvan, vol. 3, chs. 272-290, pp. 540-569.
Anusasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch.ll1, p.287.
AnUsasana Parvan., vol. 11, ch.146, p. 317.

r

grandmother to the Par)<~lava's, 20Her descent from the cosmos
onto earth is also covered, 21 Sarasvatl incarnates in an earlier
time 22 and is an ancestress to the P-ZuJ.?avas, Extensive material
about sacred sites on the Sarasvatl river is included,

The

Mahabharata lists the names of many ancient Goddesses who
have been absorbed as epithets of their modern counterparts,
Goddesses may incarnate on earth but they also remain
as impersonal cosmic energies, They are the stars, lights of far
away galaxies, signals of wisdom in the universe, This is a
power that priestesses,

priests and devotees can tap and it

manifests in astrology which gives knowledge about the rhythms
of life and has an important place in the lives of many Hindus.
The Goddesses are mystical symbols of time, the root of the
universe,

On earth they become more intimate as natural

phenomena,

rIvers,

transformation

from

mountains,
the

trees

or

to

the

cosmIC

the

dawn.

earthly

paradigms which act even in the present age.

The

unfolds

It is divine

females who initiate this transformation as they give birth to all
life forms. At this point birth is doubly creative as it instigates
the type or genus that earth bound females will continue to
produce, Earth is feminine and the Goddesses have clothed her
with great variety and beauty,
The earth is personified as the mighty Goddess named
PrthivT; 23 also Urvl and Bhumi. 24 PrithvT gives to all alike and
4

•

she is common ground for all cultures. If she is looked after she
20 1'b'd
1 "

21 1'b'd
1 "
22 1'b'd
1 "
23 1'b'd
1 "

24 1'b'd
1 "

Adi Parvan, vo!.l, ch. 96-100, pp, 206-215.
Vana Parvan., vol. 2, chs, 108-109, pp.233-236.
Adi Parvan, , vol. 1, ch,95, p.203,
Anusasana Parvan, vol.li, ch,62, p,68,
Asvamedhika Parvan, vol. 12, ch,59, p.85,
/-

I

J1

becomes the mother and father to all,

25Human knowledge

comes from the earth world as nature is a complex symbol
system which transmits spiritual power, The patterns of nature
are open to interpretation by the discerning 26 and,
process of understanding earth's subtle nature,
touches the Divine,

in the

human life

Each species has drawn their

specific

adaptive qualities from the earth and this is described in the
myth where the earth was milked by everyone and, as each
received their share, it turned into any quality they desired,27
PrthivT is an inspired Goddess and a pleasure garden that is full
of undiscovered mysteries, 28
PrthivT is the one deity who suffers from human

.

actions, Men fight to possess PrthivT like dogs fighting over meat
and this makes her unhappy and she refuses to be taken, She
defends herself by either withdrawing her material form 29 or by
disappearing under

her

waters,

She

remains

flooded

until

sacrifices and worship are given to her and order is restored, 30
When wars break out she shrinks at the dead bodies lying upon
her 31 and begs for social order, 32When this does not happen she
goes to the celestial court and asks that a Goddess or God
incarnate to relieve her and when one appears she works in
harmony with them, providing omens and signals,

25
26
27
28
29

1'b'd
1 "

1'b'd
1 "
'b'd
1 1 "
1'b'd
1 "
'b'd
1 1 .,
30 1'b'd
1 .,
31 1'b'd
1 "
32 1'b'd
1 "

BhTshma:. Parvan, vol. 5, ch, 9, pp,22-23,
Bhlshma Parvan, vols.5, ch,2-3, pp,4-8.
Drona Parvan, vol. 6, ch,69, pp.132-133,
StrT Parvan, vol, 7, ch, 8, p, 12.
Anu'Sasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch,154, pp.359-360,
Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch,114, p,246.
BhTshma Parvan vol. 5, ch,90, p,223,
Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.50, p.103.

.
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Earth is also afflicted by over-population and asks the
deities to destroy human life.

The death goddess,

Mrtyu,

emerges and ultimately preserves the wholeness of the universe
by destroying individual human life. 33The Mah-abh-arata reflects
the Hindu awareness that the universe existed long before
human occupation and will continue beyond human extinction.
It also

suggests that humans are the greatest threat to the

earth/nature

system.

Humans

are

so

used

to

presenting

themselves as the centre of the umverse that they Vlew any
process that endangers them as counter-religious. By presenting

.

Goddess PrthivTs perspective the Manabharata is able to look at
life from a huge time perspective. This view of 'the universe
from the earth's perspective' presents a way of grappling with
the insignificance of an individual human existence, without
threatening the sacredness of life in the greater cosmos.
In contrast with the presentation of PrthivT, the loving
Goddess,

the earth is also represented as a transient and

miserable place. This is always in the context of masculine
philosophical speculation where

'the world'

is something to

become free from,34 This view maintains that the substance of
earth is unintelligent 35 and binding, Male ascetics make nature a
victim for their incomplete comprehension, they undermine the
status of the divine feminine and conflict with a female religious
view of the earth as a sacred Goddess.

The Mahabharata

ibid" Drona Parvan, vol. 6, ch.5i, p.iiO-i.
34 ibid"
BhTshma Parvan., vol. 5, ch.33, p.76. A critique of
this patriarchal male view is repeatedly taken up throughout
this thesis, and a counter argument in defense of nature is
sketched in chapter eight, MAGIC AND IMMORTALITY, pp.l08iUs.
35 1'b'd
1 ., Asvamedhika Parvan, voI.i2, ch.50, p.85.
33

supports the view of the earth as a place of beauty, a Goddess
who gives to all life-forms the means to experience and
adventure. She is most valuable to any human for those who
possess even the smallest bit of earth have food and shelter,
they have 'the mother' caring for them. 36 True emancipation

.

and knowledge flow from nature. 37 PrthivT, the earth Goddess,
is associated with females who share her nature. 38
The first inhabitants of the earth lived in the golden
age (Krta yuga). Even recent religions have ideas of the distant
•

past and theories about the people who used to be. Often they
present the idea of a golden age, when all things were good.
The golden age harbours the fantasy of a resolution of conflicts,
the destruction of enemies, and a return to wholeness. Eternal
happiness is certain.

The teachings of the Hindu golden age

bring a sense of eternal hope and the knowledge of change, for
in a cyclic universe the golden age will return again. 39 This age
is invaluable for its insights and ancient memories of human

life.
The Krta
yuga is especially wonderful as it reflects such
,
a variety of styles of life. Human physiology was different then
as reproduction took place by thought alone. There has been a
degeneration in this process through the ages from thought, to
touch, to the present practice in the current age (Kalf yuga) ,40
There were no evil beings like RakshasT in the Krta yuga 41 and,
36 ibid., AnUs'asana Parvan, vol. 11, ch.62. pp.68-69,
37 1'b'd
1 ., £:SantI. Parvan, vol. 9, ch.222, p. 1 27.

38 ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.190, p. 37.
39 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.189, p.390

40 ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch. 207, p, 83.
41 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol 3. ch.148, p.305.
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curiously, there was no need for religious acts as perfection was

.

inherent. But, careful reading shows that even the Krta yugg
had its tensions and catastrophic international events. The first
great human tragedy was a famine and in the desperate
attempt to survive, creatures began to eat each other. This act
gave birth to the evil Adharma and his consort Nirrti,42it broke
the perfection and began the process of destruction in the
universe. Human evil is a response to the forces of the cosmos
and nature.
survive,

When fate turns against them they adapt to

modifying

their

morality.

The idea

of

perfection

remains, but moral perfection can only be achieved when the
universe allows it.
These myths about the ongms of life in the UnIverse
show the process to be feminine.

The transcendent principle

cannot be anthropomorphised, but the first deities that have
gender are of both sexes, although femimine deities predominate
in both number and importance. The Great Mother Aditi is
recognised as the mother of all the celestials and her power
continues past the Krta yuga, until the time that her warrior
•

sons depose her.

The Mahabharata contains ancient myths

which attempt to make sense of the overthrow of the Goddesses
and the effects it had on human women. It first states that in

.

the Krta yuga, when the Goddess ruled, women were free and
'

equal with men. They were not bound by domestic life and
were

not

economically

dependent

on

husbands

or

male

relatives. 43 They were not bound to one man sexually but were
free to relate with whom they wished, without any exhibition
42 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.66, pp.137-138.
43 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch,122, p.254.

10

of jealousy. The Mahabharata records a gradual process of
oppression towards women and the root cause of this transition
is the jealousy of the son.
,/

The story of Svetaketu is told. 44 One day his mother's
/'

lover visited and took her away. Svetaketu was jealous and
very angry and wanted his father, Uddalaka, to obstruct her
freedom

and

demand

that

she

stay.

However,

Uddalaka

cautioned -Svetaketu about his anger and reminded him that
women in all orders of the world were free. 'Svetaketu's
jealousy would not dissipate and when he obtained a position of
power he introduced legislation against women's freedom.

He

imposed the rule that women must be faithful to their husbands
and that they must have sexual intercourse every month over
their fertile period, even if they have no desire for a child.
The son's desire for the mother and his jealousy towards
her

lovers

IS

repeated

in

the

myth

of

Mamata

and

DTrghatamas. 45 In this instance the jealousy begins while the
son is just a fetus, emphasising how 'primal' this human drama
is. One day fetus Dfrghatamas was pondering over the meaning
of the Vedas when he was disturbed by his uncle Brhaspati's
•

amorous

attentions

towards

his

mother,

Mamata.

In

an

attempt to stop his uncle from issuing more sperm into the
womb Olrghatamas yelled out for him to stop, and told him
there was not enough space in the womb for more and that he
had occupied it first. His entreaties were in vain, but when
sperm entered the womb Dfrghatamas kicked it out.

ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.122, p.254.
45 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.l04, pp.224-226.

This
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angered

Brhaspati

so

he

cursed

DTrghatamas

who

was

subsequently born blind.
DTrghatamas continued to feel insecure with women
although he remained dependent upon them. In later life his
wife,

Pradvesh~

deserted him as he was a useless husband. She

had supported him life long and was tired of his dependance. In
defiance he curses women saying all women shall have to be
faithful to one husband and widows cannot remarry. He also
stipulated that all women must marry and if a woman chooses
to be single it is sinful and evil will follow her. No woman
would be free of this injunction, no matter how wealthy she
was. PradveshT and her sons threw Dfrghatamas in to the
waters of Ganga but he did not die, neither did his legislation.
Through twists of fate

he fathered other children and

is

renowned as an ancestor of many powerful kshatriya warriors.
These two myths tell us firstly, that women used to be
free

and

that

patriarchial

social

structure

IS

a

later

development. Secondly, they attempt to explain the beginnings
of patriarchy by attending to the psychological motivations
within men. The central emotion is dependence on the mother
and the desire to own her. In both cases the son is terrified
that she may leave,
another. Their response

or that she may replace him with
IS

to impose external controls on the

mother's freedom in an attempt to reduce her ability to form
other attachments. The adult males in these dramas have no
part in the subjection of women,

they recognise women's

freedom and make attempts to adjust the son's inappropriate
demands. An underlying fear of the son may have been his
inability to trace his male ancestry. If women have multiple

partners paternity is

sometimes

difficult

to

establish.

The

legislation they brought in ensured that the patrilineal line was
dominant.
Both myths limit the woman's freedom even though
other men are co-partners in the sexual drama,

The son

limited his mother's freedom because she is his central bond, his
deepest attachment, He can forgo his relationships with other
men but the mother is irreplaceable. The tale of Dfrghatamas is
explicit in its statements about OTrghatamas's dependence on his
wife PradveshT. She leaves him because she is sick of his
dependence and sick of his pretentious religiosity. She defies his
curse by attempting to kill Oirghatamas, but is unsuccessful,
How the process of patriarchy took off is not covered, but it has
definite

connections

with

invasions

and

war.

Ofrghatamas

became the father of famous warriors who invaded and imposed
their legislation.

Resistance to the process of patriarchy is

continual

forms

and

an

underlayer

throughout

the

Mahabharata.
Another ancient myth which shows the emergence of
patriarchy and the destruction of women's freedom is shown m
the drama between the Goddesses Aditi and a male ascetic. On
this occasion it was the mother's priority to her children that
angered the male.

Aditi was cooking food for her children one

day when Budha arrived and demanded to be fed. He had just
ended a bout of asceticism and was hungry from travelling
through the universe. Aditi would not give him any food until
she had fed her children. Angered by her refusal, Budha cursed
her to pain in her womb during birth of her son, Vivasvat. The
first mother is cursed to pain as she brings forth her creation

and all mothers, in her image, suffer the same. This myth
illuminates the ascetic's anger against domestic priorities and
reflects the patriarchal priesthood's anger towards feminine
religious priorities. These early myths illuminate the beginnings
of patriarchal society and remind us of what has been lost for
women.
They demonstrate conflicting demands; the urge for
power and the process of subordination of women. The myths
are attempts to comprehend a social reality and give some
picture of why women become trapped in the social structure.
they also teach that something came
. before patriarchy, a time
when women were free. The freedom of women is not just a
vain hope.
existed,

The Mahabharata records the time when this

even during the

Pal)gava's time social

structures

supporting women's freedom existed in some regions. The city of
Mahishmatr was protected from Indra's invasions and women
were free there and not bound to any husband. 46 The Bahlka's
and Madrika's were also known for their liberated women. 47
These ancient memories bring a sense of recognition to women
as these ancient women are constantly incarnating within life
now,

They

validated

women's

longings

by

gIvIng

them

substance, and hope for the future. During this age Goddesses
played a more dominant role in the pantheon and in human
worship. Places that were not invaded by male Gods upheld
practices that gave women freedom, With cycling time this age

46 ibid., Sabha Parvan, vol. 2, ch, 30, p. 64.
47 Details are given in chapter three, EVIL WOMEN, pp.41-12.

1..0

will once again

return.

When certain Astrological patterns

coincide, the cosmic forces will again create the golden age. 48

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************

48 Mahabharata, Vana Parvan, vol. 2, ch.189, p.390.
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chapter two
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****************************************************************************

THE MOTHER
****************************************************************************
Mother is a multidimensional concept in Hindu
consciousness and one that is dealt with extensively

In

the

Mah-abharata. A woman's view presents the mother as the
heart of religion because life,

birth,

consciousness and the

possibility of liberation flow through women. Beautiful hymns
are composed to the mother which respond to her power with
worship.1 The mother is superior to ten fathers, or perhaps the
whole world in importance,2 and no mode of life is superior to
serving one's mother. 3 Mother

IS

the core-complex of an

incomprehensible mystery and she

IS

right amongst us with her

magic. This chapter centres on the importance of the mother to
Hinduism

and

looks

at

the

way

encroaching

patriarchy

undermines the religious status of the mother.
Her central power is revealed in the process of religious
evolution, The Hindu belief in rebirth suggests that the devout
soul is on a slow path through many life forms into the human
realm and then to enlightenment. This is not always a straight
forward matter and certain actions can take a human back into
other existences. Hindus become quite specific in detailing the
type of rebirth that results from negative actions and this
1 Mahabharata, "Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.266, pp.248-249.
2 11"
'b'd /SantI
- . Parvan, vol. 8, ch.l08, p.2 36.

3 ibid" ~anti Parvan.,vo1.8, ch.161, p351.

emphasises the dynamic place the mother has, both unfolding
the law of karma and offering new hope in another life. 4 Birth
is essential for salvation and women are constantly offering
liberation by welcoming and harbouring each new life form and
giving it the optimum opportunity for development.
No matter what realm a being is born into, its first
experience will be the mother. Nothing is more tender than a
mother to her child during pregnancy and birth and life is very
vulnerable at this stage. Evil spirits can enter the womb,
damage the fetus, transform it into a naga(snake) or cause an
abortion. 5 It is the mother's constant ritual awareness and
devotion that protects the growing child and this is a time when
being in a good womb is a great start to life. The fetus has a
subtle awareness of the outside world and fetus Dirghatamas
learnt the Vedas and argued with his uncle while in the
womb 6 , while fetus Abhimanyu heard Krshrya discuss a complex
battle strategy. His mother,

Subhadra, fell asleep before he

learnt how to escape and in adult life he died,

trapped

battle. Some aspects of adult life are governed by experiences
the womb and

by the

behaviour

of

the

mother

In
In

during

pregnancy. Though she may protect the child, the process of
birth is not always kind to the mother and it may threaten her
life. 7 The fact that pregnancy and birth can become personal
tragedies inculcates the value of self-sacrifice to the mother's
religion.

ibid.,
5 ibid.,
6 ibid.,
7 ibid.,
4

She will sacrifice her life for the sake of future

Anu$asana Parvan, vol. 11, chs.111-112, pp. 227-233.
'Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.l08, pp. 236-237.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.l04, p.224.
--Santi Parvan, vol. 10, ch.332, p.l06.
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individuals or

sacrifice

her

individual

freedom

to

nurture

another's life,
Her self-sacrifice indicates the importance a woman
places on the infant phase and she understands it to be
eternally active within an individual. It does not matter how
old a person may be, if their mother is alive they will always
be a child, 8 She understands babyhood to be a religious state
and worships babies for

their VISIOn of existence,

as

yet

uncluttered by unfolding karma. The baby phase of life is not
dull or lifeless but it is wordless,

a time of sensations and

VISIOns . Few people can reason with a baby, The person who
does not ritually tend the baby, but waits on the threshold
until it can walk or talk, has not entered the realm of wordless
emotion, the heart of the mother's religion.

Hinduism supports

the sacredness of infancy and uses it as a metaphor for
enlightenment. Communion with Brahman is like being fed by
the

mother. 9 Some

sages

never

outgrow

this

phase

and

Panca~ikha spent his entire life being breastfed, 10 The religious

outlook that views children as sacred religion is supported by
women ll and they suggest that only those who are miserable as
a

result

of

past

actions

see

tranquility

m

a

life

of

mendicancy. 12
Birth is the sacred realm of the mother and only divine
power can circumvent or intervene in the process, Generally a
man's contribution IS needed for reproduction but if this is
ibid., 7Santi Parvan, vol. 9) ch. 226, p. 248.
9 ibid., Adi Parvan, vo!.l, ch.91, p.195.
10 I'b'd
~- ,
1 .) Santl Parva, vol. 9, ch. 218, p.112.
11 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.45, p. 96,
12 ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.269, p.260.
8

absent it usually heralds the extra-special nature of the child.
Even if he is not 'the father' then he may be a male priest
whose magic is useful. However, some women are capable of
reproduction without the aid of men. The wife of Atri, who was
conversant with the Vedas, abandoned her husband in a huff
and said she would no longer live in subjection to him. 13 She
went and did penance to Siva and had a son without the need
of a husband. Bhadra also had such skill that she was able to
have seven children by her husband after he was dead. 14 She
used lunar magic and lay down with her husband's spirit on the
eighth and fourteenth day of the moon. Kadru gave birth to
one hundred sons from a gourd and Gandh-arl produced one
hundred sons and one daughter from a lump of flesh she had
gestated for two years.

Animals also assist women in the

process of reproduction. They may carry sperm to a suitable
place or gestate a human fetus. People are born from deer,
birds, fish, cows and trees. Animal participation illustrates the
mysterious, magical and uncertain process of reproduction and
their dedicated assistance reinforces the importance of the
mother as the central figure of this drama.
Children in the Pal)9ava generations grow up

In

a time

of patriarchy where they are the responsibility of the women
and live in the women's world, separate from men. This gender
role polarisation becomes more extreme in Kshatriya circles and
the woman's quarters were guarded by warriors or eunuchs. 15
The woman's world was a sub-culture of its own and there
13 ibid., Anusasana Parvan, vol. 10, ch.14, p.3.
14 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.121, pp.252-253.
15 ibid., ~anti P~rvan, vol. 8, ch.4, p. 7.
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were strong bonds between women in this environment. It is
portrayed as a creative world that nurtures music,

dance,

literature and the visual arts. It is vital and alive without the
presence of men and, within the Hindu world, women are the
greatest solace for women. 16 It was only in the most aggressIve
patriarchy that this world became a prison from life and some
women never saw the sun or moon. 17 Children bring happiness
to women and they often escape from male social and sexual
expectations into the world of domesticity and children.
The process of birth brings women a sense of status and
power. Daughters are welcomed into the women's realm and
there are stories of women who long for daughters. GandnarT
had one hundred sons but longed for a daughter and when
Duhsala
was born she became Gandhafi's favourite child. 18
.
Daughters-in-law are also loved and Kuntr admits to loving
Draupadf more than she loves her sons. 19 Although detail about
rituals and activities within the woman's world are mostly
absent,

what remains,

reveals an intimate and supportive

world with more loving bonds than hating ones. This is the
world that endures, for in the male world the warriors destroy
themselves but the women and children gather after the war
and live happily. 20 This is the world that creates the future.
The mother has a central place in a world of her own
and her concern is to make a safe world for her children. The
Maha:bharata

records

many

stories

of

women

16 1'b'd
1 ., Antisasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch.146, p. 315.

17 I'b'd
1 ., Asramavasika Parvan, vol. 12, ch.15, p.26

18 1'b'd
1 . i Adi Parvan, vo!.l, ch.116, p. 243,
19 1'b'd
1 "

20 1'b'd
1 "

Udyoga Parvan, vo1.4,ch.90, p.84.
ASramavasika Parvan, vol. 12, ch.25, p. 38.

who

gIve

2/a

everything to protect their children. A naga mother swallows

.

her son to protect him from the Knandava forest fire and, even
though

ArJuna

kills

her,

her

son

escapes. 21Jarita

tries

desperately to save her young birds from the same fire and
although she cannot escape with them all, she cannot abandon
any of them. 22 When Rama killed the Kshatriyas some mothers
defied the political order and saved their children. 23 When

~isupaJa's mother is given a boon she prays that her son will be
protected

from

austerities

so

Krshl)a. 24
that

their

Puloma

and

children

Kalaka:

might

practiced

never

suffer

misfortune 25 and Goddess Ganga appeared to Bhfshma to support
him in his death and postponed it until a more astrologically
auspicious time. 26
Divine mothers like Ganga show their tender concern for
their

children

by

assisting

them

to

enlightenment.

Ganga

drowned seven of her eight children as they had requested her
to do so in a previous life. 27 They were Vasus who did not wish
to undergo

the sufferings of a

human

incarnation.

Ganga

understood the revolutions of fate that transcend individual
existence and complied with their wishes. Human mothers are
often powerless to help their offspring achieve enlightenment as
even their best advice is not always heeded. Gandharl advised
her son,

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,

Duryodhana,

to make peace and even when she

Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.229, p.442.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch. 232, p. 449.
,/
Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.50, p.l03.
Sabha Parvan, vol. 2, ch.42, p. 85.
Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.172, p. 347.
Udyoga Parvan, vol.4, ch.185, p.355.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.96, p.207.
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threatened him, he would not alter his ways. 28GandnarT could
not reject Duryodhana completely as most mothers stay devoted
to their children life long.

The love a woman has for her

children is her strongest emotional tie. Parvatf instructs women
to try and love their husbands as they love their children.
Obviously, loving children is easier. 29
Despite the theme within the Manabnarata which
upholds the religious importance of the mother, a conflict with
patriarchal power is in process which attempts to undermine
her power. It does so by failing to record birth stories and
experiences shared by women

and,

by

sanctioning

ascetic

religious outlooks which denigrate life, motherhood and children.
The one pregnancy that features undermines the power of
women by having a man intervene in the process of birth to
save a child.

Uttara's husband Abhimanyu died during her

pregnancy and she was so upset that she couldn't eat. 30 The
family was worried and tried to get Uttara to think of the child
and their future. But the child was still-born and the household
fell into mourning.

Kuntr sent for

Krsh~a

who came and

brought the dead child back to life. This is an atypical birth as
it involves male intervention and neglects the power of natural
childbirth, the common experience of millions of women,

Its

inclusion emphasises the patriarchal nature of the Mahabharata
rather than offering any genuine material about birth.
A patriarchal world undermines the magic of birth and,
though it recognises the importance of children,
28 1'b'd
1 "

29 1'b'd
1 .,
30 1'b'd
1 .,

it does not

Udyoga Parvan, vol.4, ch.129, pp.249-251.
Anusasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch.146, p.314-315.
Ksvamedhika Parvan, vol. 12. chs.61-70 , pp.l09-122.

focus its religious goals around their growth and development.
This view considers religion to be the realm of the adult male
and mental sophistication is a symptom of their religion. The
male sages of the Mahabharata make striking distinctions about
the stages of human life and, forgetting their own development,
claim that there is an absence of intelligence during infancy. 31
These attitudes are paradoxical because they transgress their
own non-dualistic conceptions. The Hindu orientation towards a
unity where all things are attributed with equal value is
inherent in the baby phase. Almost everything is of equal value
to a baby. No sages come to this point of illumination.
None of the central male characters are mentioned for
their love of babies. For most the baby is just a potential
warrior or supporter.

The role of father

is mentioned in

teaching sections but in myths there is little to show for the
place of the father. We hear more of the father's violence than

. .

his love. Krshna attacks and kills his sons and Ar juna attempts
to kill his son, Babhruvahana,

even though he pleads with

Ar juna not. to fight. 32 For both these fathers the honour of
valour transcends family commitment.

Competition between

father and son is a recurrent theme and the violence is often
inflicted by the father.

There is no mention of these men

having daughters or feeling any affection for female children.
Amongst

wealthy

Kshatriyas

a

daughter

was

a

great

responsibility and an economic threat because of the dowry
system. Ma-tali dreaded the birth of his daughter, Gunake~r, and
resented the responsibilities of organising her marriage. This was
31 ibid., ?Santi Parvan, vol. 10, ch. 302, p. 3.
32 ibid., Asvamedhika Parvan, vol. 12, ch.79, pp.135-137.

2,
despite the fact that she was a wonderful woman who later
saved her husband's life, 33 Secondary characters are devoted to
daughters, Kanva found the abandoned girl, 'Sakuntala,
i

and

brought her up in his hermitage. 34 -Sukra loved Devayanl so
much that he felt that his life depended on her. 35
Aggression towards children is principally a
masculine activity, but when women live in a world controlled
by men they also take on this role, Mothers kill their children
for a variety of

reasons,

generally

under

male coercion,

Bharata didn't like his sons as they weren't like him so he
made his wives kill them, 36 Jantu was sacrificed by his father,
King Somaka, who wanted more sons but he was taken by force
against his mother's will, The king got more sons and Jantu
was reborn to his original mother but the priest who advised
this line of attack was forced to suffer, 37Some mothers are
violent and demanding by nature, Kadru cruelly cursed her
children as they took a different moral stance to her and
refused to obey her wishes, 38
One of the worst curses that a mother inflicted upon
a child was to desert it. This generally only happened if the
child was illegitimate and this behaviour was a response to the
bondage of patriarchy, In that social structure motherhood only
has status if the woman has a legal male partner whom she
can identify as the father, If she is an important or wealthy
33
34
35

1'b'd
1 "
1'b'd
1 .,

1'b'd
1 "

36 1'b'd
1 .,

37 1'b'd
1 "
38 1'b'd
1 .,

Udyoga Parvan, volA, ch.547, pp.202-203.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.72, pp,154-155.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch,80, p,175,
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch, 94,p. 200.
Vana Parvan, vol. 3, chs.127-128, pp,266-268.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch,20, p.62.
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woman she will lose her status by having an illegitimate child.
This is the complex that Kuntr becomes trapped in so she deserts
her child and suffers for it all her life. 39 So does her son,
Karna,
as he loses his place as the first-born son, ruler of the
,
Pal)<;iava dynasty and through twists in circumstances becomes
the arch-enemy of his blood brothers, Nothing can redeem the
weight of this tragedy and Kaq).a tells Kuntr that an enemy
could not be more cruel than a mother who deserts a child. 40
In KuntTs eyes the choice was simply the best of two evils, She
feared for her life should her male relatives discover the child
and by giving him away there was the chance for him to have
a good life, She kept in touch with his activities all her life and
finally confessed to his birth, It was always Kuntr who bore the
responsibility for Karrya. No responsibility for illegitimate children
is placed upon fathers.
lllegitimate children were a problem for women
and so was infertility, in a world that longed for male heirs,
The impotency of a man or his untimely death were common
factors that required reproductive intervention and common
morality would be cast aside in order to ensure a pregnancy,
The classic situation of an impotent male occurs twice in the
recent generations of the pary9avas. In each case the matrilineal
line was followed,

until another potent king emerged in the

genealogy. Firstly, Vicitravlrya dies, leaving two childless wives,
His mother, Satyavatf, brought her illegitimate son, Vyasa, to
impregnate the two widows. 41 The same pattern recurs with one
39

1'b'd
1 "

40 1'b'd
1 "
41 1'b'd
1 .,

Asramavasika Parvan, vol. 12, ch, 30, p. 47,
Udyoga Parvan.,vo1.4, chs, 145-146, pp,280-282.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, chs.105-106, pp.228-231.

3)
of the sons,

pa1).~u.

The Gods intervene with his two WIves,

..

Kuntr and MadrT and the current generation of Pandavas is
born. The shadowy nature. of the pa1).q.avas' births secures their
divine status but it also makes paternity ambiguous and leaves
the women, KuntT and Miidrl as the authoritative figures of the
generation.
Twelve legitimate ways for women to get pregnant are
noted and these include using a rshi, younger brother or any
accomplished person with kind motives. 42 The problem of finding
suitable men increases after wars when an entire caste or
family of males may be destroyed. When the Kshatriya males
were wiped out brahmans were bought in to do the job, 'without
lust'. 43
husband

Rshi Vasishtha
•

was

unable

got
and

Madyantl pregnant
Sarada1).~ayanT

when

waited

at

her
the

crossroads to meet a brahman to get her pregnant. Despite the
controlling obsessions of men over women's pregnancies, there
were many ways in which women could get around them and
the

importance

of

getting

pregnant

and

having

children

superseded the need to have 'the correct man' to do it.
The mother has a central place as no one can perform
her important task and rules must bend to suit her. When her
importance is realised she has a lot of freedom and power but
in patriarchal societies her status is under threat. The greatest
undermining of the mother's religious status and power comes
from male religious figures.

No one is more jealous of a

.

woman's creative power than the rshis.

These heros of the

spiritual realms have achieved all manner of things, drunk the
42 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.120, p.251.
43

ibid., Adi Parvan. vol. 1, ch.64, p.130.
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ocean dry, lived for centuries on withered leaves but,

'even

rshis cannot create creatures without women'. 44 This defeat hits

,

hard and ability to overcome rigid limitations becomes a test of
psychic power. Hindu religious thought is constantly straining at
imagined and imposed limits to reality. Having recognised this
feminine power and having been defeated in an attempt to
then riled by the effortless way the

possess it,

feminine

.

continues to reveal this mystery, the rshis imagine ....
They imagine themselves the possessors of this wonderful
power. This manifests in the Mah-abh-arata in two important
ways.

Firstly, they imagine themselves capable of creating

children without women and frequently uphold asceticism to
prevent them co-operating with women. Their children emerge
out of jars, leaves, reeds, or water. However most of these
births involve a woman whose role has been played down.
Secondly, they assume religious authority over the rituals of
conception, gestation and birth and sometimes imagine that the
mantra themselves contain the
attend

the

courts

of

important

power of generation.
figures

to

assist

in

They
the

pregnancies of wives. If the man is impotent they may act on
his behalf but a central consideration of their task is assuring
that the soul (.JiYa) is reborn in the right circumstances.
Birth without women remains a rare event. Even if
her womb is not required, the woman is generally needed to
initiate the powerful magic to get reproduction going. It may be
just the sight of an Apsaras in the bushes or bathing in a river
that initates a birth. This reflects the erroneous idea that sperm
contained the complete child and the womb was simply a
44 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.74, p.159.
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passive house to nurture the child. A stomach is the usual male
substitute for a womb but rshis
feel any object will do. High
,
status is usually attributed to someone who is not born from a

.

.

womb as with Drona
and KrpT and Krpa. 45 In the small number
,
of cases where birth is soley a male affair they still mimick the

.

physiology of female birth. Krshna
. holds the primeval egg in his
abdomen and gives birth to the universe.
conceived

in

YuvanaSva's

stomach

after

Mandhatr was
Yuvana~va

had

accidentally eaten sacrificial butter intended for his wife. 46 The
Asvins performed a caesarean operation then Indra suckled him
with his finger and in twelve days he was the size of a twelve
year old. CaniSirsha obtained one hundred sons by penance
alone. 47 SunTtha was born from Mrtyu's mind 48 and SurabhT
from Daksha belch. 49
The classical tale of a man assuming the mother's power
IS

found with Agastya. 50 Agastya was born in a jar and his

independence

from

the

female

realm

continues

when

he

considers there are no women alive who are worthy of him. He
creates his own woman from a collection of the 'best bits' of
others. This potential was gestated in the womb of the Queen of
the Vidarbha's and a daughter was born called Lopamudra. The
parents were not aware of the hidden agenda to her birth and
when Agastya came to collect her for his wife they were against
the idea but were forced to agree out of fear of him, She was

46
47
48
49

50

ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,

Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.130, pp.271-272.
Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.29. p.58.
AnuS"asana Parvan, vol. 10, ch.18, p.100.
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married to Agastya but his 'ideal' woman would not accept him
as her lover . He had to become a different person to please her
and she sent him in search of wealth.

Only when he can

provide her with luxuries will she love him.

Here,

a rshi
•

creates his ideal woman only to find he is not acceptable to her
and must adapt to suit her demands. Although he tried to have
complete control over the feminine he failed to realise the
nature of a woman is. independent from his male consciousness.
No amount of male selection of the form of a woman will
change this.
The mother has a central place in the Manabharata
although this place is undermined by ascetic religious traditions.
These traditions over-emphasis adult male consciousness as the
religious ideal and take it out of its real context as a phase in
the development of an individual.

The mother understands

pregnancy and birth to be the heart of religion for this is the
basis on which all life rests. Her experience as 'the mother'
concentrates

her

religious

goals

around

self-sacrifice

and

adaptation to the needs of children. In exploring and nurturing
the development of others she assists the universe on its way to
liberation.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************

~******************************************~********************************

chapter three
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
~***************************************************************************

EVIL WOMEN
****************************************************************************
The Hindu concept of evil is flexible and endlessly
complex. Evil exists within divinity and most central Goddesses
have destructive aspects. This chapter follows the first theme
and looks at evil aspects of the divine feminine and the
implications these have for human women. It concentrates on
the third theme, as the pervasive message about evil women in
the Mahabharata is that their evil is simply resistance to a
patriarchal world. Among the Goddesses evil is often just divine
violence. ParvatT takes the form of Mah-akalf and is wildly
destructive but her acts are a divine privilege and taken on to
fulfil cosmic patterns transcending human destiny. 1 In the same
way Parvatl takes a demon form with her demon companions
and Durga appears as the deity of war to manifest the
destructive side of divinity. 2 When Yatudhanl emerges from the
sacrificial fire her terrifying form is to envoke respect and to
make those present aware that they are in the company of a
Goddess. 3 This behaviour is directed at humans to remind them
of their powerlessness in the face of the deities.
The ambiguity of divine evil finds its most complex
She emerges from Bnihman
form in the death Goddess, Mrtyu.
•
to preserve the world from over population and is instructed to
1 Mahabharata, Santi parvan, vol. 9, ch.284, p.316.

2 ibid., BhTshma parvan, vol. 5, ch.23, pp.48-49.
3 ibid., AnUsasana parvan, vo!.ll, ch. 23, pp.159-169.

.

kill humans. 4 Mrtyu
has such compaSSlOn that she pleads to be
.
relieved of this task, but Br~hman will not agree. She spends
thousands of years in meditation until she becomes unattached
from her duties and can perform them without a sense of
power. She weeps at her tragic fate and her tears fall as
diseases. Her response to death is dramatically different from
the

pleasure

presentation

the
of

warrior

death

as

Gods
a

take

Goddess

In

slaughter.

shows

the

The

essential

parameters of human experience, death and birth are feminine.
The reflection that Mrtyu has on human women is to reinforce
their religious centrality.

This only becomes undermined by

masculine religious views that denigrate life altogether.
This association of female deities with death continues
throughout the Mahabharata even though the human act of
killing is seldom a woman's task. Goddesses controll destruction
and are symbols of evil. A dark woman enters the dreams of
the Vrshl)is before they are slaughtered, yet it is Krshl}a who
does the killing. 5 An old and ugly woman attaches herself to
Indra after one of his violent wars 6 and an evil, ugly woman
with outstretched arms is a metaphor for decrepitude. 7 The
death woman enters men's dreams before they go to war, she
1S an old woman, black with a bloody mouth and eyes, she
wears red and chants in a dismal tone. 8 Old,

./

black,

ibid., Drol)a parvan, vol. 6, ch.51, pp.111-114. & Santi
parvan, vol. 9, chs.257-258, pp.222-225.
5 ibid., Mausala parvan, vol. 12, ch. 3, p. 4.
6 ibid., Santi parvan, vol. 9, ch.282, p.307.
7 ibid., StrTparvan, vol. 7, chs.5-6, pp.7-9.
8 ibid., Sauptika parvan, vol. 7 ch.8, p.20.

ugly

1

female deities are the personification of SIns and the Image of
evil.
The Great Goddesses gave birth to all the life-forms
and among them were a range of demon types. Goddesses gave
birth to beings that humans call evil)

while the Goddesses

consider them children. Asuras) Danavas, and Daitya are the
powerful enemies of the Gods but there are a variety of demons
and ghosts; for example) Kapas) Dumar1S, Nagas, Nisacaras,
Pannagas, Pi'Sacas) Pretas, Rakshasas, Vinayakas, Vrddhikas,
Yak?as, Yatudhanas and others. Nirrti and Krodha are two evil
Goddesses who gave birth to the Rakshasas and demons. 9 These
evil creatures have the power to assume many forms and often
take human-animal combinations. The more evil they are the
more grotesquely animal-like they are portrayed. RakshaSf are
the most frequently mentioned and they take human shape and
live in the human realm.
It is these small-time deities that bring discomfort to
human life. The Matrs assume the form of diseases and they
tend to inflict their power In the women's realm,
children and during pregnancy.

They cause

amongst

abortions 10 and

terrorise anyone who has the misfortune to enter their world.
When Srta was forced to live in Ravana's harem an evil Pisaca
"

woman threatened to eat or disfigure her. 11 Demon women also
encourage evil for their own purposes as when Duryodhana was
going to give up his quest for power and begin fasting a widemouthed goddess emerged and talked him out of it. 12 But these
9 ibid., Adi parvan, vol. 1,
10 ibid., Vana parvan, vol.

chs.65-66, pp.135-138.
3, ch,229, p.464.
11 ibid., Vana parvan, vol. 3, ch.278, p.546.
12 ibid., Vana parvan, vol. 3, ch. 249, pp. 497-498.

beings have powers unknown to humans and women who mix
with them have access to this power.
RakshasT, Yaks! and Nagas can assume many forms
and have specific control over physiological processes, especially
over tasks that can be troublesome for women. Raksha5t can
give birth the day they conceive 13 and they also have magical
powers of healing. It seems that RakshasT have all the capacities
of humans and others besides for they can understand the
human realm and are moved by similar religious demands as
humans. They have religious aspirations and cleanse themselves
In

SarasvatT.14

The

Mahabharata

records

the

wisdom

contributed to humans from observation of and connection with
the animal world. This is evident in the knowledge of healing
and the animal fables.

Despite this contribution, the animal

deity realm is considered evil and a woman's link with this
dimension of the divine associates her with evil.
She is discouraged from learning its magic by a male
world who view these beings as enemies. RakshaSi are seen as
creatures who roam the forest or live in alien cultures.
Ravana's harem

IS

reputed to be full of ugly Rakshasr1 5 and

Karl)a claims that there are many RakshasT amongst the
southern tribes of Bahlkas and Madrikas. 16 Good humans are
assumed to have a natural enmity to non-human realms. But
a woman is naturally associated with these beings, and the
world of the animals,

through her experience of birth and

menstruation. She deals with irrational magic from unknown
ibid. ,
14 I
'b'd
I. ,
15 I
'b'd
I, ,
16 I'b'd
I "

Adi parvan, vol. 1, ch.157, p.324.
Salya parvan, vol. 7, ch.43, p.119.
Vana parvan, vol. 3, ch.278, p.546.
Karna parvan, vo1.7,s.44, p.109.

,/'

.
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worlds, the popular, folk dimension of religion. The orthodox
male brahmans continually decry this level of religion and
attribute women's physiology, menstruation and birth, as states
of impurity which bring a loss of religious status. 17
The Mahabharata allows us to view the other face
of evil and to see it also has a smile. Evil women are often
those from another culture and so the fight between good and
evil is often one of cultural survival. Within their own realm
these women or beings have religious and social structures they
follow. Generally, the information given about them comes from
their opponents, decrying them but we also find out about these
women when their lives cross with the main characters.
Hi9imna was a Rakshasl,

sent by her brother to kill the

..

Pandavas for food. 18 They had wandered into his neck of the
woods and he viewed them as fair game. When

Hi~imDa

saw

the Bhlma Pandava
she fell in love with him and realised that
..
to eat him would bring pleasure for only a moment, to love
him would bring pleasure forever. She took on a human form
and betrayed her brother, telling BhIma of his intentions. Her
brother was killed and the Pandavas
remained free. Hidimba
, .
.
defied her cultural identity to save the Pal)~avas and she left
her friends and relatives to be with Bruma. She took him flying
around the skies and their passionate relationship produced
Gha~otkaca,

a hero in the Kurukshetra war.

She and her

offspring made a connection to the human world, they changed
allegiance and she continued to use her RakshasT powers for the

.

benefit of the Pandavas.
She is the powerful one and their
.
17 ibid., AntiSasana parvan, vo1.ll, ch.44 p.155.
18 ibid., Adi parvan, vo1.l, chs.154-l57, pp.3l7-325.
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relationship is on her terms. After the birth of Ghatotkaca
she
.,
parts with Bnlma and she and her son head northward.
Jara was another forest-dwelling RakshaSi who devoured
humans lost in the forest. She also had extraodinary powers
and knowledge about the essence of life and was a wise,
religious Rakshasl. She wanted to thank the king in whose forest
she dwelt and when his two wives had still-born, deformed
children she magically united and healed them into one healthy
child.

Taking the form of a beautiful golden woman

returned the child to its parents.

she

They rewarded her and

named the child Jarasandha, in her honour. A festival was
proclaimed and the people of the kingdom worshipped Jara as a
Goddess. She used to be the beneficent Goddess GrhadeVf in a
•

past incarnation and this act of kindness returned her to that
status. She became understood as a cultural protectress. 19
Even amongst the worst Rakshasl a good RakshasT will
be found. When SIta: was abducted by Ravana and forced to
live in his harem, one of Raval,1a's wives, Trirata, consoled her
and gave

her

guidance

and

hope

for

the

future. 20

This

friendship was lasting and when Rama and Srta returned to
power they rewarded her with riches. 210n the occasions when
humans and RakshasT meet as individuals the connection seems
to be good for both concerned, although the Mahabnarata only
records stories where

RakshaSf make

adaptations

into

the

human realm and not the other way around. The meeting and

19 ibid., Sabha parvan, vol. 2, ch.17-18, pp.39-42 & Drona

parvan, vol. 6, ch .181, p. 420.
20 ibid., Vana parvan, vol. 3, ch.278, p.546.
21 ibid., Vana parvan, vol. 3, ch.289, p.567.

'

mlxmg of alien cultures can be very productive and, if each

IS

able to maintain its power, much is achieved.
The most striking thing about evil women m the
Mahabharata is how few are mentioned, especially by contrast
with the numbers of evil men. Men wage war and in their
attempts to justify their actions, they call their enemies evil.

..

On the surface, the Pandavas are good and the Kauravas are
evil, but this surface is disrupted so much by subtle underlays
that simple good/evil ideas are falsified and become meaningless.
Most

evil

is circumstantial

and

a

phase

rather

than

a

permanent state. Women do not fight in these wars and are
therefore less frequently associated with evil. The Maliabharata
is loathe to label any human female as evil and goes to great
pains to reinforce their natural goodness. The exception to this
manifests with women who deify the patriarchal order. In an
/'

angry conversation with King Salya, 1<arna calls the Bahlka and
Madrika women evil and 'the dirt of womenkind'. 22 He gives
them this label because they are free, they do as they please
without restraint. They are outspoken and dance and laugh,
drink and eat in pUblic.

They are not

attached

to any

particular male and have liberal attitudes to sexuality as well as
public status and power over the behaviour of the men,. They
also live in a classless society, all mingling together.
Karl)a is the voice of classical patriarchy. He
women who are free,

IS

opposes

as they threaten and challenge his

understanding of what women should be. Yet they fascinate
him and he is able to detail their activities, showing that he
spent time observing.

Karna's attitude is well documented
I

22 ibid., Karna parvan, vol. 7, chs.44-45, pp.l07-112.
I
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throughout the Mahabharata but in this instance its failings are
presented by King Salya. Here a male sees the downfall of male
dominance and 'Salya defends the B-ahlka and Madrika women.
He points out that it is ignorant to classify any sex or race as
evil as there are good and evil people in all cultures, He likes
the social structure where women are free and is more horrified
by behaviour in Karna's kingdom, He reminds Karna of how

-

afflicted people are by the social practices that Kar!la enforces
and says that women and children are bought and sold.
Patriarchal societies, like Karl).a's, equate free women with evil
and good women with obedient subordinates. In

Kar~a's

view

'good women' live, without complaint, in a culture which allows
them and their children to be sold as slaves. This attitude
pervades all of the following material and shows that evil
women are simply those who resist the rules of patriarchy.
Patriarchy maintains the subordination of women
and considers birth as a woman to be a curse, This message
emerges from the mouth of three dominant males,

Krshl!a,

.

Bhfshma and Narada. Krshna
. considers being born as a woman
is a sinful birth 23 and women are the root of evil. 24 He
supports his views by claiming they are divinely ordained by
the Vedas. 25 The reasons for this attitude are never expanded,
they are simply unsubstantiated dogmatic statements. They are
rarely supported by the mythology, and even when they are, it

.
Sikhandin,
.,

is perplexing. Yaksa Sthunakarna,
who voluntarily exchanged
.
,
his sex with

/""

was cursed to remain a woman for

23 1'b'd
1 " BhTshma parvan, vol,5, ch, 33, p, 76,
24 1'b'd
1 " Asvamedhika Parvan, vol. 12, ch,19, p.36.
25 1'b'd
1 " Anu§asana Parvan, vol. 10, ch,19, pl06.

attempting such a 'heinious thing'. Why it was terrible to do it

.

.

is a mystery, as Sthunakarna did it voluntarily.26 It seems
probable that he was assuming too much power and self
determination, so Kubera quickly punished him.
The subordinate place of women leaves them open to a
senes of curses from angry males.

Yudhishthira cursed all

women of the world because of a

mistake made by his

mother.27 This style of cursing begins at the earliest times
when Aditi is cursed by Budha to expenence pain in childbirth.
Sarasvatr is cursed to lose her purity and have blood in her
waters for her innocent part in the contest between two
:shis. 28 Women are quickly cursed if their acts show little
respect for men. A curious SUkanya once poked a stick at some
bright lights she saw in the middle of an ant hill. Unfortunately
they were the eyes of an ascetic, Cyavana, who became very
angry and SUkanya was forced to marry the old man to protect
her

family

from

his wrath. 29

Rukmi~'ir

once

laughed

at

Durvasas who was instructing Krshna
. , to put food over his body
and for this sacrilege she was forced to act as a horse to his
chariot. He whipped her as she pulled him along the street. 30
The

reasons

for

male

curses

are

frequently

petty

and

inconsequential, but tied into the dilemma of what freedoms
these men felt were permissible for these women.
The central sin that resulted in curses against women
involved sexuality. Seductive women are an endless theme and
26
27
28
29

ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,
30 ibid.,

Udyoga Parvan, vol. 4, chs.194-195, pp.368-371.
Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.6, pp.8-9.
-5alya Parvan, vol. 7, ch. 42, p. 118.
Vana Parvan, vol. 3, chs.122-123, pp.258-261.
Anutasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch.159, pp. 373-375.
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they are always evil. However their evil quality is often a male
creation as these women only take on a seductive aspect in the
company of a man who thinks of seduction and they are often
innocent to this male projection. Some men understand this
point and take responsibility for their sexuality. Vyasa knew he
wasn't enlightened when beautiful Apsarases covered themselves
in front of him, afraid of his eroticism. But he identified that
/'

his son Suka was enlightened as they remained naked with him
and were unafraid. An enlightened male offers no threat to
women and they need not protect themselves from him. Their
nakedness is just nakedness, not an erotic invitation. Many
women are innocent of the seductive power that men Impose
upon them. Even when women use sexual power the weight of
the punishment imposed upon them is more severe than the
initial 'crime'. 'Surpanakha of the Ramayana was known as a
#

•

constant source of temptation to ascetics and she attempted to
seduce

Lakshmana

and Rama.

She

simply attacked

their

integrity but they responded by mutilating her body. 31
Men foolishly classify women according to this one
aspect of their lives. But, innocence is a natural phase for all
women and sexual behaviour is something they learn.

Men

impose the generalisation of seduction upon women who are
innocent of its power. The Mahabharata IS ambiguous about
seductive women as they are offered to virtuous men as a
reward. Heaven is full of Asparases who go and gather the souls
of dead warriors from the battlefield. Although these women are
'evil' and are punished on earth they live in heaven where they
are rewards for a man who has lived a good life,
ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.276, p.539.

A man

1-5
recognises the experience of an erotic woman is his best dream
and will be his greatest achievement.
Even the most orthodox of women may find themselves
in evil circumstances especially if they become widows or are
childless. Being a widow is a the most tragic event for a Hindu
woman and it is a state that is attributed with evil due to
past karma. It is a personal tragedy and public tragedy for a
widow has no husband and no social place. Women say that
they serve no purpose after their husband's death. 32 The
tragedy of the widow's life is expressed in the institution of satl
where widows immolate themselves when their husbands die.
Many notable kshatriya women commit

~

and often under

religious instruction. Vyasa orders Krsh1)a's widows to drown
themselves but many escape with robbers rather than accept
that fate. 33
Evil women are not common in the Mahabharata and
those mentioned are viewed with caution and the other side of
their circumstances is shown. Often evil women are just those
from another race or tribe whose values are threatening.
Generally evil women

are

those

who

do

not

conform

to

partiarchal expectations and have found a weapon against
them. Evil is often a judgment against women who have erotic
powers which are irresistible to men. All women unfold karma
and have some part to play in the process of evil. Evil, violence
and destruction are aspects of the Divine Feminine, her dramas
are incomprehensible in the human world and her power is

ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.121, p.253.
33 ibid., Asramavasika Parvan, vol. 12, ch.33, p.51.

32

awesome. Destruction is her divine prerogative and she uses it
to establish order in a complex universe.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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chapter four
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****************************************************************************

****************************************************************************

War on earth is a manifestation of Divine Activity and
in

the ancient world women participated in war as warnors,

defending

and

protecting

cultures.

Meshed

within

the

Mahabharata lies this material but it is overshadowed by the
more effective male war prowess. The cultures these victorious
tllales promulgated destroyed the female warrior and polarised
alale and female roles.
behind,

Men went to war and left women

even during peace these roles were rnaintained in

stereotyped form. Women in these patriarchal societies evolved
sophisticated psychological battles to express their aggression and
ensure their voice was heard.

This chapter looks briefly at

theme one by outlining ancient female warriors; but it deals
largely with the second and third of the three

by

considering women's experience of war within patriarchy, her
adaptations to and conflicts with it.
Warrior women emerge from ancient layers of the
Mahabharata. There is little detail about their contexts, but
enough to understand the inlportance of the warrior woman
and the mythology of the warrior Goddess who redeems the
world from Asuric powers. The importance of this concept to
Hinduism is made evident when the Paf1?avas pray to the
Goddess Durga for power before the battle. She epitomises the

warrior's might and upholds violence as a resolution to conflict. 1
When

Durga

is

inserted

into

the

storyline she

needs

no

explanation because she is central to Hindu consciousness. The
paradigm of the warrior Goddess is demonstrated in the way
that male Gods manifest their female energy(€akti) to do the
fighting for them. Wild women take form and devastate their
enemies. 2
The Matrs(Mother Goddesses) are a class of warrior
women who are listed by name. They are fighters who can
assume different forms at will, live in trees and are fierce in
battle. They carry weapons and are skilled in warfare. These
beings are ancient Goddesses, mothers of the world who align
themselves to the God Skanda and adopt him as a son. By
fighting his battles they depose more recent deities and reclaim

.

human worship. 3 Six foremost Matrs are the wives of rshis
who
,
were unjustly deserted by their husbands and robbed of their
sacred status. They also adopt Skanda on the condition that
they can regain human worship and they claim the power of
other ancient female deities. If they cease to be worshipped m
the human world they assume a

threatening stance

and

manifest as an array of childhood diseases. 4
The cow NandinT is a fighter and the leader of an army.
When her region is threatened and she is about to be stolen
M?thabharata, BhTshma Parvan, vol. 5, ch.23, pp.48-49.&Vira!a
Parvan, vol.4, ch.6, pp.11-12.
2 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.230, p.470.
3 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.225, p.458.
4 ibid, Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.229, pp.463-465.

from her brahman owners she gathers her army and attacks
the marauding kshatriyas, devastatmg them, 5 She is motivated
to take this action as she is defending a social order and
protecting her rights. Although these powerful fighting women
are

described

m

the

Mahabharata

the

women

from

the

generations of the Kurukshetra war) whose lives we get details
about., do not take an active role in personal combat and. we
hear little about them as the war dramas unfold.

The one

/

woman, Amba/Sikhandin,
who is a warrior ends up taking a
,,
male form to be truly effective. 6 Most women are dependent on
men for their personal survival and when danger threatens
they remain behind with the children in a world. of grief as
their male relatives are killed. This process of dependence upon
men is central to the control of patriarchy as the feminine lack
of war is associated with their powerlessness. War is a double
tragedy from a woman's perspective.
An illusion, often created when women don't take
an active part in the personal combat of

is that they are

inherently peaceful creatures. Wom.en do fight, but they battle
with psychological rather than physical violence. The fighting
spirit of women is less immediate and it germinates slowly,
Psychological violence occurs

within

the

context

of

family

demands, in an intimate realm. This realm and. its dramas are
reflected in the mythical material of the Mahabharata and this
style of psychological warfare evokes the response from their
ibid" Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.176, pp.355-356.
6 Her story
detailed in chapter six, METAMORPHOSIS, pp.82-85.
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male victims that women are the root of hostility. 7 Through
indirect means women win many battles of the mind. Primarily
they make men fight for them. Some women support men's
wars and are mistresses of survival as they get the men to do
the dirty work.
These women are generally kshatriya women, the
Queens and Princesses of the Mahabharata and we have more
information about them than the women of any other caste. In
an attempt to protect their communities and life-styles,

or

even to seek revenge for petty injuries they encourage their
male relatives to fight, These women are given a degree of
power in a male world and they support the system. Women
who support wars are presented as heroic in their capacity to
endure personal tragedy) but these tragedies only serve to bring
greater motivation for another series of conflicts and the taste
of revenge is sweet.

Women incite violence and withdraw

themselves from men if they do not do what is required. They
also withdraw from the ensuing conflict,

protected by the

ethical command that women should never be killed, 8 These
ethics give women a power and freedom that men recognise for
to avoid conflict Narayana takes the form of a woman (maya:)
and pacifies and entrances his enemies, robbing them

their

fighting spirit. 9 Women contribute to war by directing their

Parvan: vol. 8: ch.139, p.305.
Parvan, vol. 8, ch.98, p.214.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.18, p.60.

5/

spiritual powers to support men in battle. So women manipulate
men for their ends and use men as their weapons.
Draupadf, the great queen of the Mahabharata has a
wonderful way with men. Her husbands bow to her power as
she curses and rejects them if they do not do as she wishes. 10
When her enemy, DuhS'asana, humiliates her by dragging her
into court when she is menstruating she remains violently
angry that her husbands did not intervene. She keeps her hair
dishevelled and will not accept her husbands until they avenge
her and DuhS"asana and the Kauravas are defeated. l1 Then she
wants further revenge for the death of her sons and powerful
her behest. 12 Draupadi is one

figures like Drol)a are destroyed

of the few people who constantly encourages war and has no
second thoughts about it.
Draupadf,

NOt

During

Ar juno. regrets and ponders but
periods

of

fighting

she

undergoes

austerities to give her husbands power and it is recognised that
she saved the

from slavery by her intelligence and

shrewd use of boons. 13 The only tin1e she regrets her kshatriya
status is because her pride is hurt when Duryodhana calls her a
cow. 14
Power is her paSSIOn and when her eldest husband,
Yudhishthira, suggests an early departure into religious life she
10 ibid., Van a Parvan, vol. 2, ch.12, pp.30-33.
11 ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.16, p.30. & Sauptika Parvan,

vol. 7, ch.16, p.38.
12 ibid., Sauptika Parvan, vol. 7, ch.ll, p.30.
13 ibid., Udyoga Parvan, vol. 4, ch.162, p.314.
14 ibid.,
Parvan, voL2, ch.37, p.82.
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considers him insane and demands a return to power. 15 The
speech she gives to her friend, Satyabhama, about the modest
and virtuous wife is not upheld by her actions. She is a very
traditional figure, the noble kshatriya princess, upholding her
caste dharma and realising the pleasure of ruling the earth.
Even when she is forced to be a servant in the palace of Virata
she upholds duty as supreme and endures hardships only in the
hope of future victory. It is not surprising that the male figure
she finds most fascinating is Ar juna, the archetypal warrior.
Draupadl is orthodox to the core and yet she loses so much by
this behaviour. Her birth clan and her children are slaughtered
and she ends up with no blood relatives .16
Draupadl's mother-in-law,
psychological tactics to get wars fought.

Kunt!,

uses similar

She admits there is

demerit in war but she still maintains they must be fought.
Kuntl says she will abandon her sons forever if they do not
fight to regam their kingdon1.17To illustrate her attitude she
tells the story of Vidula, a woman whose son didn't want to
fight. 18 Vidula puts her son Sanjaya in a no-win situation by
telling him that she would reject him if he will not go to war.
She will withdraw her intimacy and set him at war on a
personal level, so he is given the choice of either a public or
private war.

15
16
17
18

ibid.,
ibid.
ibid.,
ibid.,

1

Sanjaya says his mother's heart is as hard as

'Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.14, pp.23-24.
A~ramavasika Parvan, vol. 12, ch.29, p.48.
Udyoga Parvan, vol. 4, ch.90, p.186.
Udyoga Parvan, vol.4, chs.133-135. pp.257-264.
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steel, but acknowledges that the world would be of no use to
him if she disregards him. Her arguments about the merits of
war are irrelevant; it is the threat that motivates him to fight.
In this way women organise men to do tasks for them that
may threaten the men's lives. AstI; the
her father,

.

widow of Karpsa, gets

Jarasandha, to avenge Kan;sa's death and fight

Krshna 19 and Amba organised Rama to fight on her behalf. Men
'"

are always attempting heroic deeds to get women's approval.
Draupadr sent ShTma on a life-threatening task into a dense
wilderness

just to get her flowers.

War

is

supported

kshatriya women who identify with the morals,

by

power and

ambitions of men and they achieve a degree of it for themselves
by manipulating men to fight for them.
Aside from the direct cOll1bat of wars, there are other
battles which women are Involved in, A curse

IS

an effectIve

weapon for a woman who cannot use the power of arms. This
is the most direct form of psychological violence used by women
and it is her way of making social and political changes in a
patriarchal world that will not accept negotiation, Some women
curse and enjoy revenge,

especially when they have

been

mistrea ted or their desires not satisfied. When Bhlshma wronged
Amba she cursed him and then focused her life around inflicting
revenge. She waited until her next life when as a warrior she
defeated him in battle, humiliating and killing him. Death isn't
always a sufficient revenge so a woman will use a curse which
causes an individual to suffer. AngirasT cursed Kalmashapada to
ibid., Sabha Parvan, vol. 2, ch.14, p.

5'1

celibacy because he had killed
Likewise,

beautiful

her

UrvashT cursed

husband during sex. 20
Ar juna

to

be

impotent

because he refused to be her lover. Women punish with a state
similar

to

the

one

their

victim

had

inflicted

on

them.

Uma(Parvat1) cursed the Gods to be childless because they
/"

distracted Siva during sex and caused her to be childless 21 and a
woman who was violently raped cursed the rapist's wives to
become unfaithful. 22 A curse may take a long time to manifest
but women confidently watch the play of the universe and wait
for actions to reap their results.
Women are confident of their spiritual powers for
they understand that they are tapping the power of
The injustice that is inflicted upon them will always return to
those who perpetrate it. Women do not have to see the effects
of their curses. They wait; trusting the great revolutions of
fate. This is the way that GandharT gets her revenge against

.

Krshna.
.

knows that her curse will take effect even though

.

she does not see it happen in her lifetime. Krshna
. assisted in
the slaughter of Gandharl's sons
the same

she cursed him to suffer

. She knew that his religious duty as the

incarnate God was to bring peace between the warring sides and
his failure to do so exposed him to the inexorable law of karma.
Thirty six

passed before GandharTs curse took effect and

she had already died, In a fit of

Krshna and his male
-

.

ibid, , Adi Parvan, voL 1, ch.184, p.368.
21 ibid., Anu-Sasana Parvan, voL 11, ch.84, pp.129-130.
22 1'b'd
1 ., Karl}a Parvan, vol. 7, ch,45, p.l10.
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relatives destroy each other and only the women are left. The
power of a woman's curse is greater than the might of battle
for GandnarT is able to redress the balance of war and punish
God for his tragedies, Her only act of immediate violence was to
curse Yudhishthira
for his part in her son's deaths. She burnt
•
his toe with her spiritual eye as an indication of what she was
capable of, 23and an indication that she was able to contain her
anger,

She allowed the universe to bring justice,

without

having to be vindicated, right now!. Women fight in patriarchal
cultures but they fight the males of their own culture. Their
weapons are religious and psychological and their rnethods very
effective.

They feel the greater laws of the

universe,

of

nature(prakrti) to be working in harmony with them and this
•

will eventually dissolve patriarchal constraints.
This understanding is beautifully portrayed

10

the story

of GautamT.24 Her son was bitten by a snake and died.

A

brahman priest caught the snake and brought it to GautamT so
that she might kill it and get revenge. However, GautamT didn't
want revenge and ordered the priest to free the snake. She
reasoned that no link in the causal chain of

could

forced to take total responsibility in the death of her son, The
snake's bite was just one part of an ongoing process. The story
then goes on to elucidate the complex factors

work

10

this

small tangled web and it demonstrates the innocence of the
snake as well. Mrtyu(death) had sent him on an errand to bite
ibid., StrTParvan, vol. 7, ch.15, p.22.
24 ibid., AntiSasana Parvan, vol. 10, ch.l, pp.
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the child and he was not an independent cause,

GautamTs

understanding of karma is profound and she is an enlightened
woman, Her response to revenge and war is peace, She knows
that

the

patterns

of

human

destiny

are

beyond

her

comprehension, She can trace some of the threads of karma but
to act with anger to painful events will only bring unfolding
aggresslOn

In

the future,

GautamTs actions are the enactment of a religious ideal
but enlightenment is not the predominant state of people in the
Mahabharata and they fight for personal advantages,
process women wage war amongst themselves,

In this

One of the

earliest dramas lies in the tale of the two Goddesses, Kadru and
Vinata,25 They were sisters who argued over the colour of the
horse Uccail)S'ravas's tail. Although Kadru was wrong, she forced
her snake children to pose as black hairs and cheated Vinata,
then punished Vinata by making her a servant, This act of
subordination begins a conflict which continues throughout Hindu
mythology,

the conflict between

the

birds and

snakes,

It

initiates an unending series of tension resolutions throughout the
Manabharata and a strata of heroes are born to redress this
initial conflict,

Subordinating a

amongst conflicting women,

rival

is

a

common

When Devayanf and

tactic

~armish!ha

fought over family status, it became so vicious that 'Sarmishtha
threw DevayanT down a well in an attempt to kill her, 26

25 1'b'd
1 "
26 1'b'd
1 "

Adi Parvan, vol.l, chs, 20-27, pp,62-70,
Adi Parvan, vol.l, chs, 78-80, pp,172-176.
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Oevayaru was saved and got revenge by forcing Sarmishtha to
be her slave.
The instinct for power has its feminine version but
this type of female jealousy is most commonly a reflection of
the insecurity of the patriarchal context,

When a woman's

economic and social status depends on her links with male
relatives or husbands,

vulnerable. The greatest conflict

amongst women is between co-wives and there is a layer of
analogy showing that nothing

as destructive as a co-wife and

nothing as tragic as a deserted wife, 27 Kuntl is jealous of the
younger,

more

beautiful

Draupadl is

jealous

of

Subhadra and forces her to wear rough clothes to hide her
beauty and be her n1aid. 29

tricks DevayanT and has

children by DevayanTs husband,

, and this causes fury.

Lapita and \.;arita fight over rshi Mandapala,30and so on, the
list is exhausting.
These female conquests extend into battles over men,
just because another wornan may

hin1, A woman learns

to identify her power by the way that she

able to get men to

respond to her, Life in patriarchy flings women into contests of
femininity and beauty 31 and these
children.

WOlnen fight to produce the

into contests over
powerful sons.

ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.235, p.454. & Udyoga Parvan,
vol. 4, eh.
p. 69.
ibid" Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.125, p.262.
29 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.223, p. 429.
30 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.235, p.453.
31 ibid., Udyoga Parvan, volA, ch.33, p.61.
1

Gandharl is jealous of KuntTs sons and tries to do better and
Sagara's wives fight over their children. 32

Some mothers steal

the sacrifical food meant for their daughter's pregnancies in an
attempt to produce the best child. Women assert dominance by
getting

their

children

into

positions

of

power

and

are

uncompromising in their techniques. KaikeyT used her youth and
beauty to make DctSaratha accept her son Bharata as the
rightful heir over Rama.
Women understand that these conflicts arise from the
social context they are forced to live within and they become
angry. Anger

IS

war in an intimate world. Women frequently

feel hatred and anger towards their husbands, fathers and male
relatives. KuntT is angry that her father abandoned her as a
child and gave her away as if she were money. She blarrles the
problems of her life on her father. 33 She feels that her life
traumas are the direct result of his disregard and her lack of
freedom to make her own decisions. Atri's wife was angry at
him and deserted him because he was a useless n1an who
imagined himself to be 'religious'. Women are frequently angry
at their husbands for

their sense of

over-in1portance and

religious vanity. Arundhatr had conflicts with Vasish!ha over
this

and

she

emerged

with

greater

ascetic

status. 34

An

unnamed brahman's wife berates her husband for his asceticism
and tells him that he sets himself up as a paragon of religious

ibid. , Vana Parvan, vol. 2, chs, 106-107, pp, 228-233,
33 1'b'd
1 ., Udyoga Parvan, vol. 4, ch.90, p.185.
,.:.
34 1'b'd
1 " Salya Parvan, vol. 7, ch.48, pp.136-137
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virtue but really he is a cruel man who does not care for her.
PradveshT deserts DTrghatamas for the same reason. 35 These
conflicts are common and as women do not have social power to
force

the

men

to

change

they

either

withdraw

or

use

underhand methods to defeat their husbands. They curse them
with diseases 36 or use their sexual potency to control male
behaviour.
The points where a man expresses dependence upon a
woman are the places where she wields her power and the most
obvious area is sexuality.

Men are eternally dependent upon

women for intimate, loving experiences and these can becorne a
weapon in the hands of a woman who is looking for justice or
personal vengence.

This process is not elucidated from

the

female perspective so it is difficult to discover her motivation.
Male powerlessness m the face of women's sexuality is well
reflected. The tale is told that men were achieving such power
in the universe that the gods became threatened and created
women to destroy men. 37 They use sexuality as their weapon in
this process of destruction and tempt men away from ascetic
practice. They are successful and the weapon is used again and
again.

Men who believe that they have greater status than

women feel continually angry towards women over sexuality
when they have, yet again, been defeated. Perhaps this myth
more realistically portrays the way that experience of women is
35 Their story is expanded in chapter one, ANCIENT MEMORIES,
pi7.
36 Mahabharata, Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.231, p.473.
37 ibid., AnliSasanaParvan, vol.li, ch.40, pp.7-8.
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more profound for men than any religious realisations. Exclusive
masculine religion assumes complete knowledge of liberation but
they blatantly avoid the vision and experience of women. Their
system suffers the greatest threat from women who offer other
valid realisations which do not comply with male ascetic ideals
Women fight with men for power and perhaps this is the lTIOst
cruel fight of all for it is one she has continued to lose.
Anger is a creative force that gets things done for
women. The fear of women's anger at least makes men more
prudent in their actions. GandnarTs anger after the war set the
./

men off to pacify her 38 and Parvafi's anger at Siva's exclusion
got things going. The divine archetype of

Mahak~df

sends the

Gods running in terror. Divine women with a cosmic vision fight
for a greater justice and they are warriors.

Ancient women

have preserved their cultures with their warrior prowess. Most
women are involved in private battles for the good things of life
and in a patriarchal world they use psychological violence to
express their aggression. They fight aginst men in attempts to
change social structures that bind them. Only the wealthy and
powerful kshatriya women support the male order as it gives
them limited privilege. When it comes to the common woman,
she is angry at men for the destruction of their wars but feels
powerless to do anything about the male sense of conquest.
Most women have ceased to be intoxicated by war and do not
want to fight and it is a process that fills them with sorrow.

38 ibid., /§alya Parvan, vol. 7, ch.63, p.172.
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chapter five

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************

WOMEN AND MEN

The Mahabliarata explores the complex issues involved m
the

relationships between women

and

men.

It looks

at

the

interpersonal dynamics, social constraints and includes how things
were, as well as how they should have been. The detailed material
about relationships comes from the most recent historical period,
the time of patriarchy. The Mahabharata does not include material
written by women about men. What it does offer is myths that
escape from an imposed male perspective and these tales of women
and men illurninate the subtle workings of this human drama. To
contain this complex material I have woven it around attitudes to
the experience of love. Firstly, looking at love as a religious ideal
and unveiling the power inherent in love. Secondly, following love
in the mundane world, marnages and the complexities of love and
thirdly, the way that love in patriarchy is transformed into an
exchange of power which becomes a vehicle for the subordination
of women. This reflects the three themes as religious love gives
power to women and represents a feminine attitude. The path of
love in the mundane world unfolds the initial distortions from the
ideal and what and who loses. Then, love as power shows how a
patriarchal social context can destroy the religious dimension of
love and replace it with physical and emotional violence towards
women.

Love is an archetypal human experience which always
finds holes in the nets of social conventions and this transcendent
qualit.y equates love with religious experience. It is a timeless,
privat.e world that is difficult to express in words although the
Mahabharat.a delights in recording the phenomenon. Like religious
experience, the state of love is a powerful, emotional, irrational
and often uncontrollable process. Love finds its divine model in the
relationships of the deities. Most deities have a consort and the
Mah-abharata lists the names of celebrated love couples. 1 The most
popular love couple are ParvatT and Siva and some of their love
games are detailed. Divine love sanctions the intimate behaviour
between women and men and presents it as a religious state that
demands the greatest skill and devotion. Hindu's represent it as a
state difficult to attain and maintain but one with great power for
those who

the power of love find life endlessly creative.

The instinctive reaction between the sexes is attraction, a
'natural affinity'. This innocence is clouded by prevailing social
conditions and by complex family demands that inhibit. individuals
and distort innocent intimacy.

To illust.rate this instinct the

Mahabharata records tales of women and men meeting in forests,
away from social restraints where they react to each other
without complications. The story is told of RshyaS'rnga and the
•

#

courtesan. 2 RshyaS'rnga
was a young ascetic who had never seen a
.
,
woman,

not even his mother.

During adolesence he met an

Mahabharatg, Udyoga Parvan, volA, ch.117, p.229-230.
2 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 2, chs.ll0-113, pp.236-244. This myth
is told in full in chapter seven, ASCETICS AND GURUS, pp.97-100.
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enchantingly beautiful courtesan and left his ascetic life to follow
her. Her power of attraction was so great that he identified her
with divinity and understood her sensuous behaviour to be religious
devotions.

A man with no ingrained prejudice against women

comes to value his relationship with one as the focus of his
existence. The love relationship between women and men

central

and the wisdom of some individuals in the Mah-abharata is their
ability to love.
Pramadvara and Ruru were in love but she was bitten by
a

snake

and

died

before

their

wedding. 3

Ruru's

love

for

Pramadvara was so great that he gave her half his body and she
was revived. His love required sacrifice, but its creative potential
was revealed in his lover's return from death, SavitrT travelled t.he
world to find a husband and fell in love with Satyavat. 4 She was
cautioned against marrying him as he only had one year to live
but she married him anyway. As the end of the year came she
watched Satyavat carefully and went into the forest with him to
work. As he became very weary she waited for Yalna(death) to
come and receive him
should be

argued with Yama that Satyavat

This tenacity enabled her to experience love's

creativity, Varna was convinced by her argument and brought
Satyavat back to life.
UlupTs devotion to Ar juno. bought him back to life, Ulupf
fell in love with Ar juno. even though he already had two WIves

ibid" Adi Parvan, vol. 1, chs.8-9, pp.49-51.
4 ibid.,
Parvan, vol. 3,
.291-297, pp.570-585.

and she was a widow. 5 She initiated the relationship and told
Ar juna his virtue would not suffer if he had sex with her. So
Ar juna did everything she desired, 'making virtue his motive'. 6
This relationship was crucial for Ar juna as he was killed when he
foolishly fought his son

Ulupi revived him with the magic Naga

gem, Both women and men are capable of the devotion of love
and when mutual,
overwhelming

neither

abused.

Love can be such an

experience that individuals view their lives as

worthless without the one they love, Varul)a abducted Utathya's
wife, Bhadra, and Utathya drank the ocean dry to get her back, 7
Parikshit was so entranced with Su(obhana that his external world
lost significance.
Love

IS

eternally forgiving and looks to the mner qualities

of a person . SukumarT loved Narada, despite his ugly face 8 and
King

./

Santanu

married

Satyavatr even

unmarried mother from a lower

though

she

was

an

a boat woman on the

Yamuna,9 The experience of love

to all races and all

castes. At times it is inferred that lower

have less social

taboos and are more capable of love. The two beautiful princesses,
Ambalika and Ambika, were forced to have

intercourse with

the ugly sage Vyasa. Their husband had died
appropriate relative to continue the
revolted by his lack of refinement

6

7
8
9

ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid"
ibid.,
ibid. 1

family

was the
line.

They were

the experience,

Blilshma Parvan, vol. 5, ch.91, p,224,
Adi Parvan, voL 1, ch.216, pp.419-420.
Anusasana Parvan, vo!'11, ch.154, pp.359-361.
-Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.30, pp,62-64.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch,63, p.126.

then sent a servant to avoid further encounters. She had the
capacity to accept Vyasa 'as is' and spent time happily In his
company. Because of her capacity to love, Vyasa made her a free
and wealthy woman. 10 Divine love reflects into the human world
to give love a central place in human

religious experience,

Individuals who have tapped this experience have revealed its
tremendous power and have brought life back into the dead. Those
who know love value the mutual equality of the relationship and
those who follow its path value feminine experience and vision.
A woman's freedom to choose the parameters of love IS
revealed

In

some marriage arrangements. Polyandrous systems of

marriage are detailed where women had more than one husband.
The Mahabharata covers centuries of changing social patterns and
the variety of relationships is enormous. Occasional attempts to
codify 'orthodox' marriage types is a brahmanical,

patriarchal

overlay l1 which does not reflect the variety and complexity of what
actually happened. The main omissions of this male schema are
the polyandrous marriages which gave women

freedom.

The

central marriage that the Mah'abharata details is the polyandrous
marriage

of

Draupadf with

the

five

pal).<;lava

brothers.

Her

marnage has a religious underpinning as In a prevlOUS life her
devotions won her the boon from Siva to have five husbands in
her next life.
Draupadf

IS

This marriage

IS

complex and interesting and

loved by all her husbands. 12 It does pose some

ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.l06, pp.23Q.
11 ibid., Anu'Sasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch.44, pp.17-22.
12 Draupadfs power over her husbands is discussed in chapter
four, WOMEN'S WARS, pp. 51-61.

difficulties for her as she has a preference for the third brother,
Ar juna13 and is desolate when he is sent away and wildly jealous
when he marries other wives,

Her love for

him remains a

stumbling block and the reason for her death. She was not allowed
to walk into heaven and had to suffer death because she had
shown favouritism to Ar juna. Her relationship with her eldest
husband, Yudhishthira, is ambiguous and they frequently argue
over questions of duty; and at one stage she considers him insane,
The second brother, BhIma, appears the most devoted to Draupadf
and she can always depend upon him. He saves her from trouble,
defends her honour and attends to her at her death. He goes to
great lengths to please her, Her other two husbands, Nakula and
Sahadeva, are less central for her but she does have a son to each
of her husbands. Many men fall in love with Draupadf all through
her life.
This polyandrous 111arriage is not an isolated occurrence as
Draupadf's two mothers-in-law, Kuntl and MadrT enjoyed a type
of polyandry 14and there are other noted polyandrous marriages,
An ascetic woman had ten husbands, Jatila had seven 15and there
are many stories of married women having other relationships.
Oghavatr did so with the blessing of her husband 16 and she was
such a remarkable woman that she became a

after her

Parvan, vol. 12, ch.87, p.149 &
Maha prasthanika Parvan ch. 2, pg. 3 .
14 Details of relationships are covered in chapter eight, MAGIC AND
IMMORTALITY, pp.j14 1,1.5.
15
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch .198, p. 389.
16 ibid., AnuSasana Parvan, vol. 10, ch.2, p.9.
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death. There is an underlayer where women in some regions lived
with polyandrous systems. The Bahika: and Madrika women were
free in their relationships and were not dependent on men. So
were the women from the city of MahishmatT,17There is also the
implication that polyandrous systems predominated in early times
and

patriarchal

social

structures

and

polygamy

were

later

developments. 18
Another system of marriage that gave women the freedom
to have mUltiple partners was the system of becoming a Putrika.
This usually occured in kshatriya families if the daughter was the
only child.

She would remain in her family home and her

husbands were more informal and her offspring would be heir to
parent's property. The fathers of her children would have no
rights over her children. Ma:dhavl was a putrika- 19who was sought
after by kings in exchange for wealth,

would

long enough

to produce a son then move on, She produced four children this
way and then a svayamvara was organised for her to select a
•

husband.

But,

Ma:dhavl chose

the

forest

as

her

husband and lived the life of a wild doe, Citrangada was also a
had a son to Ar juna . 20

putrika

Women also initiate informal relationships that begin

.

end as they wish. Hidimba stayed with Bhlma for a while and
Details about
women are covered in chapter three, EVIL
WOMEN, pp.41-t2,
18 This idea is
in chapter one, ANCIENT MEMORIES,
pp.17-19 ,
19
Udyoga Parvan, vol.4, chs, 115-120, pp,227233.
20 l'bI'd.,, AdI'

1 1 , c.
h 217 ,p. 421 .
vo,

'Sarmish!ha met with Yayati in secret and had three children to
him. The acceptability of informal relationships is demonstrated
by

Apsarases and rshis.· These relationships are noteworthy for
•

their passion and the extraordinary children they often produce.
Children born to Apsarases are not always their

responsibility and

are often left with the father and brought up in hermitages.
,/

.

GhrtaCf had

two

children,

Dro:r;<!i

and

SrutavatT

by

rshi

,/

Bharadvaja 21 and she and Vyasa were responsible for Suka's birth.
Alambusha loved Dadlilca 22 and Menaka loved Vi(vamitra. 23 At
times the Apsarases initiate the relationship when they want to
reduce a

,rshi's ascetic

merit,

Tilottama

was sent

to

cause

dissension between the two Asura brothers, Sunda and Upasunda,
who ruled the earth. She was successful and they both fell in love
with her and fought over her. This allowed the Gods a chance to
attack

and

defeat

the

Asuras. 24

When

men

initiate

the

relationships they must worship the Apsaras before she will come
and live with them.

Sal!1vara~a

fell in love with Tapatl and

worshipped her until she descended fron1 the sky. 25 There is an
indisputable connection between the religious realisation of love and
the freedom women have as co-partners in the experience of love.
Nearly all central characters fall in love at some stage of
....--

their lives, even those who aim to avoid it. Only Bhfshma, Suka
and Kuni Garga's daughter live without fostering love. But, not
21 ibid"
22 ibid.,
23 ibid.,
24 ibid.,
25 ibid"

'Salya Parvan, vol. 7, ch.48, pp.137-138.
'Salya Parvan, vol. 7, ch.51, p.143.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, chs.71-72, p.153-155.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.214, pp.415-416.
Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.173-176, pp.349-353.

everyone who enters the world of love is able to experience its
religious dimension. Love in the mundane world meets with two
limiting factors. Firstly, the individual's capacity to penetrate and
utilise love's power due to lack of religious commitment.

Secondly,

the limitations that patriarchal societies place upon women affects
the play of love. Some couples are presented as the epitome of love
but close attention to the details recorded about them shows that
their love is not what it would seem. The following tales show the
./

lack of male devotion within love. Sakuntala and

Dushyanta met

in the forest and became infatuated. They made a simple marriage
contract and agreed that 'Sakuntala would later go and live with
Dushyanta as his wife and queen. 26 She bore his child, but still he
failed to return for her. She went to him and he pretended he
had never seen her before, called

a wicked and lewd woman

and ordered her and her son to leave. She argued with hiln,
emphasising the importance of the son

when Dushyanta still

resisted a heavenly voice intervened and he

sud~enly

remembered

his forest marriage and she remained with him as his wife.
'Sakuntala had to fight hard for her rights and love was lacking on
Dushyanta's

. He was initially happy to view her as a pleasant

interlude and take no responsibility for their child.
DamayantT suffers a similar fate with Nala. 27 Their
relationship

romantically and Nala is so beautiful that

Damayantr cannot distinguish him from the Gods. They marry but
he gambles away their kingdom. She is willing to take on the loss
ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, chs.69-74, pp.147-163.
27 ibid.,
Parvan, vol. 2, chs.53-79, pp.114·-163.

as long as she is with him but he leaves her half naked in a forest
and disappears without a trace. She travels the world in search of
him and is willing to accept him back when he finally returns.
Even models of divine love like Srta and Rama have difficulties
with love. 28 srta was abducted by the demon
a long separation from Rama.

and suffered

When they were finally united

rejected faithful Sita on the pretext that she had been in
another man's house. She was horrifed at his cold heart and the
Gods had to intervene to get Rama to accept her back. These
stories are heralded as the heights of love but they actually reveal
neglectful, loveless husbands and devoted, forgiving women.
Men not only desert women but they abduct them and
force them to marry. Ar juna and Subhadra began married life In
this way. 29

When Subhadra

came

to

a

marriagable

age

a

ceremony was arranged where she could choose a
suitable husband. Ar juna wanted her so he went to her halfbrother,

Krshna,
•

ti

for

advice on satisfying his desire.

instructs him to abduct Subhadra before her

Krshna
#

f#

as 'who

knows who she might choose'. In other words, it was unlikely to
be the already three times married Ar juna . So Ar juna abducted
Subhadra

ravished her. She was outraged

her family

threatened to fight Ar juna but Krsht:a talked them out of it and
Subhadra was formally married to Ar juna.
Women also manipUlate love. They respond to men by
tricking them and cheating them, by playing at love. They do
ibid, Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.289, pp,566-568,
29 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1 , chs.221,pp .426-429.
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violence to men's emotions but do not wrench them from their
social or economic security. SuSobhana met King Parikshit in the
forest and entranced him with her beauty. 30 They live together
for some time and he is so besotted that his political world loses
significance,

One

day,

SVsobhana

turned

into

a

frog

and

disappeared, Lovesick Parikshit searched for her everywhere but he
could not find her. SUsobhana's father emerged and explained to
Parikshit that SUsobhana frequently did this to men. She would
make them fall in love with her then disappear. Su'Sobhana views
love as a game that has a

twist for to be the winner she

makes sure she always haunts. Goddess Svaha was infatuated with
Agni (fire) but he had failed to notice this

of his infatuation

with the seven wives of the seven rshis,31 To trick Agni and
•

satisfy her desire Svaha assumed the forms of the rshis' wives and
q

went to Agni for love.

did not see through the disguise and

both were happy. A child was produced which everyone assumed

.

to be from the rshis' wives. Their husbands divorced them even
though Svaha confessed to her trick. This story is told as one of
the love plays of ~iva and Parvati as ParvatT assumed the from of
./

Svaha and Siva the form of Agni.
The first thing to be lost when the

of

is

transgressed is the equality of women within the relationship.
When men lose sight of the religious dimension to love they
trivialise love and neglect their partners} or they focus love in
sexual dramas and abduct unwilling women, They force women to
ibid., VanaParvan, vol. 3, ch.191, pp.392-395,
31 ibid, Vana Parvan, vol. 3, chs.223-225, pp.454-457,
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be shadows and images and victims. Because of the patriarchial
structure women are vulnerable to men's behaviour and their lives
are easily disrupted by the attitudes their male partner rnay take
towards love.

When women misuse love they trap and abuse

men's emotions and play with love. They show men to be fools,
emotionally ignorant and incompetent. Parikshit was unaware of
SuS-obhana's real emotions,

could easily fool him. Svaha tricked

Agni by seeing through his obsession with the appearance of a
woman. She assumed the type of form he liked, and that was fine
for him, he penetrated no deeper.

Such misguided love draws

people into great complexity.
Narada and Parvata were devoted religious companions
until they fell out over the beautiful SukumarT. 32 They ended up
cursing each other so neither could reach heaven. Virocana and
SiJdhanvan fought violently over K6inT and rshi Bh.rga fought
/"

Himavat for his daughter, Parvartf. Parvatl was in love with Siva
but Bhrgu was so angry that he was defeated in his love that
cursed Himiva t to poverty.

He went and married Puloma, who

had been engaged to a Rakshasa, and the Rakshasa later came and
dragged her off. Amba was abducted as a wife for a man

had

never met and lost the love of her fiance. Urva'ST made advances
to Ar juna but he rejected her on the grounds that she was too
old. Love can be very wounding and to protect people from pain,
love has to be tested. Before

Ash~avakra

could marry Suprabha he
./

ibid., DroI)a Parvan, vol. 6, ch.53, pp.115-116. & Santi
Parvan, vol. 8, ch. 30, pp. 62-64.
ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 10, ch.343, pp.163.

7

was sent on a journey and exposed to the seduction of beautiful
women. When he passed the test he was returned and married to
Suprabha. 34
The tragedy of love loss more frequently falls to the
women and the thought of life without the one they love can lead
to suicide, This idea became formalised in the institution of satl
where women ceremoniously kill themselves when their husbands
die. Many notable kshatriya women commit
forced to on Vyasa's

and many are

religious advice. Love in its contorted form

becomes power and women are its victims. Few men die for love
of their wives. The limitations of love for women and men are
painfully obvious. In general, the men of the Mah§ibnarata are less
committed than women to the religious dimension of love and, as
a result, they do not discover its extraordinary power.
Love and power are uneasy companions and the process of
love is easily diverted into a game of personal power in an
intimate and private world. The dynamics of love in this world are
shaped by gender expectations. The world of patriarchy teaches
men to view women as their personal possessions and love becomes
a synonym for dependence and power. When the time is right
they easily shelve their relationships without considering demands
their partners may have of them. Women's emotional needs are
sublimated

in

other

family

relationships.

Conventional

Hindu

marriage involves the woman leaving her birth family to live with
her husband's family. The marriage between a man and a woman
is just a part of the matrix of the traditional communal network
Parvan, vol. 10, chs.19-21, pp.l06-115.
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and the security of the family structure does not depend on this
bond. A woman's relationship with a man demands a turn around
in her security base and it demands the utmost adaptability as she
must leave her secure world and forge new links. A good wife is
not just someone who loves her husband but someone who adapts
to the ranging demands of the new family network. This situation
is bitter sweet. On one hand it gives the woman a range of
intimate relationships and a sense of belonging. Her central place
within the family is recognised and everything related to religion is
dependent on her. 35 A good wife

someone who knows traditional

wisdom and instructs her husband and children to follow it.
Women like Draupadf, SavitrT, Gandl1arl, Kumbhlnas"f.5 6 save their
families with their religious wisdom

are the hub of the

network. On the other hand, the woman is made dependent and
vulnerable to any treatment her husband may deliver.
In the patriarchal world of the

the treatment

was often bad. Women were treated as dornestic servants or erotic
adventures. In each case they were a means to an end. There
was no equality. The Mahabliarata has extensive teaching about
the

that men encounter when relating to women and it

encourages men to avoid women. But,
far

it is the men who are a

danger to women. The lives of women reveal patterns

of violence and cruelty which are part of a situation where women
are dependent. Women endure neglect, violence and rape in their
relationships with men. It is not just horrible Rakshasa who rape
Parvan, vol. 12, ch.90, p.158.
val. 1, ch.172, p. 345-347.

but it is ministers of the court, kings and Gods like lndra who
hunt out beautiful women. There are indications that rape was
viewed as heroism and the violence was underplayed. A parable
says pride is more serious than raping a friend's wife. 37 Indra
raped Ahalya 38 and was cursed by her husband to have a green
beard on his face. KeS1n raped Daityasena, Bhadra was abducted
by VarUl)a, and Puloma was abducted during pregnancy and
dragged through the skies in labour. 39
Ja~asura

Draupadf suffers a series of attempted rapes.

grabs her but is killed by her husbands. 40 King Jayadratha of
Sindhus takes her screaming on to his chariot, but, again she is
saved. 41 Then Klcaka, a minister in Vi6i!a's palace where Draupadf
worked as a servant, went to great lengths to seduce her and
finally forced himself upon her but she had masterminded his
murder and escapes again. 42 The Mah1lbharata is full of stories
where women are abducted against their will. Krshna
. . abducted
Rukmil).l and ravished her, 43 although she had been promised to

~i§upeila. 44 Her brother came to save her but Krshna's
- . army
defeated

him.

Krshna
.
~

also

abducted

GandharT as

a

wife. 45

37 ibid., Anusasana Parvan, vol. 11, ch.101, p.185.
38 ibid., -Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.266, p.250.
39 1'b'd
1 .,

40 1'b'd
1 .,
41 1'b'd
1 .,

42 1'b'd
1 .,
43 I'b'd
1 .,

Adi Parvan, vol. 1, chs.5-6, p. 45-47.
Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch.156, pp.315-318.
Vana Parvan, vol. 3, chs.262-266, pp.518-523.
Virata Parvan, vol. 4, chs.14-16, pp.23-30.
UdyogaParvan, vol. 4, ch.48, p,115. & vol. 4, ch.159,

.

p.304,
44 1'b'd
1 " Sabha Parvan, vol. 2, ch.44, p. 88.
45 1'b'd
1 ., Dro~a Parvan, vol. 6, ch.11, p.23.

DevakT(krshna's mother»
"

~

was abducted by Vasudeva. 46 Abduction

of a high class princess was a way of asserting dominance over her
region.

Sometimes

it

was

just

a

matter

of

petty

pride.

Duryodhana abducted a woman out of anger as she chose another
man at her self-choice ceremony (svayamvara) .47
•

Women are

afraid of men for the violence they inflict upon them and require
protection from

relatives.

The Mahabharata records a variety of marnage relationships
which women endure to get protection and safety. Polygamy was
commonly accepted

amongst

kshatriyas.

There

are

scattered

statements supporting the practice) saying it is fine for men to
have multiple wives,

but wrong for women to have multiple

husbands. 48 There are also details on the numbers of wives
allowable for each

49 There is no discussion about the reasons

for these prejudices, they are assumed. Polygamy finds its worst
form in the marriage of God KrshI)a to his sixteen thousand wives
but the Manabharata gives little insight into this marriage. When
the wives are widowed many

with invading robbers, some

commit satf while the principal wife,

Rukmil}l,

and Krshl)a's

favourite wife, Satyabhama, take on religious lives and live in
hermitages. It is perplexing that God should manifest such injustice
to women in this incarnation. Marriage arrangements which allow
a man multiple wives bring suffering and bitterness to women.
46 ibid., Orona Parvan, vol. 6, ch.143, p.312.
47 ibid., Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch. 4, pp. 6-7.
/"

#

48 ibid., "Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.259, p. 227. & Ksvamedhika

Parvan, vol. 12, ch,80, p.137.
49 ibid., Anu-sasana Parvan, vol.li, ch.44, pp.17-18.
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Sometimes the husband suffers as well. Soma (moon) was married
to the twenty seven daughters of Daksha but his favourite was
Rohin! and he spent all his time with her. 50 The neglected wives
•

complained to their father who threatened Soma with sickness if
he failed to spread his affections. However; Soma could not love
anyone but Rohit)! and was therefore inflicted with tuberculosis
and each month he waned away,
Regardless of the style of the relationship, women and rnen
become unhappy with each other and fascinated by others. When
social structures allow sexual equality this process is taxing for the
individuals concerned but it is not always considered to be 'evil'.
Only in a severely patriarchal world is adultery a great crime,
and even here, it is generally a crirne for women alone, There are
ethics within the Mahabharata suggesting that adulterous won1en
should be deserted and killed,

while adulterous men should be

emasculated and sent to the forest. 51 When important characters
and Gods are the adulterers this simple solution becomes farcical.
The complexities of adultery are elucidated in the tales of Re1)uka
and Ahalya. Re1)uka fell in love with King Citraratha one day
when she saw him bathing. 52 Her husband, Jan1adagni became
aware of this and ordered their sons to kill her. The eldest son
would not do this so his father cursed him to become an inanimate
object. In fear of his father, the youngest son,
off her head with an axe.
50 ibid.

chopped

Jamadagni was pleased with his

'Salya parvan, vol. 7, eh.35, pp.99-100. & Santi Parvan,
vol. 10, eh. 343, pp.162-163.
51 ibid., Santi Parvan, voL8 eh.36, p.73.
52 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, eh .116, pp. 249-250.
1

obedience so rewarded him with a boon.

The son immediately

asked that his mother be brought back to life. Ahalya was seduced
by Indra and her husband, Gautama, ordered their son, Cirakarin,
to

kill her. 53 Gautama then left for a religious retreat. Cirakarin

ruminated for a long time then concluded that the mother is more
important than the father and refused to kill her. When Gautama
returned he was so grateful that Cirakarin had not killed Ahalya
and praised his son for his awareness. Gautama had come to
understand his part in the tensions of the marriage and blamed his
yoga puissance. Both of these myths present the adultery of the
woman as the pressing problem, but further thought shows it to
be a way of escape from unhappy, unfulfilling marriages. In both
cases the sons are brought in to uphold the father's dominating
power.

In each case they do not want to collude with his

aggression but when Jamadagni threatens Rama's life, he obeys.
But, for Rama, it is a superficial obedience and it is his first wish

.

that Renuka's life be restored. Neither he nor Cirakarin identify
.
with their father's morals and Cirakarin's refusal to act upon them
is presented as the enlightened view. Goddess Lakshml criticises the
patriarchal social order and
government when women are free.

it is a reflection of a good
However

I

LakshmT's criticism

finds its most severe opponents within the male priesthood where
the subordination of women is upheld on religious grounds. 54.

53 ibid., Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.266. pp.247-252.
54 This is detailed in chapter eight, MAGIC AND
IMMORTALITY, p.116-117.

Men's fascination for women is evidenced by the attention
they pay in defending themselves against their natural affinity.
They muse about women as a sub-group and devise rule

about

their behaviour towards them. The reverse is not recorded in the
Mahabharata and we do not have women's insights into the nature
of men. The stereotyped idea of women that emerges in some
ethical material cannot be upheld against the weight of magnificent
women detailed in the Mahabharata. The negative view only gets
aired when men are away from women on the battlefield, or it is
spouted by celibates like BhTshma who have avoided women and
have no understanding of their nature. But, ethics themselves are
subject to changes. This is one of the wonderful contributions of
ancient texts like the Mah-abharata.
governing human

behaviour

have

It tells us that the rules
changed

and

changed

and

changed. Ethics and law are constructed to fit a social context
which dissolves over time. Not only does it tell us that the law
changes but it also tells us that people are always disobeying laws.
The reader laughs with delight at the way most characters suffer
moral defeat, even God Krshna.
•
•
The black and white nature of ethical statements gIves
them an unrealistic authority, but they should be taken with the
deeper insight that the Mahabharata offers when it also reveals
the hypocrisy of the law makers. What is most interesting is the
way that a person's ethical stand unfolds within their life-cycle.
In the cycle of life different moral attitudes will be taken under
different

circumstances.

Even

God

says

one

thing

and

does

another. The speculation about women and codes of behaviour

should be looked at in this light. The Manabharata teaches us to
be wary of the hypocrisy of those who make rules.
The Mahabharata offers us little about a woman's
perspective on men. What it does offer is mythical material that is
not heavily overlaid with a male perspective and stories of rrlale
and female relationships which illuminate the subtle workings of
the human drama. There is a lot of material showing the freedom
women had in relationships with men and showing the power of
love as a religious drama. This private world has a public face
which encourages sexual equality, when love's ideals are kept in
mind. These ideals tarnish rapidly in patriarchy and the love
between wornen and men becornes an exchange of power. When
gender roles are polarised men
negative polarities

of

their

attribute women's nature with the
maleness.

In

paSSlVlsrrl

they

see

weakness, in domesticity they see insignificance. In other words, a
man defines a woman's nature by what he feels he loses when he
enters her presence rather that by what is absent within hiln, in
her presence.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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chapter six
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The process of IYletamorphosis is a dialogue about hurnan
experience as it is defined by gender, Vvithin the Tvlahabharata
this dialogue forms a critique of the polarised sexual roles
displayed

In

patriarchy,

On

surface

gender

roles

are

maintained, but the Mahabharata unfolds myths which put an
end to the dichotomy of female and male, This duality is shown
to be both psychologically inappropiate and religiously lirrliting,
vVomen becon1e rnen and men become won1en or animals, birds
and even rocks,

These transformations may happen in the

course of a lifetime although they usually occur as part of the
process of reincarna tion and dea th

needed

dissolve an

existing karrnic complex, The process of Inetamorphosis teaches
the interdependence of the universe in all

life forms as all

creatures influence each other. Arjuna IS the

in the

who undergoes metamorphosis but there are those who
go through more radical transfonnations than him, Most central
characters have their past incarnations mentioned and are
aware that they are part of the continual process of 'becoming',
Some people focus their lives in the discoveries of
metamorphosis and their motivations vary. It can
revenge,
frorn

escape,

female

to

punishment or adventure,
male

illuminate

the

a way of

Transformations

subtle

psychological

rest.nctIOns or freedoms WhICh each sex wIll avall the user.
There are always social contexts which define their new form
and create new lin1itatIOns. The broad undercurrent
that the dharma of gender n1u5t
enlightened VIew

1S

be experienced,

sotne mdIviduals

tool that

to"\lVards enlightenment and theIr quests
urge

to

lirnit.ations

expenence
Tales

stereotypes

In

but an

not bound by these distinctions.

metamorphOSIS IS a

the

IS

life

be motIvated by

beyond

all

metalYlOrphoSIS

of

conventIOns

undermine

and

gender

the religIOus and philosophical sphere but these

are slow to bring about social changes. Women take male form
to become free frolYl the unrealistIc llrnitations imposed upon
them.

In

a patnarchal world.
Amba's story IS one of revenge

.
1 As a
JustICe,

young woman she and her two SIsters were abducted
BhIshma as

hIS

half brother,

Vicltravlrya

AlYiba

to thIS cruelty as she V·las in lovi? with and

refused to
betrot h 12 d

for

by

to King .,(.-1
Sa va.

returned to

She

negotiated her freedon1

who refused to have anything to

and

with her

on the pret.ext that. she had been in another rnan'g hands. His
underlying motivation was fear of offending Rnishma who had
.Just beaten him

111

a war. AlYiba could not return t.o her family

and Vicitravlrya did not want an unwilling wife, so

had

nowhere to go. At first she travelled to get support from other
warriors hoping

would kill Blilshrna

I

but they fail

Amba

Adi parvan, voL 1, ch.l02, pp.219-222,& Udyoga
parvan, volA, chs.
195, pp.334-372.

1

then went mto the forest and became an ascetic and lived six
months without moving, then lived one year on a wIthered leaf
and stood for fourteen years on tip toes until she set the
heavens and earth aglow, At the end of this period she had
generated a great wealth of penance and organised a boon that
she would be reborn as a man who would kill BhTshma,
She wandered around the world then built a large fire
and burnt herself upon

of her metarnorphosed in to the

landscape as a river which was full of crocodiles, The other half
was reborn in the household of King and Queen Drupada and
though she was born a
called 'Sikhal)s!in,

she was brought up as a son,

The fact that

was really female was

known only to the parents; even her warrior friends could not
/'

distinguish, To fit with usual conventions Sikhandin
.. was married
to a pri.ncess who discovered her true sex and complained to her
father who declared war on

/'

Sikha1)9in went mto the

forest to escape humlliatlOn and there
Sthu1)akarl)a,

up WIth Yaksha

She told hin1 her

he agreed to

/

exchange his maleness with Sikhandin
..
bona fide male, 'Sikhaly:;lin then

she returned home a
into battle and she and

Ar juna killed Bhlshma,
Amba chose gender metamorphosIs to resolve her
conflict and directed it towards revenge

the process she

a powerful religious figure, Circumstances in Amna's life
turned against her and she was unable to follow conventional
=""-~='

Born a princess, she was then made homeless and

husbandless and cut off from achieving traditional ideals of
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womanhood. Amba knew that conventional options were closed
to her when her fiance rejected her. She told him the truth
was indestructible and the righteous would be her protectors. In
other words, I am mnocent and t.ime will bring justice, She
was angry wIth the traditlOnal n1ale figures who had carelessly
misused her and she decided to show them they could not get
away with this abuse, This realisation enabled her to weut a
long time for truth to take effect. Whereas men will

up

arms and look for quick resolutions, women will walt. for the
evolution of karma. Like Gandharl, Amna makes a farce of the
male warrior figure and destroys him by excelling him at
own game, Firstly at
her future

where

and secondly in her

power to
../'

rebirth as Sikhandin

becomes a great warrior and .beats hiro in battle.
AmDa's life

the way that religion offers an

alternative to convention and enables an individual to play with
life and forge new ground.

choosing religious ideals as a focus

for her lIfe she was able to penetrat.e into the nlystery of
gender dIfference, Those who transgress
and
reveals

grapple WIth

profound experiences. Amba's life

gender is circurnstantial, it is taken on for the

tasks that karma biases an individual to
forn1s, in themselves, are transitory, When

and the
was born into

Drupada's family she behaved as a male and was a great
warnor, even though she was a woman, It was only when she
married and was required to have sexual intimacy that she was
a woman

Ultimately a genital transforn1ation had to occur for

her to function completely as a male. Her transformation from
female to male illuminates the subtle psychological and blatant
socIal restnctlOns that each sex contains and AlTIba learnt that
aggression and violence are more effective in male form,
King Bhangasvana knew this and his discovery was that
tenderness and intimacy are more profound in female form. His
transformation was a happy accident. 2 He got lost in the forest
and came across a pond. When he walked into It to refresh
himself he was astonished to discover he had metamorphosed
into a woman. Bhangasvana became con1pletely confused about
what to do with his wives and children and could not even
figure out how to ride his/her horse. She/he finally returned to
her/his kingdom and and left it in the care
sons then
an ascetic,

back to

her/his hundred

where she lived as the wife of

lived happily with him and produced another

hundred sons, However, she did not forget her former existence
and when

sons grew up she wished for them to share the

kingdom with their half-brothers so took

back to the

kingdom, She decided to integrate her two lives by introducing
her two sets of children and giving them joint ownership of the
kmgdom,
The sons did not like

other, they quarrelled and

killed each other. Indra intervened at this time and offered
Bhangasvana the choice of which set of sons would live. Indra
offered Bhangasvana her original male sex back. However,
she chose to remain a woman because she felt women were
2 ibid., Anusasana Parvan, vol.iO, ch.i2, pp.32-35.

more capable of love and

affectIon and they had greater

pleasure in sex. She also chose that her hundred sons she had
as a woman should live as she felt more affection to her
did as a father, Here a man

children as a mother than

IS

inadvertently 'cursed' to become a woman only to find himself
in a world of tenderness and intirnacy more dear to him then
the intoxication of kingly power. He was innocent to the gender
dialogue and did not choose the transformation, but once it had
taken place he responded with wisdom and selected to be the
sex with the better values.

Underpinning this story is the

patriarchal God Indra's attempt at punishing Bhangasvana for
his lack of devotion. Indra's prejudices told him it was a curse
to be a woman but his assumptions were challenged and proved
This

male

critique

of

patriarchy

illuminates

lYlale

deficiencies and values the innate powers of a woman. Through
choice

J

Bhangasvana remained a woman for in that form she

was able to experience a greater depth of love) compassion and
pleasure,

These

two

tales

show

the

different

conventions

demanded of females and males and yet, with effort,

sex

capable of the other's experiences,
Gender metamorphosis liberates both psychologically and
socially but it can be a punishment for those who resist
enlightening expenences and uphold pet.ty morality,
underwent. gender metamorphosis as a
limited affections, 3
with

him

and

beautiful

Ar juna

had

Ar juna

punishment for

his

Urva~f was infatuated

responded with

3 ibid., Van a Parvan, vol. 2, chs.45-46, pp.9

104.

interest

She

cg7
decorat.ed herself and at t.wIlight went to meet Ar juna with all
the wonders of love. When Urva~T asked Ar juna to make love
with her he reject.ed her because

was old enough to be his

mother, She argued with hIm and told him that. Apsarases were
free and there was no wrong in her act.ions, but still Ar ....luna
resisted, In anger, Urva~T cursed him to be a eunuch, destitute
for one year, Ar juna

of manhood and t.his curse took

spent that. time in the woman's apartments of Virata's palace,
teachmg dance and music, This position was not open to virile
men and Ar juna was inspected by the wornen of the palace and
proved to be a eunuch. 4 Ar juna the warrior

IS

cursed to

impotence because his pet.ty n10rality pn?Judiced him
loving an older woman,
Gender transformation also has its divine version where
assume Goddess forms but there is no mention of Goddesses
becoming Gods. Perhaps the God forrri

nothing extra to offer

divine woman. Gods use female form for war, enticem.ent,
play or to perform
divine prerogative and

more effectively. Changing form is a
and Parvat}

on many forn18 as

divine sport to explore dimensions of t.heir relationship,5
Metamorphosis

beyond sexual transformation and

can involve a species change. Outside the human realn1 there is
a fluid interchange and cosmic beings become rivers, anirnals
and mountains.

Amongst

metamorphosis is more common,

deities and humans,

anirr1al

Su(obhana could transform

4 1'b'd
1 ., Virata Parvan, vo1.4, ch.l1, p19.
•
5 1'b'd
1 ., Dro~a Parvan, vo.6, ch,202, p.488,

herself into a frog and UlupT into a naga (snake). This ability to
'wear the shoes' of another life-form illuminates the uniqueness
of each existence and how preciou.s it is t.o its possessor,

A

worm who is about to be run over, muses t.hat every creat.ure
becomes attached to their existence. Even a worm is happy; it
thinks and wishes to live 6 When especially potent beings die
sornething of them fuses back into the landscape,
rivers)

rnountains or

The

reverts complex structures

process

of

becon1ing

111etamorphosis

into morgamc life,

The power of n1etamorphosis has been tapped by rna!e
ascetics who use it as a punishn1ent to control unacceptable
behaviour. This power is cornmonly directed t.owards Apsarases
who are punished simply

of their beauty and they are

cursed to assume less beguiling forms. Adrika was cursed to by

a r5hi
. and transforn1ed into a fish and in this forn1 she
birth to Satyavatl, She was killed by a fisherman and this freed
her to resunw her Apsaras for111. 7 Five
SaurabheYI,

Varga,

) Vudvuda and Lata were cursed to become

crocodiles for one hundred years because they tempted a [shi 8
In crocodile form. they ate ascetics who tried to do ablutions in
the river where they lived, When Ar,juna bathed there, they
fought WIth him and were transformed to their original Apsaras
form as the hundred years had

. Rambha was cursed to

vol. 11, ch,117, p245.
7 I'b'd
I 1 , ch.63, p.126.
1. . , Ad'1 .Parvan, vo.

8 1'b'd
I 1 , chs.218-219, pp,421-424.
1 . 1 Ad'1 parvan, vo.

be a rock 9 and Devakanya to be a deer until she bore the

.

human child, Rshya$rnga,
10
,
These curses only last for a short tIme and never seem
to have any effect on the long-term potency of the Apsarases,
Apsarases take with them their magical experience and, while
they are acting out· their curses they often release some karmIC
process and bring liberation; like Devakanya in deer form giving
birth to

/'

~shyasrnga

or Adrika giving birth to Satyavatf. This

style of punishment is a reflection of shifting religious values,
the nse of patriarchy and its suppression of Goddess traditions,
The Apsarases are magical transfers of sacred Goddess traditions,
forgotten links that go underground, becorning fish or anirnals to
protect themselves from an aggressive male priesthood.

But

they emerge agam and come into the hurnan sphere where
their transformations are revelations of unseen worlds.

The

places where their transformatIOns occur become rrlagical and
sacred for humans.

\Alhen the five crocodile Apsarases were

freed, the nver they had inhabited becarne sacred waters ,,,,,,,,,""-'-_
especially connected with the suffering and deliverance
of women. Apsarases have learnt to protect themselves from

.rshis

and metamorphose
into animal or bird form when one
-

approaches, Ghrtacl became a parrot to protect herself from
Vyasa,11 Apsaras learn to use metamorphosis as a way of

9 ibid" 7Santi parvan, vol. 10, ch,3, p,l1.
10 ibid" Vana parvan, vol. 2 ch.l10, p,238.
11 ibid., 'Santi parvan, vol. 10, ch.325, p.83.

conforming without losing their maglc and Ghrtaci took her
usual form when Vyasa had passed by,
Women are not the only ones punished for unconventional
behaviour. The Yaksha Sthunakarna was cursed to remam a
woman because he had temporarily exchanged his sex with

.

'Sikhandin.
,

Kubera

punished

him.

for

doing

such

an

unconventional thing and this upset Sthunakarna
. so much that
;

the curse was modified to last only as long as rSikhandin
survived,
The Mahabharf-tta

records a partial metamorphosis

where the spirit or essence of a person

into another.

Goddesses frequently do this if they feel at one with a person,
or feel their values are upheld or that worship to them is
especially fine

Sarasvatl

when she wishes to ilnpart

learning and th<? htunan concerned becomes a vehicle for her,
She

enters

Yajfiavalkya

and

he

writes

the

'Satapatha

.

brahmana 13 LakshmT does much the same when her teachings
are upheld. She

enters the body of Prahlada and only leaves

when he falls to be virtuous 14 Spirit fusion is used as a form
of protection. DevaSarman had to leave home to pertonn a
sacrifice and knew that Indra would attempt to seduce his
beautiful wife, Rud, He sent his disciple, Vipula, to protect her
and Vlpula entered her by his yogic powers and was able to
control Rudis behaviour when Indra arrived. 15
- - - __ . _ - - - 12 ibid" Udyoga parvan, vol.4, chs.1
1 ,pp.367-37L
13 ibid., 1>anti parvan, vol. 10 ch.319, pp.47-48.
14 ibid., 'Santi parvan, vol. 8, ch.124, p.273.
15 ibid., Anu'S'asana parvan, vol. 11, chs.40-41, pp.8-13.
..
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Metamorphosis uncovers the many possibilities in the
play of life, It can be used for adventures,

punishment or

enlightenment, By plotting the path of metamorphosis a Hindu
VISIon

IS

able to demonstrate the rou.gh justice of the UnIverse

and the private side to public faces.

Tales of metamorphosis

undermine the assumptions of patriarchy and laugh at the
permanent values attached to each gender state,

They also

show how painful it is for people when they are trapped in a
gender which limits their ability to achieve their inner goals, As
gender is circumstantial and changeable, the laws governing the
behaviour of the sexes have no enduring religious significance
As the human realm

presented as the Incarnation with

greatest potential for enlightened behaviour, it is a time when
the religious realisation of sexual equality should have social
effects,

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************

ql

chapter seven

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************

AND GURUS

Hindu women achieved status as religious and intellectual
figures.

Wornen

who

devote

their

lives

to

the

abstract

realisations of Hinduisrn and explore its religious dramas are
usually

protected

from

the

oppreSSive

social

patterns

of

patriarchy. This chapter follows the three themes by tracing
fernale ascetics and gurus and looking at their adventures. On
their way to enlightenrnent

women cd ticise the social

context of patriarchy and introduce their alternative vision. The
Maha:bharata has tales of women who meet head on with rnale
prejudice and win. This chapter
subordinate-wornan' and looks

aside the 'everyday-

Hinduisrrt's Heroines.

Asceticism is a broad category within Hinduisln and
Mahabharata does not detail the specific schools or gurus. The
term generally indicates someone who has chosen a religious life
and, on the path to enlightenment, they are not bound by
conventional ethics or trapped in the

hurnan conditions. A

woman on

way to enlightenment may begin as a queen and

become a

) or have all her children killed and her horne

destroyed by war.

Each character is driven through great

extrerrles of circumstances and their adventures open up new

worlds t.o our eyes. The path to enlightenment

IS

open to any

who will dare to fulfil the prescriptions. 1
Once they devote themselves to religion they are usually
Bramadiri; single}

childless,

familiess and propertiless.

They

travel around hermitages and some hermitages remain sacred
because of the powerful women who dwelt there.

Stories of

these heroines are told as the Pandavas travel and visit sacred
sites. Some enlightened wornen are only mentioned by name
and given the appellation 'the great ascetic woman',

others

remam nameless. The following is a sketchy list of enlightened
women about whom there are few details. Puloma and Kalak-a
were t.wo enlightened Asura WOITlen who perforrned austerities. 2
Two unnamed brahman women achieved enlightenment at a
hermitage,3Sura bhf

became

ilnrnortal

through

penance,

Prabbavat.f performed austerities in the abode of the Asura
Maya and becarne enlightened, so did the sister of Brhaspati.4
Am.ba was a travelling ascetic woman who achieved the power
to direct her future life. 5 In their ascetic power women equalled
and excelled men,

Tapat! equalled her father,

ArundhatT excelled her husband,

Vasish!ha,

Surya,6 and

Sunltha was so

powerful that she was worshipped by the Gods, 7
1 Mahabharata, 'Santi Parvan, vol. 9, chs.241-242, pp.210-214,
2 ibid" Vana Parvan, vol. 2, ch .172, p, 347,
3 ibid"
'Salya Parvan, vol. 7. ch. 44, p.148.
4 ibid"
Adi Parvan, voL 1 , ch. 66, p. 136.
5 Her story is expanded in chapter six, METAMORPHOSIS, pp, 82-

21-.
6 Mahabharata, Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch.173, p.348.
7 ibid., 'Salya Parvan, vol. 7, ch,54, p.148.

Other women are mentioned in more detail, Pingala
was a courtesan who became enlightened when her lover died,
She saw through the attachments of love and began to view It
as the embodiment of hell, She understood that the tragic death
of her lover had roused her from the sleep of ignorance. 8
"Srutavatl had been an ascetic all her life and became very
powerful. When a guest asked her to cook food and she found
she had run out of fuel} she burnt her feet as fuel and felt no
pain, She was enlightened as she had no attachment to life.
She

became

a

Goddess

after

her

death. 9

'Sal}<;lilr

was

a

remarkable ascetIc woman who performed penance alone on the

.

top of Rshabha mountain and became enlightened. Sulabha was
a renowned ascetic and guru who travelled the world and
dWlt
' h.mgs,
k'
10
·
dIscourse

ArundhatT was such a powerful woman that she evolved
into a Goddess. 11 She is represented by a constellation and if
you cannot see her it is an omen of death. In her human form
Arundhati travelled the world and devoted herself to penance,
When her husband, Vasish!ha, took off for twelve years to the
mountams she

behind and practiced penance, When

he returned 'Siva informed him that ArundhatT had aquired
greater ascetic merit than him, despite his extravagant gesture
of travelling to the right holy

8 ibid"

The hermitage where

"Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch,174, p,5,
9 ibid., 'Salya Parvan, voL 7, ch.48, pp. 135-137.
10 ibid., /ganti Parvan, vol. 10, ch. 1, pp.57-72,
11 ibid., Anusasana Parvan, vol.li, ch.i30, pp.270-271.

Arundhatr performed her penance became sacred, 12 Because of

.

her power she was the only one of the seven rshis wives whose
form Goddess Svaha (Parvatl) could not assume when she was
seducing

/'

Agni (Siva) ,13

Arundhatl became

a

guru

to

other

ascetics, including men, 14
Asceticism or penance is taken on temporarily by some
I t is a way of

women to get power to act In the world,
mobilising power which women

can

then

direct into

their

families, Many women do penance for their children and young
women do it to get a good husband, As theIr motives are selfsacrificing they generally achieve results but, in the process,
women

are

adventuress, 15

taken

on

Her

adventures,

husband,

Nala,

Damayantl
gambled

was

away

an
their

property then deserted her in the forest, Her goal was to be
reunited with Nala and in the process she went through hell,
She was attacked by a snake and saved by a hunter who then
tried

to

rape

her

so she

killed

him.

She

travelled

with

merchants who were attacked by wild elephants and she was
the only one who escaped, She then travelled to a city where
she was treated as a rnad wornan, as she was thin and poverty
striken, The queen noticed her being taunted in the streets and
took her on as a maid and she was finally returned to her
family, Damayanu sent messengers throughout the country to
7

12 ibid" Salya Parvan, vol. 7, s,48, pp,136-137.
13 ibid" Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch,225, p. 457.
14 ibid., Anusasana Parvan, vol.l1. ch, 130, pp. 270-271.
15 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 2, chs.53-79. pp,114-163. Her story
is also followed in chapter five, WOMEN AND MEN, p. 69,-70.

find her husband and would not conclude her penance until her
husband returned, The characteristic of an enlightened woman
is her freedom; she roams the world and her social context
must conform to her underlying religious goals.
Most central female characters live out the Hindu ideal
and spend the third phase(a:trama) of their life in meditation,
Gandharl,

Kuntf,

Satyavatf,

Arnbalika,

Ambika,

Amba,

Satyabhama, Rukmi!11, Draupadf and Subhadra all withdraw
from family life and spend time in Vanaprastha before their
deaths, Religious pursuits form a natural part of their life-cycle
and they withdraw from cultural complexities to simple living in
the

forest,

They develop

the

contemplative

side

of

their

characters and find calm in the face of death. It is a natural
process and SatyavatY looks forward to it as the world has got
old and only sorrow was to come. 16 Rukmh)f fou.nd peace after
conquering anger 17 and Gandharl and Kuntl were burnt by a
forest fire while rapt in meditation .18
A collectively constructed text, like the Mahabharata,
cannot be seperated into fem.ale or male philosophy. However,
there are situations in which the
woman's understanding. In this section

is specific to a
have included a few of

the distinguished women who rnake some comlnent on the
nature of existence, As teachers of religion women have an
interesting role for they show up the limitations of traditional

1 Mababharata, Adi Parvan, vol.l ch.128 p. 266-267.
17 ibid., Vana Parvan., vol. 3, ch.230, p.271.
18 ibid., Asramavasika Parvan 1 vol. 12, ch. 37 , p. 59.
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patriarchal religion

c

In Hinduism this is the interplay of dharma

and Sanatana dharma.

Real or eternal religion cannot be

confined to the truths of any historical epoch, or even to their
collective wisdom, This is the tragic fate of all human visions,
The rules of traditional law(dharma) often run counter to the
process of enlightenment and to illuminate religious truth,
traditional religious law

dharma will be satirised,

a

predominantly male construction it is often women who see and
satirise

its

limitations,

Truth

IS

vividly

revealed

when

conventional religion is shown to be farce or limitation,
The tale is told of a beautiful courtesan and RshyaS'rnga.
D

Her name

•

not mentioned but she carne from the region of

Anga which was ruled by King Lomapada. 19 The region was
suffering from drought and famine and Lomapada consulted
with his ministers and courtesans to resolvf: the problem, The
drought was linked with two ascetics who were doing penance in
the forest nearby and, if they could be brought to the city the
drought would end. An 'old hoary woman', the mother and
organiser of the courtesans agreed to take on the difficult task
of bringing the

to the city. She can10uflaged a boat as a

floatmg hermltage and took on board a group of courtesans,
most notable among them was her beautiful daughter. They all
floated along the river to the place where the two ascetics
lived.

19 ibid"

Vana Parvan, vol. 2, chs, 110-113, pp.236-244. This
story is also detailed in chapter five) WOMEN AND MEN, pp. 6'2 -63.

.

These two ascetics, Vibhary?-aka and Rshyasrnga,
,

.

were father and son and the son, Rshyasrnga,
had never seen
.
a woman, The daily routines of these ascetics were repetitive
and each day

Vibha~9aka

would go into the forest leaving

.

RshyaS"rnga
to collect wood,
..
sacrificial implements.

tend

the cow and clean the

When the floating hermitage and its

occupants arrived they waited until Vibhalj.9aka had departed
for the day, then the hoary woman sent her beautiful daughter
to meet RshyaSrnga.
The courtesan paid respect to him and
.
.
./

inquired about his religious devotions. Rshyasrnga
was overcome
.
,
by the beauty of the courtesan and thought she was a God. He
began to worship her with devotion and enquired about her
religious practices,
She replied that her hermitage was over the hill and
that there was no need for him to worship her as the religious
observance practised by her was that he should be clapsed in
her arms. Rsyasrnga
.
. responded by offering her the best of his
forest food but she threw it away and gave him many sensual
delights. She gave him beautiful clothes, food and wine that

.

/

were very acceptable to Rshyasrnga,
,
laughed and enjoyed herself.

Then she played and

she danced she looked like a

creeping plant broken in two. She touched his body with her
own and repeatedly clasped B.shya~rnga in her arms. And when
/

she saw that the heart of Rshyasrnga had been touched, she
G

•

repeatedly pressed his body with her own and, casting glances,
slowly went away on the pretext that she was going to m.ake
offerings on the sacrifical fire.

/'

On her departure Rshyasrnga became overpowered
•
•
with love and lost his senses, His mind turned constantly to her
and felt itself vacant, He began to sigh and

sf~emed

to be in

..

great distress, At that moment Vibhandaka returned and saw
that his son was seated alone, pensive and sad and asked him
why he had not performed his duties. Rshyasrnga
told him. that
..
.
a religious student who looked like a God had visited.

He

described the courtesan in detail, all the time thinking she was
a 'male', then he told his father that the courtesan held and
kissed

.

him
/

and said

these

were

'his'

religious

devotions.

.

Rshyasrnga told his father that he was yearning after similar
observances and his soul would be in torment if he did not go
and find the courtesan,
Vibhandaka told him the visitor was a Rakshasl who
had come to destroy his religious calm but Rshyasnga's intuition
~

could not be buried by such ignorance. The next day, when
Vibhandaka had left, the courtesan returned and Rshya§rnga
.,

0

..

'"

boarded the floating hermitage with her. He was entertained
while the boat gently floated back to LOlnapada's palace where
he remained in the women's quarters until the rains came and
the famine ended. This story has Inany dimensions. What is
interesting in this tale is the attitude towards religion.

The

courtesan and the ascetic are both following a religious dharma.

.

Rshyasrnga
recognises in the courtesan's behaviour, rituals and
. .
wisdom that equal his own practice, Because Rshya~rnga
has
.

.

not been conditioned against women,

he comprehends

the

courtesan's statements by the personal impact she makes upon
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him and recogmses her religious merit.

Conventional religious

attitudes place asceticism above the eroticism of the courtesan
but this tales considers them equal, then turns them around to
show the courtesan's dharma to be more profound.

.

/

When the courtesan approaches Rshyasrnga
she asks
,
him how his penance is going. There is no obvious power that
grips the courtesan in the presence of the ascetic. In fact, it is
the courtesan who has the numinous quality and is like a God.

.

/

Rshyasrnga
has no doubt. that the courtesan's devotions are
.
going well because of the impact she has upon him.

The

courtesan

and

redeems Rshyasi-nga
,
,

from

his dusty

rituals

isolated ignorance and he is so profoundly affected by her
religion that his own religious practice is never the same again.
/'

He marries Princess Santa, the daught.er of Lomapada, and she
returns with him to his hermitage. The courtesan's religion

IS

unchanged;

of

she

.

is
/

not

saddled

with

the

responsibility

.

marriage t.o Rshyasrnga and therefore can remain, devoted to
her religious duty.
Central to this tale is the fact that the drought has
been broken and the land of Anga is productive again.

The

asceticIsm of traditional religious figures has been responsible for
the drought. and their daily rout.ines and rit.uals are shown to be
lifeless by comparison wit.h the vivid rituals of t.he courtesan.
They live in selfish isolation,

whereas she is motivated by

compassion and risks losing her life, knowing the violence that
disturbed ascetics often inflict. She channels their ascetic energy
into productive ends for her community. Sexuality, the religion

( ()I

of the woman, is as profound an observance as asceticism, the
religion of the man. Each pole achieves power because of the
existence of the other.
Polarities are used to illustrate the expansion from
lesser to greater religion, or from

~~...........,..

to Sanatana dharn1a,

The only power capable of breaking the power of asceticism is
sexuality, In this instance sexuality is the greater religious path
and

by

observing

the

courtesan's

devotions,

,/

.

Rshyasrnga

~

transfers his religious merits to the community. The process
where women illuminate from within rather than guide from
without is also shown
one

ascetic

woman

In

the story of Sulabha. Sulabha is the

whose

extensive

conversation

about

enlightenment is recorded. 20 Like the courtesan, she uncovers
the delusions of enlightenment that men hide behind. As she
wandered around the earth she heard about King tJanaka's
enlightenment and went to test his wisdom. She assumed a
beautiful form and was able to enter his mind by her yogic
powers,

\Janaka

began

to

feel

uneasy

and

immediately, suggesting she was attempting to

judged

her

him with

her youthful form. In his uncertainty he interrogated her about
her past and started instructing her on good behaviour.
Sulabha understood Janaka's state of mind and told him
his liberation was a pretence as he still saw the world in dualist
terms.

She explained that he still saw distinctions between

people, seeing some as enemies, some as friends and some as
seductresses. She told him that his ministers had falsely told
20 ibid" 7Santi Parvan, vol. 10, ch.321. pp.57-72.

JO'2...

him he is enlightened to find favour with him.

Her direct,

honest conversation stunned him and he sat in silence while she
instructed him

about kingly duties,

She

sympathises

with

Janaka's situation and understands that power and soverignty
aTe blessed with only a small share of happiness. Sulabha in her
wisdom sees through the powerful pretences of men. She thinks
a wealthy, political existence is the most distant from real
enlightenment and it is impossible to maintain the two.

A

women's critique suggests that male goals of status and power
are counterproductive to liberation, Her state of enlightenment
is shown by juxtaposing her calm wisdom with the self-satisfied
pretensions

of

King

danaka

who

imagines

himself

to

be

enlightened. She is kind to Janaka and her authority and peace
illuminate him from within.
Many women

as gurus, gIvmg instruction and

advice. When women dislike the form of male religion they go
about changing it in a gentle manner.

Mother Ganga tells

women to be like cane which bends to the force of the wind
and

water

and

Pushkaradharil)l was

it

will

never

be

unhappy with

her

sacrifices she patiently endured then1 and

uprooted. 21 When
husband's
finally,

anirnal
Goddess

SavitrT came to instruct him. SavitrT was also upset by his
behaviour but entered the sacrificial fire to avoid seeing the
defects. In time, after further penance, he became enlightened
like his wife and adopted her religious practices. 22 The gen tIe
21 ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.113, p. 247.
22 ibid., ~anti Parvan, vol. 9, ch.272, p.276.

{o3

approach is used by women rather than the religious violence
and punishment so common amongst male gurus. Women often
/

attempt change and instruct their husbands. Parvatf stops Siva
killing a brahman 23 and Dala's wife instructs her husband on
religious duties. 24
Gentle persuasion may work on an individual level but
change to the social machine of patriarchy requires a heavyhanded approach.

This power and style is found in Queen

GandnarI She is a central character and an incarnation of the
goddess MatT(thought). We are introduced to Gandharl when she

.

is brought for marriage to Dhrtarashtra,
the blind patriarch of
.
the Kauravas.

There is initial dispute over the marriage

.

because of Dhrtarashtra's
blindness but it
.
GandharT

blindfolds

herself

from

that

time

ahead and
onwards,

m

sympathy with him. Instead of physical eyes she gets spiritual
eyes and becon1es a prophetess.

comes to her marriage with

power from previous austerities

gives birth to one hundred

sons.
The birth of Gandharl's sons heralds an evil age and as
she reads signs

understands

them against their evil ways. She

and is

counselling

a poli tical figure and her

sense of justice is not swayed by maternal devotion, but when
her sons are all destroyed in the terrible battle

.

.

Krshna

and the Pal)gavas she uses her power to defeat Krshl)a. She
23 ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.290, p.345.
24 ibid., Vana Parvan, vol. 3, ch,191, p, 397,

25 ibid.) Adi Parvan, vo!.1, ch.110, pp.
vol. 1, ch.115-117, pp.241-244.

235.& Adi Parvan,
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curses him and his race to death for his inability to bring

.

peace. 26 Thirty-six years later her curse manifests and Krshna's
.
sons fight amongst themselves. In anger Krshl)a kills them all
then goes into the forest in despair and is shot and killed by a
hunter. GandharTs curse brings the death of God and the close
of this huge epic. The ocean floods K!shrya's kingdom and the
land that once housed an incarnation of God becomes a place
inhabited by sharks and crocodiles.
A woman challenges dharma and illuminates Sanatana
dharma by revealing the limitations of God. When God Krshl)a
enters the human realm
salvation.

The model of

he is presented as the way of
true theism is

portrayed

in

the

relationship of Ar juna, the warrior, being advised by Krshna
about

rightmindfulness

in

battle.

War

something

the

Maliabharata women do not directly encounter and they are
excluded from the intimate environment in which Krshna
,
- chose
to reveal himself. They are excluded from knowledge of the
warrior God. Women enter after the battle to find the bodies of
their

relatives.

limitations of theism.

It is

their perspective that sees

G~mdhaiT

the

sees the limitations of God's

~~~ and the reader is left to muse on San?ttana dharma 27 .

Gandhan argues against theism for two reasons, Firstly,
because God is indifferent to human suffering. She looks over
the battlefield and confronts KrshryC\ with his indifference, but
he responds by talking about duty and law. He tells her that
ibid., Mausala Parvan, vol. 12, chs.1-8, pp.1-16.
27 ibid., StrTParvan, vol. 7, chs.1 26. pp.19-40.

she is a kshatriya woman and it is her duty to bear sons for
war. But GandharT is not fooled by this appeal to conventional
dharma. She looks at the carnage and cannot imagine a worse
conclusion. If this is the action of God then the world will be a
better place without him.
Her second argument against theism is that God failed
to bring peace. Krshna's artful response to this challenge
•

1S

¢

that, having fought, the warriors are peacefully sleeping in
death. Death is the solution that God offers to human conflict
and he promises harmony somewhere in the abstract, cosmIC
sphere.

Gandl1arT remains unconvinced,

and decides that if

Krshna will not make peace on earth then it is better that he
r

r

return to the cosmic? sphere and she uses all her power to
ensure that the world will be free of the trouble he brings. As
Krshl)a presents death as the resolution to human conflict then
he also must suffer from this limitation.

GandharT endured

suffering to develop her insight, When she cursed Krshl'}a she
also cursed the dharma of warrior men and concluded that the
state of enlightenment and the activity of war are incompatible.
Critiques of theism are common within Hinduism but
it takes a woman with vision to see the limitations of God and
do something about him, This is a

tale of the way a

woman challenges conventional religious values,

Just when

everyone is convinced by Krshl)a and his artful conversation,
Gandharl directs us to his actions and even God is a symbol to
be dissolved when comprehending Sanatana dharma. Gandharf

lOb

agrees with Sulabha who told Janaka that the male quest for
power is the furthermost state from enlightenment.
All women in this chapter have found ways to transcend
the social limitations of patriarchy. The two women in this final
section escape as well, but they punish the cruelty of n1en and
defend the freedom of women. The story is told of Kuni Garga's
daughter (Vrddhakanya) , an ascetic woman who didn't want to
marry. 28 She could find no man worth marrying and lived her
life travelling arou.nd hermitages. She is one of the few people
in the Mahabliarata who bears the appellation 'happy'. When
she became very old and could no longer walk unaided she
began to prepare for death and the region of blessedness. The
bossy sage, Narada, visited one day and told her she could not
become

enlightened

unless

she

got

married.

She

was

unconvinced and undaunted by this con1mand, however, she
travelled to a gathering of rshis to find herself a husband. She
announced to them that she would give half her penance to any

.

man who would marry her. The young rshi,

PraKsrngavat,
.

accepted her proposal on the condition that he should only have
to live with her one night. After they married she became a
./

.

beautiful young woman and Praksrngavat passed the night
delighting in her company. When the morning dawned she told
him she had held to her agreement, gave him half her penance
and died. Praksp1gavat was devastated and became cheerless.
He gave up his religious devotions and passed his life m sorrow
thinking only of her.
28

ibid., "Salya Parvan, vol. 7, ch.52) pp.145-146.
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A happy ascetic woman is forced to marry and fulfil

a conventional woman's dharma.

She is excluded from the

usual status and freedoms of the religious life. So she rnarries to
fulfil the demands of conventional morality but. makes a farce of
the love bond bet.ween a man and a won1an by cont.inuing her
goal of enlightenment. Even though an outward role was forced
upon her, her enlightened state shone t.hrough. She knew real
freedom and it was t.he man who became trapped and had the
most. to learn. He was so inwardly attached to t.he love and
beauty of women that her death shatters him and her memory
haunts

him

and

he

loses

all

his

former

ascetic

zeal.

PrakS'pigavat thought he would win this game of ethics only to
find he was shot through the heart.. In this circumstance the
laws of patriarchy are self-defeating for the males. Men hide
behind the laws and morals they irnpose upon women and when
women defy these rules men's hearts are exposed and they are
very dependent.
In the shadow of this tale is the contempt some rnen
hold towards female ascetics and their attempt to make things
harder for them. A similar message comes through the tale of

..

'Sandill. 29 During the peak of her penance she was visited by
Garw;ia who felt pity for her when he saw her emaciated body.
He thought. she should be living the life of a householder and not
be up on the wild mountain peaks. He stayed with her one
night and in the morning he woke to find his wings had fallen
ibid., Udyoga Parvan, volA, ch.113, p.224.& Blilshma
Parvan, vol. 5, ch.8, p.19.

off.

They did not return until he had recognised the secret

contempt he held for
and worship.

Sal).gill and

--8aJ)gUI instructs

had replaced it with respect

him never to have contempt for

a woman.
Women achieve enlightenment by following the religious
goals of Hinduism.

They

have

adventures

and

experiences

beyond the wildest imaginings. They have courage to explore the
limits of human behaviour and they are protected by the codes
of religion which allow anyone of any sex or race to follow the
path to liberation. When men attempt to restrict women from
ascetic lifestyles they end up as victirns of their own petty
prejudices.

Enlightened

women

notice

the

limitations

of

patriarchal religion and they fight against it, Some do this by
gentle

persuasion,

within

the

reaJm

of

the

home,

Some

extraordinary women fight for political changes, to change the
illusions of patriarchy. As the patriarchal myth of the warrior
God unfolds it is women who defy its wisdom and see its
limitations.

They

have

been

excluded

all

along

from

the

intimate revelations of the warrior God, Krshna, and when they
#

•

arrive and view the results of his actions they say, No, this
does not represent our view of the universe and we do not
accept and worship this vision of God. Gandhan represents their
voice and she destroys Krshl).a, The Mahltbnarata closes with

.

God Krshna
. being defeated by a powerful prophetess,

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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chapter eight

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************

MAGIC AND IMMORTALITY

This chapter concentrates on the first theme and deals
with

religious views held by women which are distinct fron't

rnainstream brahmanical traditions. Religious ideas come about
through a collective process and it

IS

erroneous to think that

women always have alternative religious views to men, or that
nothing in common. However it is inferred by the

they

rnaterial m the Mahabharata that the experience of life which
wornen have gives rise to a religious perspective and religious
experiences which differ frorn a rnale view.

The traditional

wisdom of Hindu women is focused in nature(prakrti) and the
•

tools of

Their religious vision cornes through this world

and is portrayed in D1yths about their rituals and life styles,
rather than through conversation and discourse. There are two
central reasons why women's religious knowledge is not detailed
m the Mahabharata.
Firstly, brahman compilers failed to recognise women's
activities

as

distinctly

'religious'

because

their

rituals

are

inseparable from the daily routines of domesticity and are
focused on basic human needs. A ferninine view takes life itself
to be the heart of religion and this counters brahmanical theory
which views life as

=~=-=,

a world to become liberated from.

Women's attitudes found little favour with the cornpilers and
were

left

largely

unexplored.

Secondly,

women's

religious

expenence is not supported by extensive didactic argurnent, as

/fO

IS

the case with male religIOUS VIews. The great ascet.Ic woman,

Sulabha, points out that enlightenment cannot be discovered by
a dialectical dispute. And such arguments are just displays of
'intellectual gladiatorship'. 1
Despite the subordination of a feminine perspective it
still emerges in the actions of everyday people as there IS an
alarming

gap

between

the

philosophical

or

religious

goals

expounded by brahmanical 'experts' and everyday life.

The

realisation that few achieve the elite religious goals and the
added complications for women in achieving them suggest that
there are other goals, other religious

. Folk-religion is

the pat.ronising term used for common

and beliefs and for

women's religious experience. Running cross-current. t.o the goal
of

are t.hose who seek immortality, for love of life and

to satisfy desires.

Although the search for

immortality is

contrary to Hindu teachings of liberation from

it does

not conflict with the experience most individuals have within
life. Few become enlightened; the closest they

is to fuse into

the deities only to issue back into the play of life. The other
face of

~~~

is the search for immort.ality.

Immort.alit.y is t.he magic of working through
and even tricking it by missing phases in metamorphosis. Part
of striving for

immortality is learning to use the powers

inherent in life

this is linked with agriculture, food, health

and medical knowledge. All of these deal with nourishing life,
exploring and extending it. The Mahabharata records details of
some people who have such skill with the stuff of life that they
have become imm.ortal.

They have found the secret locked

1 Mahabharata, Santi Parvan, voL 10, ch.321, p72.
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within the universe.

These people take an endless journey

through the universe and occasionally spend time on earth, It is
often women who weave and support these dreams and they
also begin the work of discovery.
The secrets of immortality are found in death as
death destroyed the original immortal state of all human life.
Death did not end human existence she simply introduced a
temporary amnesia, and then re-emergence into another form.
The secrets of this process of reincarnation are part of a
woman's innate knowledge as she harbours each new life-fonn
that emerges from
demonstrates

the pattern of

collective

immortality,

the
but

old.
it

Reincarnation
is

individual

immortality that is the quest. It is the journey frorn death
until rebirth which humans continue to be most unsure abotlt.
Each woman who has the skill of in1n10rtality first deals with
death, Some women have a partial knowledge and can restore
or extend life temporarily.

Savitrl argued with death and

restored her husband, Satyavat, to life and her power of love
diverted death's course. 2 Bhadra had seven children from her
dead husband and Ganga postponed Bhlshma's death until a
more astrologically auspicious time by sending him her lifegiving water, There are those who have the complete knowledge
and these immortal wornen are still wandering through the
UnIverse,
SurabhT received the boon of immortality after doing
penance on mount KaWisa and she now lives in the region of

Her story is outlined in chapter five, WOMEN AND MEN, p.63.

Goloka while her children,

the cows,

live on earth. 3 The

knowledge of immortality is the science of sanjfvinf which has
been lost through the degeneration of the ages. This science of
re-vivification(sanjlvinT)

was

known

by

Sukra

and

his

daughter, DevayanT, and it was used to bring the Danavas back
to life after they had fought with the Gods. 4 The gods sent Kaca
as a disciple to 'Sukra and DevayanT so that he could learn the
SCIence. He was especially instructed to gratify DevayanT and
then he would be given the knowledge. The Danavas found out
Kaca's secret mission and kept killing him so that he would not
learn sanjfvinT, but Devayaru had fallen in love with Kaca and
would get her father to bring him back to life.

/"

Sukra told

Devayanl not to love a mortal but her love finally betrayed the
knowledge. Raca learnt the science of sanJTvinT and prepared to
depart but Devayanl loved hi:m and asked him to marry her'.
He

refused,

so

she

cursed

him

and

said

his

new-found

knowledge would never work,
The knowledge remained

in

the Hindu world up to

the PIu].<}ava's generatIOn and when Arjuna was killed in war,
Ulupl, the snake princess, bought him back to life.

using her

mind power Ulupl materialised the magic gem of the Nagas
which revives the dead. The gem was placed on Ar juna's chest
and he was revived.

UlupT then explained to Ar juna the

spiritual drama behind his death. UlupT is an immortal woman
and knows the

secrets, but she cannot give this power to

Ar juna permanently. The ability to make use of the tools of life
and the fascination to make life immortal is part of a woman's
Mahabnarata,
Parvan, vol. 11, ch.83, p.124.
4 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, chs.76-77, pp.166-172.
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quest,

She has discovered a whole range of nature's lesser

magIC.
Domesticity is imbued with ritual magic and Hindu
women

are

venerated

for

their

life-sustaining

abilities,

Domesticity includes the intimate side of human relationships
within the home. Rituals are performed for the fan1ily,

for

health, for love, for peace and sufficient food, This is the heart
of the woman's religious realm and this perspective is reflected
in the Mah-abharata. It is pointed out that all modes of life
depend on

domesticity 5 and it is the refuge

universe. The false doctrine of liberation from
introduced by wealthy,

of

the

~~~

learned people with

entire

has been

time on their

hands. With this understanding the women's rituals surrounding
the domestic sphere take on a profound significance. Goddess
LakshmT incarnates into cow dung, a domestic fuel, to show the
sacredness of the domestic realm. 6 DevakT learns the details of
astrology and uses them in her daily rituals to become aware of
wider cosmic forces, 7 The Goddesses SavitrT and GayatrT preside
over

rituals

and

mantra 8 and

SavitrT gives

instruction

on

sacrifice and gifts, Won1en are involved in birth rituals and
kshatriya women do extensive death rituals for their slaughtered
husbands, 9
Women's ultimate concern with maintaining the magic
of life is shown in their ability to conceive by magic and reintroduce divinity into the mundane world, Goddesses and Gods
ibid"
ibid.,
ibid"
ibid"
9 ibid"

5
6
7
8

:g'anti Parvan, vol. 9, chs, 269-270, pp.259-272,
Anu~asana Parvan, vol.1L ch.82, pp.12l-l22.
AnuS'asana Parvan, vol. ii, ch.64, p.79.
'Santi Parvan, vol. 9, ch.199, p.56.
Strl Parvan, vol, 7, ch, 27, p, 42.

Incarnate and are born through a human woman. This world is
only open to women and, to become vehicles of divinity they
first experience divine eroticism. Kuntf learnt sacred mantra
from ,rshi Durvasas which gave her power over deities, 10 After
her first menstruation she became very curious and tried the
~""""'-':....= out. She summoned Surya(sun) and he appeared in her

bedroom. She explained to him that she was 'just testing' the
mantra out, but he said she could not summon him for nothing
and she must have sex with him. She tried to talk hirrl out of
it as she was terrified by conventional attitudes to illegitimate
children and could see no future for herself, But Surya had his
way and returned to the sky. Kunt! later gave birth to a son
whom she hid in a basket and floated down the river, hoping
some loving woman would discover hiln and

him as her

own, Throughout her life Kunt! followed the progress of this
child and finally admits the birth. Later on, when her husband
turns out to be impotent she uses the

again and

produces Yudhish!.hira by the God Dharma, ShTma by Vayu and
Ar juna by Indra, 11
Sexual intercourse with a divine being
feminine

expenence,

yet

it's

religious

a rernarkable

dimensions

are

not

explored in the Mahabharata. The threat it brings to women
because of social conventions seems to be the over-riding factor.
It is curious that this divine experience should have to conform
to social conventions. Kuntl was terrified of her first divine
encounter because she saw how mundane it might appear to

10 ibid., Van a Parvan, vol. 3, chs. 302-307, pp. 591-598 & Adi

Parvan, voL 1, ch.ll1, pp, 235-237.
11 ibid., Adi Parvan, val. 1, chs.123-124, pp.256-261.
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sceptIcal male relatives and felt she could not live with herself
as an unmarried mother. She made a condition with Surya
that he should restore her virginity, and he agreed. Various
other women gave birth to Gods and Goddesses, Devakf gave
birth to Krshna,
. . Kausalya to Rama, Menaka to ParvatT. There
are

a

range

of

women

who

have

profoundly

mystical

experiences intimately mingled with Gods,
Another aspect of a woman's magic is her ability to
manifest herself at any of the phases of womanhood, usually,
by taking a youthful form as this is the phase of social
ambiguit.y and freedom, before marriage and children. This is
the time of life when everything is still potential, but it is also
the time when women have the greatest power over men. Di§a
assumed youth to

test

.

Ashtavakra's

love

for

Suprabha,12

Sulabha did to test Janaka's enlightenment and Kuni Garga's
daughter did as part of her duty of marriage. Svaha took on
the form of other women as play, to seduce Agn!. Women also
reassume virginity so that they have eternal innocence. The
motivation for

this is to protect

themselves

against

male

jealousy. It is advisable for a woman not to be to sexually
knowing in a world where they are owned by men.
reassumed virginity as she

changed

her

partners,

Kuntr
so

did

Draupadf and MadhaVf, 13
A woman's beauty
recognised by other women

IS

a magical force which is

as well as men .

powerful because of their beauty,

Women are

youth and blessedness. 14

12 ibid.,
Parvan, vol. 10, chs.19-20, p.l10-115.
13 ibid" Udyoga Parvan, volA, chs. 11 121, pp.226-235.

14 ibid., 'Santi Parvan, vol. 10, ch.321 , p.62.

Beauty and grace are mamfested in the arts, dance and music.
These creative skills are the height of Woman's magic and her
interpretation

of

her

cultural

existence.

The

Mahabliarata

records that women were the artists and dancers of the time.
LakshmT is the deity who governs beauty and she graces life
with her powers. She also grants to women a beautiful form
and the effect of beauty can be chilling.

Tilottama was so

beautiful that no one could stop gazing at her. She even ruined
/'

Siva's concentration but he did not want to show others that
his religious stamina had been threatened. To enable him to
appear

engrossed

in

meditation

and

still

gaze at

beautiful

Tilottama he grew another face on the back of his head and she
could never walk out of his line of vision. 15 Beauty is a happy
coincidence that falls in any cast.e or circun1stance,

but its

power is not diminished. In a patriarchal world, beauty is a
key to freedom as men value beauty highly and will transgress
social codes if their desire is strong, A beautiful woman can be
taken from a vile race and it is not a sin, 16
The woman fron1 her world supports a VIew that
nature is profoundly real, This outlook conflicts with the goals of

.

liberation from samsara that. are embodied in the brahmanical
ascetic traditions,

These traditions reveal a hostility towards

women with their doctrine of J;!rakrti,

They identify women

with all the negative aspects of life which the enlightened male
J;!urusha aims to transcend, The correlation in mundane life is
that Inen are advised to avoid women and to view children as

15 ibid., Adi Parvan, vol. 1, ch,213, p.414.
16 ibid" Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch .165, p. 358.
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vermm to be cast away,17They argue that women have no
scripture

to

follow

and

that

they

have

no

orthodox

religion; 18that they are incapable of following religious practice
and are living lies, This view denigrates the different emphasis
women place on religious meaning and, because their religious
VIews are not structured by an organisation with a political
elite,

their

male

aggressors

deny

their

religious

devotions

altogether. Some male ascetics argue that women are incapable
of following religious practice because they are never rational,
their nature is contrary to religion and they are living
Their crowning argument is that the Supreme Principle is above
above the female force, 19 These men prescribe rules to
women's behaviour in check but they admit that WOIT1en
never stay trapped in the bonds prescribed for them,
power

their

too strong. 20
The male ascetic VIew is challenged by women who do

.

not denigrate prakrti but who learn to use its power. There are
teachings supporting the view that women should be worshipped
for their life-sustaining powers and there

support for a

positive attitude to female physiology. Women are pure and
menstruation is a process of cleansing. 21 This life affirming
aspect of Hinduism cannot be denied. Life is for pleasure and
experience in all its forms. Women reveal the sacredness of life
in their daily rituals and, for those who have yet to achieve

17 ibid" 13anti Parvan, vol. 9, ch.213, pp.97-99.

18 ibid.,
19 ibid.,
20 ibid"
21 ibid.,

Antfsasana Parvan, voL 11, ch. 40, p. 8 .
'Santi Parvan vol. 9 ch.210, p.90.
}nu(asana Parvan, v.ll, ch.39, pp. 6-7.
Santi Parvan, vol. 8, ch.36. p.74.
7
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immortality, they redeem the soul from death by maintaining
the cycle of life and giving new hope in birth.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
****************************************************************************
CONCLUSION
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Three themes emerge from the material about
women in the Mahabnarata. Firstly, The Goddess has a central
place in the early mythology. Aditi is the Great Mother, and
there are many ancient Mother Goddesses whose names and
attributes

have

endured

to

be

contemporary Hindu Goddesses.

absorbed

as

epithets

of

Associated with this feminine

cosmology is material about social patterns that gave power and
freedom to women.

The Mahabl1arata states explicitly that

women used to be free in ancient times.

Even during the

Pal)g.ava generation polyandry was practiced, and there were
regions where women had status and freedom. The acceptability
of the polyandrous system is reflected in the central marriage of
Draupadr to the five Paly;lava brothers.
Myths of the Goddesses, details from polyandrous
societies and tales of heroic women form an underlayer to the
patriarchal warrior plot of the text. This material shows that
women participated widely in all the possibilities of human
behaviour.

They were warriors who defended and protected

cultures, and priestesses who pursued religious goals. They were
ascetics and gurus who discovered enlightenment, mothers who
nurtured children,

farmers,

healers,

artists and musicians.

Women have never ceased to fulfil these roles, but, within a
developing patriarchal world, their significance was diminished.
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The Mahabharata recalls the development of patriarchal
society in myths which reveal psychological conflicts at work.
The central emotional complex is the son's desire to possesss the
mother and to limit her freedom to form other attachments.
The other complex is the adult male's anger at the mother's
absorption with, and priorities to, her children. He attempts to
destroy her reproductive and life-affirming power. These myths
unfold primitive psychological states which give rise to social
patterns that punish women and limit their freedom. Alongside
this

internal

drama

are

details

of

wars

and

invasions

spearheaded by male deities who overthrow the Goddess' realm.
As these patriarchal systems gained dominance, tales of
Gods and male heroism were woven over the Goddess' religious
realm.

The conflicts between

these

although Goddess traditions do not

two do

not dissipate,

the same discussion and

are put down by brahmanical compilers. The popularity of the
material forced its inclusion in the MahabHarata and the
conflicting views run concurrently.
The second theme comes from within the world of
patriarchy. Conflicting dramas emerged for women.

On one

hand, religion offered women freedom from traditional demands
and women participated widely in the ascetic and philosophical
schools of Hinduism which flourished under patriarchy. Women
became enlightened and were gurus to men. As religious figures,
they criticised patriarchy and revealed its limitations and, at
times

went

about

actively defeating

it.

On

the

path

to

enlightenment some women explore the complex issue of gender
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difference, They learn that laws governing the behaviour of the
sexes have no enduring religious significance.

On the other

hand, the views of many women countered the philosophical
tradition by focusing religious practice in the world and viewing
the world as sacred. This feminine view is focused in nature
and the magic of birth and

motherhood.

This is not an

exclusively feminine outlook as men share it,

and criticise

patriarchy for its ignorant social attitudes. The Mahabharata
has

material which shows how men have suffered

under

patriarchy and its religions,
However, women endure the greatest suffering, The
third theme reflects what happens to women in patriarchy,
Their freedom is taken away and they become possessions of
men and lose control of their fate, They become insignificant
and the Mahabharata fails to record their names, other than
by

association

with

their

male

relatives.

Their

religious

experience is denied and they are viewed as obstructions t.o
male liberation.
The interaction of these three themes draws out the
underlying

Hindu

concepts

of

dharma (duty)

and

Sanatana

dharma (eternal religion). Historical contexts give rise to religions
and morals which dictate the laws of
conditioned religion which

."".....~~.

But this is

distorted images of 'real, et.ernal

religion'. Eternal religion cannot be confined to the truths of
any historical period, or even its collective wisdom.

In this

way, Hinduism is self-critical. It allows its own symbols to be
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fallible,

transient and inappropriate,

for nothing human can

ever capture Sanatana dharma,
The dialogue and conflict between the sexes shows this
process

at

work.

Women

suffer

from

the

dharma

of

a

patriarchal world and are therefore in a position to see its
pitfalls. Truth is vividly revealed when conventional religion is
shown to be the farce and women are models of an enlightened
outlook.

Although

the

Mahabharata

patriarchal ethics it still shines with

IS

over-ridden

with

a brilliant vision of

womenkind. It recalls their ancient, cosmically ordained status
and satirizes the patriarchal facade, By its inclusion of many
contradictory lifestyles the Mahabharata limits its judgements to
give shimmering patterns of a dancing world,
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****************************************************************************
NOTE TO THE INDEX OF NAMES
****************************************************************************

Sorenson's Index of Names was consulted in the fonnation of
this index but:
a. My research showed his list to be incomplete
concerning women's names.
b. The information he selects to describe characters
reinforces a patriarchal outlook by failing, at times, to
include important details about women, despite the fact
that the Mah-abharata supplies them.
e. g., In his description of Daksha he does not include
Daksha's consort, the ancient Goddess Viri!)!, even
though she is the mother of many important
Goddesses.

This index also includes classes of beings that are feminime and
phenomena, like rivers and stars, which are anthropomorphized
as females.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
TO NAMES AND CLASSES OF WOMEN IN THE
MAHABHARA TA
*******************************************************************************

A
Abhijit

A star, one of
sisters married
to Sorna(rnoon).
her ddes t sis tel',
Rohil)l, mainly
relationship with
perf ormed penance,
their husband and
The
hventy
second
of
twenty-eIght
naksha tr as,
Narne of the earth

central place.
forms and
identified as a
(Revatl) .

Aditi

Ancient Goddess with a
Mother of Vishl)u in all
mother of the Adityas,
~.lckness demon named

Adrika

ncipal Apsaras who was cursed to
become a fish in the Yarnuna. The rnother
Matsya and SatyavatT.

Adrsyantl

The wife of Saktri and
Vasishthcl. Mother of

Ahalya

wife of rshi Gautarna
lndro..

-in-law of

.

.

was raped by

the wife of Suhotro.

AikshvakT

Alutsha -Ganga

The

Akrura(wife of)

She was raped by Sisupala and
woods for penance.

Aksharriala

Identified with Goddess ArundhatT.

fonn

rnother

of the rIver Goddess,

./

to the

Alambusha

An Apsaras sent to tempt the sage Dadmca
Had the child, Sarasvata, who was nurtured
by SarasvatT. Associated with Ar,juna.
A Mat!, Mother Goddess.

Amba

princess, the eldest daughter of the Queen
and King of Ka~i. She and her two sisters,
Amh~lika and Alnbika were abducted by
BhTshrna. She rebelled and becarne an
ascetic woman and was reborn as a rnale
warnor, 'Sikhal)gin. Had a son narned
Kshatradeva,
,I:i.

A prmcess, the second daughter of the
Oueen and King of Kaf;i. Abducted by
B~shima along with her two sisters, Alnb-a
and Arnbika. 'Wife of Vicitravlrya and
mother of Pandu
bv
, .
. Vvasa,
.
A princess of KaSi, youngest sister to AITlbcl
and Amwlik2i', Abducted by Bhlshrna and
n1arried
to
Vicltravlrya,
Mother
of
Dhrtarashtra by Vyasa,

.

.

An Apsaras who
Arjuna's birth,

Arnbika

sang

and

danced

at

A Matr, Mother Goddess, Reciting her nan1e
cleanses sin,
AmburnatT

A River,

A1Ylbuv~hinT

A River whose narne
sunnse.

hnl1 tasana

1\

A Matr, IVIother Goddess,

Amogha

A Matr, Mother

Am.rta

A Magadha princess, wife of Ana{van,

.

~

./

-

..

IS

recited at sunset and

Godde~.s,

One of the daughters of SaurabhT the cow,
Anata

A Meidhava princess, wife of Janamejaya,
Puru's son.

Anavadya

An Apsaras, the daughter of
danced and sang at Arjuna's birth.

AngT

An ancient Queen, The wife of Ariha and
mother of Nlahabhauma,

AngiraSi

A brahrnani who cursed King Kalmashapada,
Maharnatl, the daughter of Af1giras.
An Apsaras who danced and sang at thE:
birth of Ar juna ,
An Apsaras, the daughter of Pradha

Anuradha

A star, nakshatra.
A nver,
A river who purifies sin.
A female deity(Goddess) wIth magical power.
to fairies, they ('iten live amongst
humans.

Apsujata
ArClSlTla

tr

Mother Goddess.

fourth daughter of Sabha and Ai1giras.
had seven

Ardra
Arish~a

of
as

King Har9sa who was

.

of Pradha and
thirteen principal

Aruna

Aruna

ArundhatT

A
Aruna

confluence of SarasvatT and
IS

A Goddess,
wife of

a powerful ascetic woman and

,.
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Arushl

The daughter of Manu and wife of Cyavana.
Co-wife with Sukanya. Mother of Prarnati
and Aurva.

A MatT) Mother Goddess. Mother of ~i~u.
Uma.

Name of
-/-

Asa

A
and mother of the celestials who
dwell in the palace of Brahnla:n. Also a
narne of Devasena.

Aslesha

A
, the wlfe of King Pracinvat
San1yatl.

KsmakT

/ .~
ASVlm

naksha t.r a .

Ashadha

A

AsiknT

AstT

H
. C'
•• 1_

)

d~:"jl10'l-,ltvr~ -.~\o!J
-

nf
~

Ka111sa, SIster of Praptl.
Krshna
killed as revenge for
.
death.

.

wanted
husband'::.

Asura

An Apsaras, the daughter of

AsurT

A female Asura, the enen1ies of the Gods,

AtreyT

A river, in personified forrn
.Dalace of Varuna,
.

AtreYl

A type of 111enstruating wornan.

lives in the

with
An ascetic woman "·lho was
th,;; voda c
Sh
her husband)
worshipped Siva, and
a son without the
need of a roan,
....

,/

...-

Aysanasl
/.,..

-

Ausman

~

v

<.,.

D

-..J •

./'"

~

DevayanT
/'

A sudra wornan who
Gautama.

son KakshTva t by

/- ~
A usman

A princess,
USinara.

the daughter of Madhavl and

B
The rnother of BhirnasHH1.
Bahud.i"

A sacred river.
A Mat[, Mother Goddess,

Bahlka (Vahlka)

A tribe, Karna refers to then1 as 'devoid of
virtue', The offspring of two Pi5:;cas, Bahi
and Hika,

Bahula

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

BahuJa

A river.

Bahuputrika

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Bahuyojana

A Meitr,

Balandhara

A princess of Kasi, wife of Bh-1'rna .D;:nd~'/~
a Gi,

~,,1other

Goddes5,
<A. • •

co-wife with Draupadl and Hidimba. Mother
of Saivaga.
BalhlkT

The Princess MadrT.

Balotkata

A Matr, Mother Goddess .

Bhadra

Queen Kakshivall of Vyushe(sva. She loved
her husband and had seven children
fro111
./
him after he had died. Three Salvas and
four Madras.

Bhadra

Name for Subhadra.

.

Bhadra

The daughter of Soma and co-wife with
Marnata. Wife of Utathya; he drclnk the
ocean dry to get her back after Varuna
abducted her.

Bhadra

One of the many Wives of Vasudeva and
stcp-rnotber to God Krshna.

Bhadrakedl

forrn of Durga refered to in
hymn to Goddess Durga.

Bhadrak~dr

A Ma tr ' Mother Goddess.

Bhadramanas

One of the nine daughters of Goddess Krodha
and mother of Airavata.

Bhadrapada

The name of two nakshatras.

Bhaga

The narne of a nakshatra.

Bhagada

A lVIatr, Mother Goddess.

Bhagananda

lJ.,

A

iVia: tr,

Arjuna's

Mother Goddess.

The Goddess Ganga
Bhagfrathf

The Goddess Ganga, daughter of Bha~rrathr
/and associated with the Apsaras Urvasl.

BhaimT

The Princess Dan1ayantl:'

BhanumatT

The
daughter
of
Krtavirya,
wife
Aharpyati and rnother of Sarvabhauma

BhanumatT

The daughter of Subha and Angiras. The
first born and rnost beautiful of eight sisters.

Bharadvajl

A

BharanT

A Nakshatra.

Bharatl

A nver.

BharatT

The daughter of Satya and Sanju.

BhargavT

DevayanT

fT..ler.

of
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One of the eight
of the Apsaras
Pradha, She is the mother of the birds of
prey.
Bhavada

Mother
A Matr,
•

Bhavanl

A Matr,
Mother
•

ShayankarT

A Mat!, Mother Goddess.

.

Shedl

A Mat!, Mother Goddess.

Bherlsvanamahasvana A Matr, Mother Goddess.
Uma,

BhIma

The

Bhfrna

A river,
Darnayan tf.

Bhfrnaputribi
BhTmarathl

A

BhTrl1asuta

The

8hln1

DarnayantT.

rvratr, Mother Goddess.

Bhogavatl

A

BhogavatT

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

8h
.~ o,Ja

Queen
of
Yuyudhana,
conquered by Yudhish!hira.

Bhu,Jagamaja

The Naga Princess UlupT.

Bhujagendrakanya

The Naga Princess Ulupl,

Bhumi

The Goddess Earth. She
and had an Asura son,

Bh uti tTr-thi

A MatL
· . Mother Goddess.

8r ahn1abodhya

A river.

Brahma'Sala

A river.

•

was

Bhun1ipati

13/

Brahman!
.

A river .

Brahmanya

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Uma,

Brahmavedhya

A river.

Brahmavidya

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Uma.

Brhadambalika

A Matr.. Mother Goddess .

Brhadratha

One of the two WIves whose deformed
fetuses were formed into one whole child,
Jarasandha, by the Rakshasl Jara.

Brhadvafl

A river.

Brhadbhasa

Wife of Bhana.

t

~

•

.

Brhaspatr( sister of ) A famous ascetic woman who wandered the
,
earth. (also V..rhaspatr).
Brhatsena

The nurse to Damayanff before Nala and she
left their Kingdom.

Brmhita
(Vrinhila)
·
'
,

One of the seven mothers of Sisu,

Budbuda (V udvuda)

An Apsaras from the palace of Kubera who
was cursed to be a crocodile along with four
other Apsarases, Varga, SaurabheYl, Samle!
and Lata,

Buddhi

The daughter
Dharma.

Buddhikama

A Ma tr , Mother Goddess,

•

//

•

of

Daksha

and

wife

of
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c
Caidya

princess of Cedi, Karenumatr. The wife
of Nakula Pandava
and co-wife with
.
Draupadf.
(

CaitravahanT

Princess Ci tra11gada,

.

Matr, Mother Goddess,

Cakraneml

,6,

Canda
..

The Goddess Durga,

Candl

The Goddess Durga.

Candrabhaga

A river who purifies
'laruna,

from the palace of

.

A ~/!at~, Mother Goddess,

Candrarna

A river,
The wife of Brhaspati
and one daughter,

rnother of six fin::s

CannarplatT

A river, a rnother of

Carun

An Apsaras from the palace of Kubera

CatushkarnT
.

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Catushpathaniketa

A Matr, Mother

Catushpatharata

A Mat!, Mother Goddess,

Cat.varavasinT

A Mat;'

CiinI

A nver,

CItra

A

Citrasila

A nver,

Citralekha

An

•

J

('Cyl
~
UI..rle~r
•.;:,::> ,

Mother Goddess.

who relates to the world of the

frorn the palace of Indra,

of Manipura and
only child
of King Citravahana, Made a putrika and
Ar juna Pandava, Co-wife with
• •
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DraupadT. UlupT and Subhadra, Mother of
Babhruvahana. She went with GandhatT into
the woods to perforrr1 penance.
An Apsaras.
nver,

Citrartha

,tJ,

Citrasena

An Apsaras froln the palace of Kubera.

Citrasena

A river.

Citrasena

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Citravaha

A nver.

Citropal.i

A nver

Culuka

A nver.

'"'--/- ,-

uasarm

The princess Vijaya, wife of Bhumanyu

D-/asar h-1

Sudeva, the wife of

-/-

-

Dasarhl

Vikul~l!,hana,

/

SubhangT, the WIfe of Kuru.

~ikhal}9in,

/- -dh'1pa tl,
rJasan),a

A princess, the wife of

Da'Seyi

SatyavatT, the daughter of the fisherman.

Dahadah3:

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Daitya

A class of beings,
Goddess/Gods,

Daityasena

Daughter of
Prajapati
and
sister
to
Devasena, Raped by the Asura KeS'in and
the mother of the Dai tyas .

Dakshaduhitr.

The Goddess S'v;aha,

the

enemIes

of

the
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Dakshakanyu
D<ikshayanT

Goddess Kadru
The Goddess Aditi as daughter of V1"ri1)l and
Daksha and mother of Indra.

DakshayanT

mother of Ra..Jadharma.

Daksha.yanl

for the duel between Kadru and

Daksheyi

Suki, the daughter of Virini and Daksha.

DamayantT

of Vidarbha and daughter of
Married to King Na.la who
wandered the world in
had three brothers, a
I:ndrasena and son, Indrasena.
Cousin to
cf. BhalTIT,
Bhunanandini-:- BhTrnaputrika, Bhan"lasuta,
VaidarbhT,
Vidarblfdhipatinandim,
Vidarbharajatanya, Vidarbhatanya.

Danavl

A female
enernies of

Danayus

A Goddess,
Daksha and
incarnate.

of ViriljT and
. Her four sons

DandagaurT

An Apsaras

of lndra.

Danta

An Apsaras from

of Kubera.

A Goddess,
Daksha and
Danavas.

of Vll-in1 and
. Mother of thy;

.

The

A

of

A class of Goddess/Gods.
A river,
The Goddess Sarama, the dog

beings and

/

Devakanya

Apsaras cursed by Brahman to become a
deer. Became the mother of RshyaSrnga to
.
Vibhandaka.

DevakT

The daughter of
and principle wife of
. Mother of God Krshna,
.

.

.

Devamatr

The Goddess Aditi as the mother of the Gods,

Devarnitra

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Devanadl

The Goddess Ga11ga, the celestial river.

Devasena

A Goddess? the daughter of Prajapati, wife
of
and sister to Daltyasena, Her
COUSin,
Indra, freed her from the Asurci.
Kesin,
cf,
Shashthf,
Lakshm~
Sukhaprada, Sinlvalf, Kuhu, Saivrittl
Aparajita.

DevayTanl

and US§nas
The daughter of
(Sukra)
of imn10rtality
Kaca to disco 2 r it, Wife of
and
Yayati, cO-'Nife "'lith rival, Sarmish!ha.
was Devi, Mother of sons,
eldest

/,
DeveSl

.

The

Uma,

A nan1e of the Great Goddess, inclusive of all
ephithets,
An Apsaras 'Nho danced
ArJuna,
Dev!
~(Divl)

the birth of

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Uma,
Daughter of 1Ysanas (&lkra) and wife of
Varuna
. . Eldest sister to Devayanl and
and Sura(wine goddess),
mother of
The Goddess SavitrT:'

.

The Goddess PrthivT(earth), .
'

Devika

The second wife of Yudhishthira and
daughter of Govasuna of the Saibya tribe.
Mother of '{ audheya.

Devika

A river. By bathing
beauty after death.

Dhama

A class of celestial beings.

Dharnadharna

A Mat:, Mother Goddess.

Dhanada

A Matr. ' Mother Goddess.

Dhanishtha-

A nakshatra.

Ohara

The earth personified.

Dharrnaja

~atya,

~.

'"

..

111

her one aquires great

the daughter of Dharrna and wife of

OalTIYU .

Dhatreyika

.

-

The rnaid of Draupadi" who directed Indra
towards her vv'hen shE' had bet2:n abducted by
Jayadratha.

Dhishana

A Goddess, the full rnoon personified .

Dhruva

The polar

Dhruvaratna

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

.

.

~:.tar,

of

Du!:-saLi,
daughter
Dhrtarasthra.

Dhrarash trT

A Goddess,

daughter of Tamr-a and ITlOther
of the ducks and swans.

Ohrtavatr

A nver.

.

.

.

GandharT

and

DhrtarashtraJa

Dhrti

A Goddess,

resolution personified, Daughter
of Vfrinl and Daksha and wife of Dharma.
Was transformed
into skin to cover t.he
/'
chariot of Siva. Incarnate as Madrf.

Dhrtirnatl
,

A river,

Dhuminl

The wife of AjarmcJha and rnother of 13ksha.
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.

Dhurnorna

Wife of the sage Marke1)deya,

Dhumorna
.

A Goddess, wife of Yama(death) ,

Dhumrakshf

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Uma.

Dhutapapa

A river,

Die

A nver.

,/,Dlsa

A Goddess,
the personification of the
northern quarter. She took the forn1 of oj)
old wonwn to test Ash!avakra's integrity.

Dlrghajihva

A R'akshasT who was killed by Indra.

Dfrghajihva

A Matr, I'v1other Goddess,

Diti

A Goddess, one of the thirteen daughters of
VTrin! and Daksha, Co-wife with sisters to
Ka~yapa and l'l1other of the Danavas.

Draupadf

The
central
queen
and
heroine,
an
mcarnatlOl1 of the Goddess Lakshn1l:"" The
daught.er of Queen
Prshatf and
King
......
·
f'
--:::::"'
#
kh
d'
H
I
;:)lster 0
~l r an m.
aa a
Orupaca,
polyandrous lTlarriage with th~' five PaQqava
brothers,
Yudhis~hira,
Bnlma,
Ar juna,
Nakula and
as her husbands. She
bore a son to each of them. Son's
nan1es
/'
are, Prativit39hya, SutaSOlTla, Srutakirti,
1:atanlka and Srutasena,
T

J

Drupadakanya
Dfshadvatl

.

Drshtipa
,
r

-

Duhsala
•

Draupadf, the daughter of Drupada.
nver.
A class of Goddess/Gods that live in vision.
A princess, daughter of Queen GandharT and
King Dhrtarashtra. Married to Jayadr?\tha.
Tried to bring peace between Arjuna and his
son.

13 '8
Dundubhl

A female Gandharva who was reborn as
Manthara.

Durga

The Supreme Goddess, a warrior who rides a
lion/tiger.

Durga

A nver.

Duryodhanasut:a

.
F}nncess
Duryodhana.

.-, i.. arsana)
/
oW

daughter

E
Edl
.

A

Mother Goddess.

Ekacuda

A

, Mother Goddess.

/.

/

Ekaspnga

m the palace of Brahn1an,

Ekatvaca
Ekavaktra

A

, Mother

G

GadheyT

A name for Queen

Gadhi(wife of)

Mother of SatyavatT and
cheated her daughter out
food and their sons got rnixed.

Gadhisuta

A name for Satyavatr:

.

Gana

A Matr 1 Mother Goddess .

Ganda
" ,

The ITlaid of ArundhatT and wife of
Pasusakha.

..

A river.

Gandahf

of

..

Gandasahvava

A nver} mother of fire.

GandlfarT

Queen
and
an
A great
incarnation
of
the
Goddess
MatT
(mind/thought). Daughter of King Subala
and sister to Sakuni G:\nd 2.ix other brothers.
Wife of King Dhrtarashtra and l110ther of one
hundred sons, Duryodhana the eldest, and a
daughter, DUhsala.
Cursed God Krshna
.
. to
death for his inability to bring peace and did
penance in the forest and was burnt in a
forest fire. cL Gandnarajaduhitr, Saubaleyf;
SaubalI;
Subalajr<f,
Subalasya
Putrl,
Subalasyatrnaja, Subalatmaja.

'

-

The '.Alife of AjamlCJha
A Goddess, associated with Parvaff.

An abducted wife
conlrni tted sa tl.

of

God

Krshna

who

Gandharvl

A female Gandharva) celestial mUSICIanS or
smgers.

Gandhavi

A Goddess, daughter of Surabh! and mother
of the horses.
Her celestial fonll is the
earthly form the river
purifies and carries
after
death . ./ Gar1ga
as a Goddess and nlarries Santanu
a son,
. Referred to as the
BhagTratha and the daughter of
Akashaganga, BhagTrathasuta,
"Sailarajsu ta,
Sailasu ta
,
, Jahnav~ Jahnakany5,
Jahnusuta, Jahnusuta
SamudramahishT
Jahnavi,
Jahnukanya,
Samudramahishl, Tripathaga, Tripatagal11inl.
Great Goddess.
Milky Way
She

J

Garudf

The Goddess

GaurT

The Goddess Urna.
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GaurT

A Goddess, associated with ParvatT:

""
...,....
llaun

One of the wives of Varuna

GaurT

A river,

Gaurl

The Goddess PrthivT( earth) ,

GautamT

, old brahl11an woman, When her son
was killed by a
she did not want
A

revenge,
Gautar111

Jatila, an ascetic woman who married seven
r5his .
•

GautamT

A name for KTPl.

GautarnT

A river.
nlOther of

Gautanil

celes tials.

Gayatrl

A
associated with the
SavitrT,Vedic ritual and Mantra recitation.
She appeared to a brahman who
Mantras. The nan1e of a metre.

Ghrtacl

An
One of the six principal
Apsarases. The wife of Pramati and rnother
of Ruru.
r5hi Bharadvaja loved her and
she bore two ~hildren) Drol1a and "SrutavatT:'
Became a parrot to avoid Vyasa's attentions
but produced the child, -Suka.

Ghurnia

The maid to Deva yanl.

Girika

The wife /of
Vasu Uparicara and rnother of
'
the river Suktimatl and mountian Kolahala.

Grisuta

The Goddess Uma.

Girivaratmaja

The Goddess Uma.

Gitapriya

A Matr,
. Mother Goddess .

GodavarT

A river who

!

a mother of fire.

/11

Gokarna

A Mat!, Mother Goddess.

Gonlatf

A river in the palace of VarU}:a and wife of
fire Vi-Svabhuj.

Gopall

A Mat!, Mother Goddess.

Go pztl i

An Apsaras in the palace of Indra,

Gostanf

A

GrhadevT

A Goddess the benign fornl of the Rakshasl
IJara who fornled the child Jarasandha frorn
deformed fetuses,

•

•

IvL~tr.

--

Mother Goddess.
l

The daughter of Matali~ he had difficulty
finding her a husband. She later saved her
's life,
Gunarnukhya

who danced at the birth of

•

of Hirnavat.

Haimavaff

The

HairnavatT

The

Hairnavatr

A co-wife of God

Hairanavati
.

A river .

Halima

A Matr Mother
• 0 f -;:::;./
lTIot h ers
,:)lSU.

HalTISl
i!1

A daughter of

Hamsik;

A Goddess, a celestial cow and the daughter
of SurabhY
supporter of
southern
quarter.

"

of

1

who comitted

sati:

the 3even
wife of Kalli5a.

11-1

Han

A Goddess, the daughter of Krodhava§a- who
had a wrathful dispostion, She had eight
sisters and was the rnother of the sin1ian
species and the 'cow tailed',

A nyer.

..

Haripinda

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Hasinl

An Apsaras frorYl the

Hasta

A nakshatra

Hastisoma

A nyer.

fifth daughter of Subha

Havishmatl
Herna

of Kubera.

A
allied to the PaQgavas. Vlife of
nlother of Ghatotkaca.

Hidirnba

Hiranvatr
,

A

Hiranyakshi

The

Durga and the Goddess Urna

A

, sharne personified.

I

The
A narne
Ikshula

A nyer.

Ikshumalavl

A nver,

Ikshumatl

A nver,

t.he

E~arth,

also libation.

SurvarQa, the daughter of king Ikshvaku5,

/43

11a

The eighth child of Manu
mother
of Pururavas and wife of Budha. Referred to
as the n10ther and father of Pururavas,

IndranT
.

The Goddess

Indrasena

A princess} the daughter of Damayantl and
Nala,

Indrasena

Daughter of
and wife of Mudgala,
She was devoted to her husband even
though he was one t1:lOusand years old,
Renowned for her beauty,

I

An Apsaras from the palace of Kubera,
A Goddess, rnother of the celestials from the
palace of Brahrnan.

Ira

A nver,

A rIver, Un1a cons'Lllted her.

J

.

The Goddess PrthivT(Bhumi), the
personified and rnother
Naraka,

~Jagatl

The Goddess Ganga.. known as the daught.er
of Jahnu, an ancient
Jahnukanya

The

Jahnusuta

The Goddess Ganga,

Jala

A

Jalela

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

/'

.

-

Jalesvari

A Matr 1 Mother Goddess,

dam.bavatl

A principal wife of God Krshna and daughter
9f Jarr1bavat. She did pe~an·ce to get a son,
Samga. Comlnitted satl.

A river.
The Goddess Slta.
danakr

The Goddess Sita.

Janapadi

An Apsaras, sent by Indra to ten1pt
"'Saradvat, she produced two children, l~rpl
and Krpa.

Jara

A Rakshasi, forn1erly the Goddess Grhadevi.
She
united
the
broken
halv(.?s
of
Jarasandha's body and gave him life.

Jarasandhasuta

The daughter of Jarasandha and wife of
Sahadeva pandava.
Co-wife with Draunadl:"
• •
1"

Jarak"aru

A snake Goddess. Sister of Vasukl and wife
of Jaratkaru who deserted her. Mother of
Astlka.
A Maq-, Mother Goddess.

Jarita

/'-

A Sanlgika. Wife of phi Mat}dapala and co-

wife with Lapita. She tried to protect her
bird children frorn the Khandava forest fire.
Jo.ta.lika

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

JatavedasT

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Vrna.

Jatila

A fernale descendant of Gotama, an ascetic
woman with seven husbands.

Jaya

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Vma
A nver,

Jayapriya

A Mat;, Mother Goddess.

Jayatsena

Mother Goddess,
A IVlatr,
,

~Jayavatl

A Matr,
. Mother Goddess .

Jitavafl

The daughter of Uslnara and friend to the
wife of Vasu Dyaus,

Jrmbhaka
.

A

Jv-eila-

The daughter of Takshaka,

of beings.
vvife of Rkshi.:t

n10ther of Matinara.
Jyeshtha

A nakshtra.

Jyesht hi1a

A

in the palace of

Jyotiratha
,Jyotsnak2"df

The

of RohinT and

, witp of

cf. SOlTIclputrl.'

K

A
, a daughter of VTril)T and
and mother of the snakes. Fought with her
sister
and began the eternal enrnity
betv{een the
and the birds.
Sunanda, daughter of the Kekaya king, wih:.'
of Sarvabhauma
rnother of Jayatsena
Kaikeyf

The wife of

Kaikeyf

KumarI, the

Kaikey}

One of the
of King Dafaratha who
tried to get her son, Bharata, to have
power over God
a.

Kaikeyi

Queen Sudeshpa,
of Vira!a who sent
Draupadl to her arnorous brother, KiCaka,
when Draupadl was
servant.

of Bhlmasena Parikshita.

Kaike)il

Sumamf

Kai tabhanasini

The Goddess Durga, the destroyer.
A female crow, daughter of the
Tan1ra, and mother of the owls.

Goddess

A Goddess, one of the seven rnothers of

~./
S15U.

Bhadra, a fen1ale descendant of Kaksrllvat.

A Goddess, the daughter of VirTnT and
Daksha and wife of Ka'Syapa. Mother" of the
Kalaheyah.

.

Kala

A class of Pitrs,

KaIaka

An Asura woman] rnother of the KaIakeyas
who practised austerities for her children,

Kei]akeya

tribe of AsurT/ Asur as.
, IVlother Goddess.

Kaleya

A

of Asun/ Asuras

Ka'!l

Goddess,

associated with Durga

Hindu cycle of time.
was ushered in with the

m

Kall

A name for

of the celestials

lrl

the

Kalfka

A Matr) Mother

Kaliridf

The river Yamuna.

Kalingf

The Princess Karambha, wife of Akrodhana.
The wife of

and mother of llina.
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Kall Yuga

The name of the fourth age in the Hindu
cycle of time.

KalmashT

A river.
The daughter of Prthusravas wife
Ayatanayin and mother of Akrodhana.

of

.

Kamacari

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Kamada

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

A Matr, Mother
KamaE\kshl

A Matr, Mother goddess.

Karnpana

A river.

Karnya

An Apsaras who danced
,Juna.

Kanakavatr

A Milt:-, Mother Goddess.

Kancanahshi

A river, one of the seven Sarasvati'S who

the birth of

appeared to Nairnisha,
Kandara

A Mat!", IVlother Goddess.

Kanduti

Matr,
. Mother Goddess.

Kankana

A Mat;-, Mother Goddess.

..

A Matr, Mother Goddess .

KantakinT

A

of dernons.

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Urrla.
A nver.
Kapila

A Goddess, the daughter of VirTrii and
Daksha. Her offspring are Arr1[ta, the
brahmans, the kine, the Gandharvas and
the Apsarases.

Kapila

A river ,

a mothf;'r of fire.

Kapila

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Uma.
A brahrnan woman, wife of
breastfed the sage PancaSikha.

Asuri

who

Kaplndraputrf

Jarnbavatl,
king.

Karal:l

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Uma.

Kararnbha'

KalingT, a prmcess, the daughter of the
Kaliriga king, wife of Akrodhana, lYlOther of
Devatithi.

Karatoya

A river in the palace of Varul}a.

KarepUITlatr

A Cedi princess, the second wife of Nakula
Pandava
and co-wife with Draupadf.
Mother
of Niramitra.

the daughter

the rnonkey

.

KarTshTnl
.
Karna (wives
"

A river .
of)

Karnapravarana
.

One the rnother of
mother of Sushena,

Vrshasena
o

one

A Matr, Mother Goddess.
An Apsaras.
One of the three
her children
t.hern,

KaseYl

-,/

-

Kaseyi
,/

of Bharata who killed
Bharata didn't like

Sunanda. a Kasi princess.

-

Kasikanya

An1111a, a Kasi princess.

Ka:Slrajasuta

Amba, the daughter of the
daughters of the
Ambalika and Ambika.

KaSi

Kafu

king.

king,

Alnba,

The two daughters of the Ka-si king, Ambika
and An1balika,

Ka'Sirajasute

The two wives of Brhadratha and mothers of
deformed fetuses which were united into one
son, Jarasandha, by the RakshaSf Jara.

aSlsuta
K--/.
KaS'isute
Ka~Ya

The two daughters of the Kam king, Ambika
and Amba]ka.
_/
oalandhara, a KaSl pnnce55 and -ib'ird
wife of BhTma pandava.

.

"

.

/'

The daughter of Kasyapa, the earth.
Mat~,

Katira
.

A

KatyayanT

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Uma.

KauSikr

A river,

,/

-

IV10ther Goddess.

Kausiki

The Goddess Dugra and the Goddess Uma.

k U.l.o.
l'kKaU .•

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

. KauravT

The Naga (snake) Princess:
daughter of Kauravya.

Ulupl,

the

Kauravyaduhitr.

The Naga (snake) Princess, Ulupl.

Kauravy,~kulanadinT

Ulupl,
race.

KauravyaprithT

Queen KuntT.

Kausalya

The Kasi Princess, Ambika-:

Kausalya

Queen of Ayodhya, one of the WIves of
Dasaratha and mother of God Ramo..

Kausalya

Queen of King Janaka

Kave r aka:

A river,

KaverT

A river in the palace of Varuna and a
•
mother of fire.

i( .......
..
esayantn-

A Mat!, Mother Goddess .

KesinT

An Apsaras, the daughter of Pradha and
Kasyapa.

KesinT

The wife of Ajarr'Jq.ha and 1110ther of
Jahnu, Vrajana and Rupin.

the

daughter-m-law

of

Kuru's

/ )'0

KeS1rli

Princess DamayantTs
rnessages to Nala,

KefunT

A Goddess, associated with Parvatl,

rnaid

who

took

A beautiftll woman whom two suitors,
Virocana and Slldhanvan fought over,
Khandakhanda
..

A Matr, Mother Goddess,
A Matr, Mother Goddess,

KharakarnT
.

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Khari

A Matr, Nlother Goddess,

Khyata

A MatT, IVIother Goddess,

Kirnpuna

A

in

Kimpurusha

A

of beings,

'
K.mnara
6

thE~

p<.:t1ace of Vanu}Ct,

of

Kinnara

A

Kinfwrl

A

Kfrtr

A
Vinn! and

of
Kin6ara,
personified, Daughter of
and wife of Dharma,

A nver.

Kokamukha

The Goddess Durga and

Kotara

A Matr,
. Mother

Kotira

A Matr, Mother "'''''.'''''''''

Kriya

A Goddess) Daughter of
and co-wife of Dharma,

/'

Krosana

A Matr, Mother

Goddess Uma,

/:;-r
Krodha

A Goddess, the daughter of VirTnT and
Daksha, associated with anger.

Krodhana

A Mat!, Mother Goddess.

Krodhavasa

The Goddess Krodha, mother
daughters produced from wrath.

Kroncupadf

Krauncapadl.

KrJra

The Goddess Krodha.

Sister to Krpa and~ wlfe of DrOlla. Her
foster father was Santanu. Mother of
A§vatthaman. d .'Saradvatf, GautamT.

Krpl
'"

.

Krshna

Queen Draupadf

Krshna

The Goddess Durga,

·

·

nme

nver .

Krrni
..

'"

of

Krshna

,. nver,

Krshnacchavisanla
.. ,

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Ul'na

Krshna -Ga11ga

A river.

i::l

.

"

.

·

.

'

Krshna pingala

The Goddess Durga.

Krshnavena

A river, the mother of fire.

Krtavlrvaduhitr
·
.

Bhanumati: the daughter of K'!tavu-ya
and wife of Ahamvati.
.'

Krttika

One of the wives of the seven ..rshis who
was
unjustly
divorced,
Becan1e
a
nakshatra.

Krtva
'" .'

A Sorcereress.

Ksherna

An Apsaras who sang at

I

•

•

'

·

the birth of

Ar.juna.
Kshiti

A name
earth.

for

the Goddess

PrthivT,

the
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KUClra

A nver.

T /
~
I\.usaClra

A nver.

Kuhu

The eighth daughter of Subha
Angirasa, the new moon persomfied.

Kuhu

A name for the Goddess

Kukkutika

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Kalampuna

A nver.

KumarT

A pnncess of Ketaya. WIfe of the elder
BhTrrlasena and rnother of Pratipu.

Kirnan

Wife of Dhanajaya.

KurnarT

A

KumarI

The

Durga and the Goddess Urn a ,

KurnbhayonT

An

in the palace of Indra.

Kurrlbhika

A Matr.. Mother Goddess.

Kurnbh1l1asl

The
of the Gandharva Citraratha,
she
his life by pleading with
Yudhishthira
.
...

Kundal;~\

A river.

Kundall
..

Kundala.

Kundarika

A Matr-, Mother Goddess.

and

.

Kuni Garga(daughter of) A powerful ascetic woman who was
forced to nlarry, then dIed to leave a
lovesick husband.
KuntT

A Yadava
who b~~came a central
queen and rnother of the five Pal)9aVa
brothers. The Goddess Siddhf incarnate.
She was given away when still a child
and tended to a brahman who taught her

{53

powerful mantras which invoked the
Gods. Did penance at the end of her life
and
died
in
a
forest
fire.
cf .
Kuntibhojaya, Kuntibhojasuta, Kuntikanya,
Kuntirajasuta, Kuntirajatmaja, Kuntlsuta,

L
Varu~-la.

LaghantT

A river in the palace of

Lajja

A Goddess, shame personified, A daughter

of VirIn! and
Dharma,
w

Daksha

and

co-vlife

of

Lakshana

An Apsaras who danced at the birth of
Arjuna.

Lakshm.anamatr

Co-wife of Duryodhana.

La k:,hmT

The Great Goddess and consort to
VishtJ-u/Krshlfa.
rnother of the
UnIverse
who
mcarnates as
Queen
Draupadl and K[sru}a's sixteen thousand
wives.

Lakshrnr

A name for the Goddess, Devasena,

~

Lamba

Matr, Mother Goddess.

Lambapayodhara

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

LambinT

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

L~ngalr

A river.

Langhatl

Vaghanti,

Lapita

The second wife of rshi Mandapala; she
was jealous of her co-wife, Jarita,
An Apsaras cursed to be a crocodile and
freed by Ar juna,
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Lauhltya

A rIver.

Lohamekhala

A

Lohatarinf

A

Lohifaksha

The

LohihikshT

A

Lohitayani

The

Lohitya

A

Lopamudra

A pnncess
by the sage AgastYi:;l
and born
daughter of King
Vidarbha,
Agastya's wIfe and
rnother of Drdhasya
Idhrnavaha..
.

, Mother Goddess,

) Mother Goddess.

the ocean.

.

A
Goddess,
distribu ted in
huntirw

personified;
women, dice and

,_1'

Madayantl

Meidhavl

A gueen and
She became
had a son,
her away to
her earrings.

wife
pregnant
KslYlaka.
get to

and
gave
Uttanka got

Ananta, the wife of Janarnejaya.
Sarnpriya, the wife of Viduratha.
A nalne for Queen Kuntl.
The daughter of DevayanT
She was a putrika who was
men,
Galva,
Haryyasva,
Divodasa,
Usinara and Asinari to produce sons,
had a daughter, Mfn-an, to
Madhavl became an ascetic in the
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..

Ma:dhavl

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

MadhukUl11bha

A I\1atr, Mother Goddess.

Madhulika

A Matr, .f\1other Goddess,

Madhurasvana

An Apsaras

MadhuvahinT

A nver.

Madhuvila

A nver,

Madin~.

A co-wife to
to God Krshna.
.

.

In

the palace of Indra.

and

.

Madirasva(daughter oOAn anci\2'nt
Hirarlyahasta

gIven as a wife for

Madrarajasuta

The Princess Madri, daughter of the
of Madras.

NladravatC

A queen, wife of

and moth€T of

JanameJaya.
M2idravatf

The Princess MadrT.

MadrI

The Princess MadrI. An incarnation of the
(30ddess Dhr ti and
of Madra.
.
Salva, co-wife with Kunti· and wife of
Pandu. Pregnant to
ASvins and had
Sahadeva.
twin sons~ Nakula
Committed satl when
children were
still young so that her husband could
his desires in the
world.

-

Vijaya,

of Sahadeva

Madrika

The Madra women.

Magadhl

The Goddess Amrta, daughter of Magadha
king
wife ot" Ana:svan.

15b

A nakshatra,

MahabaIa

The name of two MatI's, Mother Goddesses.

MahabhTrria

The Goddess Unla.

Ma h -.-asona

A river.

MahadevT

The Great Goddess, Aditi.

MahadevT

The Goddess Uma,

Mah.igaurT

A river.

The name
Goddesses,

of

Matrs,

Mother

in wild forro,

The Goddess
Mahctkarnl

two

A Matr) Mother Goddess,
A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Mahamatl

Angirasf,' one of
Subha and Angiras,

eight daughters of

The river Sindhu, a great river.
Mahanadl

One or more nvers.

Mahasurl

a great
to

1

lnlmortah ty

A

<

, mother Goddess.

MaheSvarl

The Goddess Uma}Parvatl,

Mahendra

A river.

Mahendrarif

The Goddess1iacT

MahendravanT
.

A

AsurT who did
her
offspring
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Mahl

The Goddess PrthivT(
earth) ,
..
'

MalT!

A river who is a rnother of fire,

Mahishanana

A Matr, Mother Goddess,
"

Mahishasuranafuni

The

Goddess Ourga,
Mahisha,

destroyer

of

the

MahishmatT

The sixth of the eight daughters of Subha
and Angiras.

MahfshmatC

A city where women had sexual freedom
and were not bound to one husband.

Maid (of AITlbika)

A iudra won1an who was lover to Vyasa
and gave birth to Vidura, Vyasa freed
her because of her kindness,

Mahita

A nver.

Maithili

The Goddess Sila:,

MaitrT

A Goddess, benevolence personified.

Malatika

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Malava

l"l nver,

Malavl

A queen of Madra, wife of A~vapati and
rnother-in-Iaw to 5aVitll. Yarna prornised
her one hundred sons
SavitrTs request.

Malinf

A river.

Malinl

,Ii,

.

Matr, Mother/ Goddess,
seven mothers of Si§u.

One of the

15 '8

MaJin]

Rakshasl, mother of Kh~Sihana by
ViS"ravas. Co-wife with Pushpotkata and
Raka.

Malini

A Goddess.

Medin!

The name of Draupadl when she was
disguised as a Sairandhri at the court of
Vlrata,

Mamata

Wife of Utathya and co-wif~' with
Bhadra. Approached by brother-in-law
for sex when she was pregnant with
Dll'ghatamas. Drrghatamas got
and
instituted oppression against women.

ManasvinT

A
of

A

wife of Prajapati and rrlOther

(nlOon) .

Manavl
Mandaga

A

Mandakinl

The narne of rivers.

Mandaravasinl

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Urna.

Mandavahinl

A

Mandodarf

A

Mandodan

A Matr, Mother Goddess .

Mani
iala
•
v

A river.

.

, a principal wife of

.

Manikuttuka
..

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Maningu

A river,

Manjula

A river.

15~

Mankanaka (mother

of his children)
A Goddess,
when
Mankar)aka saw her bathing his desire
produced the seven rshis.

Manohara

The wife of Varcus and mother of sons.

q

Manorama

daughter of
birth of Arjuna.

she

Manorarna

A river, one of the seven SarasvatTs.

Manthara

The hunchbacked maid of KaikeyT who
instigated the bannishrnent of

ManthinT

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Manu

An Apsaras,
Kasyapa.

daughter

of

Pradha

and

An Apsaras,
KZi(yapa.

daughter

of

Pradh1:i

and

Mancl

An Apsaras who danced at the birth of
Ar Juna.
.
..

IVIarisha-

A river.

Marutta(daughter of) A queen, given as co-wife of Ahgiras so
Maru tta could go
heaven.
Maryada

A Vidarbha princess, wife of Avacma and
n10ther of Ariha.

MatahgT

A Goddess, Daught€:r of Krodhavasa and
mother of the elephants.

Mati

A Goddess, mind or thought personified.
Incarnate as Queen GandharT.

Matkunika

A MlHr, Mother Goddess.

M1:itr

term
independent

for
ancient
fel'nale deities

Goddesses;
who were

warriors, The Matrs(mothers) of the
universe, a strata of Mother Goddesses.
A philosophical term which refers to the
illusory nature of existence. It is often
presented as the 'unreal' felnale substance
of the 'real' male deity,
Maya

The God

Medha

The Goddess of intelligence. A daughter of
Vinnl and Daksha and co-wife of
Dhanna.

Medhatithi

l~.

IVIedhya

A nver,

Medinl

The Goddess PrthivT( earth) .

Megalnala

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Megarava

A Matr.

Meghasvana

A MatT, mother Goddess.

Menaka

An Apsaras;
of Pradha and
rnother of daughters, 'Sakuntala by
vlsvami tra and Pralnadvara by
Visvavasu, She left both daughters at
hermitages.

Menakatmaja

Uma.

nver.

I

/

)

Mother Goddess .

- -

Sakuntala, the daughter of Menaka.

.

MeshavahinT

A Matr, Mother Goddess .

MiintkecT

An Apsaras; the daughter of Praelha
vvife of Raudra(va and mother of
sons. Lived in the palace of Kubera
danced at Ar juna' s birth. Sudeshna
Draupadf if she is MiSi~akecT

and
ten
and
asks

I bl
Mithila

The women from the palace of Mithila
who were skilled in the art of singing
and dancing.

Mitra

An Apsaras fron1 the palace of Kubera.
A Goddess, associated with Uma.

Moham

The name of a spell used by Ulupl to
bring Ar juno. back to life.

Mramanda
.

A Goddess, the daughter of KrodhavaSa
and n10ther of the bears and srmaras
.
.
A Goddess, daughter of Krodhavasa and
mother of the deer.

.

Mnwttarna
~

A nakshtra.
The death Goddess. She didn't want to
kill so she did penance for twenty-one
times ten thousand billion years, until
she became without sin in killing

Mudita

The favourite wife of Saha who lived
without water and gave birth to the
sacred fire, Advanta .

.tv1ukharnandika
.

A female demon .

MuktimatT

'Suktimatl.

Mukuta

A MatT, Mother Goddess.

Mundi
.. ,

A Tv1atr.
. Mother Goddess.

Muni

One of the thirteen daughters of Vil~nT
and Daksha and mother of the
Mauneyas. Wife of KaS'yapa.

Marmura

A river) a mother of fire.

N
The snakes, the
Goddess Kadru,

offspring

of

the

The Goddess Uma,
A female snake. Wife of Takshaka
mother of ASvasena.
Naga(wife of)

A woman who entertained a visitor
during her husband's absence.

Nakshatra

The lunar mansions, the twenty seven
wives of Soma and Daughters of VirTnT
and Daksha.

Naja

A river.

NalinT

A river, one of the seven into which
Goddess Ganga divided,

Nanda

A Goddess, JOY
of Harsha,

Nanda

A nver,

Nandiru

A Goddess, the celestial cow, daughter
of SurabhT and Kasyapa. A warrior
with an army.

NandinT

A MatT, Mother Goddess.

Narada (sister of)

Mother of Parvata,
became a disciple of

"

and the wife

who

Indrasena, the daughter of Damayantl
and Nala.
Narmada

A river in the palace of Varul)a. Wife
of
Duryodhana
and
mother
of
Sudarsana. Mother-in-law to Agni.
Fasting beside her will give rebirth as
a pnnce,

NaukarnT

A Matr 1 Mother Goddess,

Ib3

Nicita

A river.
The wife of Bhanu,

NfSacarT

/

Sitapatana, a type of RakshasT who
wanders in the night.

NiS'cita

A river,

Nila

A river.

NIl!

A queen, the second wife of Ajanugha
and
Inother
of
Dushyanta
and
Parameshthin,

.

A river.

of Gods,

Ninnanarata

A

Nirrti

The Destruction Goddess. Mother of the
wife of
Rakshasas and Nairrtas,
Adharma.

Nishadf

A Nishada wornan. A lower caste
woman who was burnt with her
family in the lac house and they were
assumed to be the Pat19ava family,

.

Nishkutika

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Nivara

A nver,

NiyatT

A Goddess self-restraint personified,
Lives in the palace of Brahn1an,

Nrtyapriya
,..

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

7

o
OghavatT

A river, Sarasvatl appeared as the
river OghavatT
the sacrifice of Kuru,

/b1'

BhTShma lay on his bed of arrows on
the banks of Oghava tl.

OghavatT

The daughter of Oghavat and wife of
Sudarsana, She had sexual freedom
and was pure,

OshadhT

Plants personified as a class of Gods,

p

Padma

The Goddess LakshmI'

Padmavatl

Matr, Mother Godddess.

Padrnanoabha (wife of) A Naga WOlnan fr0r11 a tribe living on
the banks of the Goma tf.

Pakshalika

A

Mat~ 1

Mother Goddess.

A rIver,
A MiHr) Mother Goddess who received
a bles~ing to be one of the rnost
respected l110thers in
world. One of
the- seven mothers of Sisu,
Patila

A

~l1other

Goddess.

Pancacudci

An Apsaras
who witnessed the enlightenn1ent
of Suka and discoursed on the nature of
women with Narada.

Pancalaputn

Queen Draupadl,

Pancalasuta

The Prince/Princess ~kh(\l!;:iinT

",-:

Queen Draupadl,
Panciila king.

the

daughter

of

the

'Sikhandin.
Pannya

Serpent demons,

Panna yanandinl

UlupT; daughter of a

Pannayamaja

UlUpT, the serpent rnaid.

Fapahara

A nver.

Para

A Goddess in the palace of
A river. VisVamitra changed
to Para.

narne

Parasavl

A woman of the Parasava
, daughter of Devaka.

, the wife of

Paravasu (wife of)

by Yavakri ta. She kept
chained m pnvate
A nver m the palace of Varuna,

ParshatT

A
, wife of Drupada and mother
DraupadT and -Sikhandin.
(Prshafi).
,,
.

ParshatT

Queen Draupadl, daughter of Parshatr:

ParvataraJa

Kanya, the Goddess Uma!Piirvaff. Daughter
of the
rnountain.

ParvatT

The Great Goddess~ know also as Urna and
consort to Lor d -4
i::llva.

Pata.lavatl

A river.

Pativratanam loka (h) The world of the faithful wives,
PaulomT

The Goddess

Paushtf

The wife of Puru,
and mother of

Pavakatmaja

Queen Draupadf;" daughter of pavaka.

•

A MatT

J

PayoshnT

A nver.

Plcchala

A flyer.

co-wife with Kausalya

Mother Goddess.

A class of beings, goblin-like.
p'/'_
.lsacas.
I

.

Pinyakshf

name for two Matrs,. Mother Goddesses.
courtesan who

Pinjala

enligh tened.

A

Goddess Durga

Goddess Uma.

The Goddess Sarasvatl.
Plaksha va tT

A
A Goddess,

the
Prabha

An

splendour
of Brahman.

Lives m

from the palace of Kubera,

I/:;7

Prabh-at.a

Co-wife of Prajapati and mother of the
Vas us Pratyausha and Prabhasa,

Prabhavatl

A female ascetic who practiced austerities
the abode of Asura Maya,

PrabhavatT

Wife of Sarya,

PrabhavatT

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Prabhavatf

A princess, sister of Ruci and wife of Anga
king, Citraratha, Vidula was sent to get her
some flowers,

/" -"P rasaml

An Apsaras m the palace of Kubera,

Pradha

A Goddess and rrlOther of the Apsarases.

PradveshT

A brahrnan woman who deserted
husband, Dfrghat~".trrlas, because he
useless. Mother of GautalTlet,

In

h~)r

was

Praghasa

A Ma:tr,
Mother Goddess.
,

Prajagara

An Apsaras in the palace of Indra.

Pramadvara

Daughter of Apsaras Menaka by ViGavasu
and brought. up in the hern1itage of
SthulakeSa. Half-sister to Sakuntala. She
died before her v{edding and her husband,
Ruru, loved her so that he
her half hIS
life and
was revived.

Pramathinl

An Apsaras who danced at the birth of
Arjuna.

Pramloca

An Apsaras from the palace of Kubera who
danced
the birth of Ar juna.

PraptT

The wife of Sarna.

PraptT

The daughter of Jarasandha and wife of
Karrlsa. Co-wife with her sister, AstT and

/'

I {, '6

they both
Pandavas,

..

wanted

the

death

of

the

Prasenajitl

Suyajna, the wife of Mahabhauma.

PrashatT(Prshatl)

A queen, the mother of Draupadr and v/lfe
of Drupada. (also Parshat1).

•

6

PratT(ya

The wife of Pulastya.

./
Patlsravana
.

A nakshatra.

Pratishtha

A Mat:, Mother Goddess,

Pravara

A river.

Pravenf

A river.

Preta

A class of beings, ghosts.

Priya

Wife of the fire Adbhuta.

Priyadatta

The Goddess Prthivl( earth) .

Proshthapada

The name of a double nakshatra .

Prtha

Queen KuntT.

PrthivT

The Goddess Earth, she took on human fonn
and has a son, Naruka.

•

•

·
·

Prthuvaktra

MatT, Mother Goddess.

PrthVf

The Goddess Earth, (Prthivll .

PujanT

A bird who's child was killed by the son of
Brahmadatta.

Puloma

A woman who was abducted by the
Rakshasa Puloman when she was pregnant
and while she was dragged through the sky
she gave birth to Cyavanna. From her tears
the river Vadhusara was born.

•

•

,

....

.f

;b9

Pulorrla

A powerful Asura woman who did penance
and received a boon that her offspring would
be imrnortal.

Punarvasu

A nakshatra.

Pundanka
i.

An Apsaras who danced at the birth of
Arjuna. Sudeshna asked Draupadl if she IS
Pundar1bi
.
..

Pufijikasthala

An Apsaras frorn the palace of Kubera who
danced at the birth of Ar juna.

Punya

A river.

Punyodaka

A nver m the realm of death.

Puravatl

A nver.

Purvabhirama

A river.

Purracitti

A principc\l Apsaras from the palace of Indra
who danced at the birth of Ar juna Lives
with UrvaSlon the Malaya rnountains.

PushClna

A Matr, Mother Goddess .

~

I

•

•

PushkaradharinT

A brahnlem won1an who did not approve of
her husband, Satya, because of his defective
sacrifices.

PushkarinT

An ancient queen, wife of Bhumanya and
daughter-in-law of Bharata. Mother of six
sons.

Pushpavepf

A nver.

Pushpodaka

A river in the region of death.

Pushpotkata

A RakshaSi, co-wife with Raka and Malinf.
Mother of Ravana
. and Kunlbhakarna.
.

t

~
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PushtT
Pushya

A Goddess thriving personified. Daughter of
Vitftjl and Daksha and co-wife to Dharma.
7

Nakshatra.

PITtana

A felnale delnon in the shape of a bird.

Putana

A Matr,
Mother Goddess.
,

The wife of Adhiratha and adoptive Inother
of Kuntl's firs.t son, Karl}a.
Raga

The second of the eight daughters of Sabha:
and Angiras. Known as an object of love,

Rahasya

A river.

Raivata

The evil spirit of
Aditl. (also Revatl)

the

Great

Goddess

A river.
A RakshaSf; Mother of
Khan:::t
by
ViS'ravas.
Pushpotkata and MalinT.
The

day

of

/-

Surpanakha and
Co-wife
with

Raka

A Goddess,
personified.

the

full

moon

Rakshasa

A class of beings, dernon-witch types and
enemies of the Gods.

/7 (

Rakshasl

A fenlale Rakshasa.

Rakshita

An Apsaras, the daughter of Pradha,

Rambha

An Apsaras from the palace of Kubera who
was cursed to be a rock for disturbing
Visvamitra's meditation. Danced at the birth
of Ar juna.

Rambha

The wife of Nalakabara. Ravana raped her
and was cursed by her husband.

Rara

Co-wife of
Ahar.

Rathacitra

A river.

Rathantarl

The wife of Ilina and mother of Dushyata,

RatT

A Goddess, love , lust,
The wife of Kama.

Rat!

An Apsaras who danced In the palace of
Kubera,

Ratri

A Goddess, Night personified.

Raumya

Pra,j;~\pati

and mother of Vasu

delight personified.

A class of beings made from the pores of
'
.:::>lvas) boay.

~.

Renuka

.

daughter of
The wife of Jamadagni,
Prasenajit and mother of sons. She fell in
love with Citraratha and Jamadagni forced
their, Rama, son to kill her. She was later
reVIved,

RevatT

A nakshatra and a term for the evil spirit
of the Great Goddess Aditi,

Rocamana

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Rohi

A rIver,

Rohinl
,

A Goddess, the daughter of Surablil and the
mother of cows,
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Rohin!

A Goddess, one of the twenty seven
daughters of Vifhif and Daksha who were all
rna~ried to Sonla (rnoon) , She was his
favourite wife and all the other sisters
became jealous,

.

Rahim

Co-wife
Vasudeva and mother
Balararna, Step-ITlOther to God Krshna
, . ,
COITlmitted satl.

Rohim
..

The daughter of Hiranyaka£ipu(Svish~akrt)
who was ITlarried to her father,

Ruci

An Apsaras in the

Rucl

Wife of Deva(annan who was protected from
Indra by her husband's disciple, Vipula,
Sister of Prabhavat[ the Anga queen,

Rudra

A class of Gods, followers of -Siva.

of Kubera.

RudranT

The Goddess Urna/ParvatI

Rudrapatnl

The Goddess Uma/Parvatf:

Rudrarirna

A I'vTatr, Mother Goddess.

Rukn1il)1

The principal wife of God Krshl)a and
of Rukmin. K[3hl)a abducted her and she
bore a son, PradYUITlna. Meditated in a
hermitage
obtained
Cornn1itted

"

satl.

Runa
.

A

A Goddess, form personified.

/73

R
,

Rbha
,

A class of Gods.

Rddhi
,

A Godd!2S::'.,

ty personifil,:'d and wife of

Rksha
.

A

, l'vlotlH.?r Godck:ss.

~.shikulya

The sacred wa tczrs.

Rta

The

Rtusthalii
,

An
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S

~saCl-

/
/
k~
Saso1akamu
hI
~'b
.....,al ya

"Saibya

A Goddess, the favourite queen of God
Indra and daughter of the Rakshasa
Puloman. Searched for Indra when he
was undergoing a curse and would not
other suitors.
Draupadl was
considered a part of
cf. "Saknu).l,
IndranT,
Mahendranf
and PaulomT.
,
'"
A MatI', , Mother Goddess.
Sunanda, daughter of the king of the
1)ibis and wife of Pratlpa,
wife of Sagar a
1110ther
Asamanjas. Co-wife with Vaidarbril.

~aibya

of

of Dyumatsena.

.

of God Krshna
. who cornmitted

'Saibya

A

'Saibya

A nver.

r,:::,
'1
-';,:,alaputn

The Goddess Urna/ParvatT.

~ailarajasuta

The Goddess Ganga, daughter of Hin1avat.

iailar ajas u ta

The Goddess Uma/P-arvatI

/'

Sailasuta

The Goddess Ganga.

'Sailoda

A river.

/-

Sakalnbharf

The Goddess
Uma/Parvatr

Durga
of

and

iaktl

The energy
Goddess

/sakunika

A M5tr, Mother Goddess,

the

Goddess

the universe, also
with God Skanda.

a

11 )

~akuntala

The daulIhter of ADsaras Menaka and
ViS'vamit;a who wa; adopted by Kal)va
and bought up in his hermitage, Married
to King Dusyanta and had a son,
Bharata,

~alabhT

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

/-.~an
- , d'l, 11

A Goddess, co-wife of
m.other of Vasu Anala,

"Sandill

A brahman woman, an ascetic from her
youth who attained enlightenment, She
restored Garuda's wings which collapsed
because he felt conternpt for her as a
woman.

~ankhakumbha§ravas
-60anta

Prajapati

and

A Mat!', Mother Goddess,
A princess, the daughter of the Anga
king, Lomapada, Married to the sage
Rshyasrnga
and lived with him in the
.
forest,

.

A k9atriya WOITian who went to the
crossroads the meet a brahman to get
her pregnant,
~S ara
-d vat!~

~;3ar d. u 11

Sarrnishtha

~

~

-

Satabala

/'

Satabhisha

An Apsaras who danced at the birth of
Arjuna,
/-

A Goddess, daughter of Krodhavasa and
mother of the tigers and lions,
A princess, daughter of the Asura king,
Vrshaparva, Co-wife to Yayati with her
rival, Deyavanl and rnother of sons, cf,
Asurendrasuta, AsurT:- Varshaparvam,
A river,
A naksha tra ,

170

~
/- lla0a taslrs

The queen of the serpents and wife of
Vasuki.
A river, associated
Urria/Farva tl.

/'

Sataghar;!u

A

Mat~,

with

the

Goddess

Mother Goddess.

"Satakumbha

A river, a mother of fire.

/satanada

A l\t1atr, Mother Goddess.
~

~

Sataparva

-

/

The wife of Usanas (Sukra) and mother of
daughters Devayam and DeY[.

"Satodan

A MatT, Mother Goddess.

§atolukhalarnekhala

A Matr

~atrunjaya

A Mat:, Mother Goddess.

-1i'ikhandin

The reincarnation of Amba, the K~i
Princess. Born a daughter of Pancala king
Drupada and Queen Parshatl and bought
up as a son. Draupadr was her/his sister.
Exchanged
sex wi th Yaksa
Sthunakarna to
""".
becorne a male. Married the daughter of
Hivanyavarman / ' and
had
a
son,
Kshattradeva. cf. Sikhandinr,
BhIshmahantr,
,
Bhlshmanihantr, Draupadeya,
Dru pada tmaja " Pans'alya, Yajnaseni.

1

Mother Goddess.

.

'Sfta

A river.

female
abortions.
A

~iva

.

dernon,

responsible

for

The wife of vasu Anila and mother of
Manojava.
A Goddess, one of the wives of the seven
,rshis. The Goddess Svaha assumed her

177
forrn to ternpt Agni and her husba.nd
divorced her though she' was innocent.
She becalne known .:tS ,~ Matr,
~,

;)lVa

A brahrnanT,
A nver,

'8ivakarnf

A Matr ~ Mother Goddess,

"Sobhana

A

•

~

A river

Sona

J

a mother of

A Goddess, faith personifi?.:'d, The daugllter
f,)f VitII)1 and D.~':1ksha E:tnd c:f.)-v.fife of
Dharnu:t.
~s ravana
,

The
Goddess
of
universe
prosperity. A
R ukrnir.11, also a
tJ.

A
~

/'"

Sru tasravas

~

-

-

. TIH? rnother
of
uty and
incarnated as
Srl
/'

:::.on"

. !vIother Goddess.

()'f ~~
h.,'l.::,upa 1~a
TI1e rnot'ler
I

aunt to
Kr5hna, Kr'?,hna granted her a boon that
h~ would pardon one hundred of her f,on':£,
offences,

.::>rutavatl

Daughter of the Apsaras,' Ghrta(.T
and rshi
.
.
BharadvaJa,
Lived
at
her
father's
hernlitage. Perfonned
austl.:'rities
and
becarne Indra's

~
, ..::>u bl'langl

A Dei(arha princ€~ss, co-\vife of Kuru and
mother of Vidura.

~'bI
Su lava k
tra

A Ma tr, Mother G<.)ddess,
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~

Suddha

-

A class

Gods.

/"
Sub

A Goddess, mother of the p<:1rrots and
daughter of

rSukratanya

The daughter of Sukra.

/c.011 kt'..lma.1
t-

A river, the daughter of Girika
mother of generalissirno of Vasu.

/sura(wife of)
;:)uraS<2m-

~

/

and

The rnother of Kunfl.
~-

The pnncess of Surasena, wife of PraVlre\
and rnother
Puruv,

A

, the daughter

Visravas and
Raka. Two brothers, Khara and Dushana
and
a
half- brother,
She
perforrned austerities and
on
Kavana. She wanted Ravana to take
revenge against God Ranla foi~ rnutilating
her.
/

-

Sveta

The Goddess Ul'na.

A Matr, Mother Goddess.
Queen Draupadf.

13yem

A
the daughter of Tamra and
mother of the hawks. The wife of Aruna.
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s
Sadakanta

A nver.

SadanTra

A nver.

Sadaniramaya

A nver,

Sadhya

A class of

Sadvrtti

The Goddess

Sana

An Apsaras in the palace of Indra,

Sahajanya

A principal Apsaras from the
Kubera who sang at Ar juna's birth.

SairandhfT

A woman of the SairandhrT
a
personal maid and consultant to a queen.
Draupadl
a sairandhri in the
palace
Virata.

•

A

, wife of Skand<::t,

celestial rnother,

of

a narne

A
A

Mother Goddess.

who was
to be a
An
crocodile and \to/as freed by Ar juna.

Sarnpriya

princess 1\1a:d ha VII
/'
mother of Anasvan.

of Viduratha

San1 udran1ahishl

Goddess Ganga;
ocean.

Samvrtti
, ,

A Goddess in the

Sandhya

A river in the palace of Varuna.

spouse of the
of Brahman.

l'iJO

Sandhya

A Goddess, Twilight personified. The wife
of Pulastya.

Sanjna

The wife of Vivasvat and mother of the
/·
ASVlns.

Santanikii

A Mat:; Mother Goddess.

Sarama

A Goddess, the rl'lOther of the dogs. She

cursed Janarnejaya and his brothers.
Sarasvatl

A Great Goddess and sacred river. Very
important and central Goddess for rituals,
purification, rl'lUSlc, speech and learning.
Mother of Tamsu to Matinara and mother
of Sarasvata to DadhTca.

Saraya

A nver, co-wife of Bharadvaja and a
mother of fire.

Saritah

'Rivers' personified.

Sarpamatr

The Goddess Kadru, the mother of the

Saq5f

A feroale serpent.

Sarvakarnad ugha

A Goddess, the daughter of Saurabhl,' the

•

cow> and
sector.
Sarvasanga

supporter

of

the

northern

nver.

sarvasenT

central ancestress, wife of
Bharata and daughter of
Killed her sons as Bharata didn't like
them.

Satrajitl

Satyabhama, the daughter of Satrajit.
the favourite wife of Krshna.
. -

/'8 I
Sa ttvi kT

A Goddess, faith personified and daughter
of Surya (sun). Protectress and giver of
good birth.

Satya

Satyavatt

Satya

Satyabharna

of the fire 'Sarpyu. Mother of
sons and thn?e daughters,
Queen,
daughter of Satrajit and
favourite wife of Lord Krshna. A good
friend to Queen Draupadf. Meditated- in
the
in old age.

daughter
wornan on
when King 'Santanu fell in
rnarried her. She
an
son, Vyasa,. to rshi
her in exchange changing
srnell to a '3v[eet one.
or YO,}3.nagandha, Had
t
rt" ~ I
sons ,.0 ~
,~a.L,ctllt.,
She did asci?,tic
and could see the future.

she was a

.

and
in the

of Gadhi and wife of
The
food rnixed with her
who
the
both O'ot
th(' wronQ.'
daughter
D
sons. Iv'Iother
Jarnod'8~n i .

1,..1

.

CO-\/Ilite of the rshi Narada .

SaurabheyT

An Apsaras
delivered from

Saurabhey;r

The daughters of

SaurabhT

Daughter of

SaurT

The Goddess
.-. ;:,urya.

to be a crocodile and
curse by Arjuna.

, the cows,
a cow.

the

daughter

of
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SauVTrf

A princess, daughter of the Sauvtra king,
wife of Manasya and mother of three
sons.

Savitra(m)

A nakashtra.

S'avitrf

A famous woman, daughter of Ma.laVi
and i'rS'vapti and given to then1 as a boon
frorn Goddess SavitrT. Chose Satyavat as
her husband though he had only one year
to live and saved hirn frorn death by
arguing with Yarna(death).

Savitrl

A Goddess, mother of the Vedas and
presider
over
rituals,
sacrifice
and
mantrcl.
Daughter of SuvarcaL3: and
Aurya,
younger
sister
at
Tapati~
Frequently appears to worshippers and
gave ASvapati ~ boon of a daughter
narned S"etvitrT. Siva attacked her and
broke her arms.

Savitrayavaraja

The Goddess
Savitrl.

Shashtl

A Goddess, lTIothET of thE' celestials in the
./
palace of Brahrnan. Also a narn(:' of
Devasena:-

Siddhasenam

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess Urna.

SiddhT

A Goddess, success personified, A co-wIfe
to VaruQa, incarnates as Kuntr:-

Simhika

A Goddess, daughter of Vinnl and Daksha
and co-'wife of K,§{yapa. Mother of four
sons.

Sindu

The Indus nver, the palace of V anJ~1a .
Arnong the river that Gall.ga divided mto
with
the
Goddess
and
associa ted
Uma/ParvatT.

Tapat!,

younger

sister

to

{rg3

SiriTvaIf

A Goddess, the first day of the new lTIOOn
who has a slender body that is sometimes
invisible. The third daughter of Subhaand Adgiras.

Simvall

A Goddess) celestial rnother. l£dso a
of Devasena.

Sfta

A Goddess, incarnation of the GoddE:SS
' , - an d'CIa Ug!1
L ter 0f !'.mg
T,r'
J ;;.".m2'UCet.
I
p;'
LaKsnnl1
consort to God
and a rnodel of thE~
wife. She was abdtlcted
the
Rakshasa
and saved. by RanH"t
after a war. d, Janakatrnaja, .Janaki';
Mai thil1, Vaideht

Sfta

A Goddess

,S..-Ita-

A nver

n~':\me

presides over corn.

(one hundred ',NIves of) They sacrificed one son so all of
could becorne pregnant.
S0111apah

Soma

drinker~l)

SonlaputrT
Sparfasana

a

of Pitrs
. or .rshis.

of

(moon) .

A class of Gods.

Srnjaya
(daughter of) l\Iarada
Parvata fought over
and
,
both cursed
other. CO-\,\life to
and 1110ther of a son with golden

Srshtl
.
Sthulaval uka

.

Sthuna

Goddess, presides over procreation.
A

who becarne a female
exchanging his sex with -sikhclndirir

A Yaki>a

by

l<Di

Subahu

An Apsaras) daughter of
danced at the birth of Ar juna,

Subalaya

Queen/prophetess Gand}i~HT,

Subha

A Goddess, the
of Angiras and
mother
of
eight
daughters,
Bhantlmatl, Raga,
SiriTval~
ArcishrnatT;
Kuhu,
HavishrnatT,'
Mahishn1atT;
MaharnatT.

SubhadrCl

She

the daughter of Vasudeva and
to Krshna,
Sister of
.
to Ar juna
he abducted
l1'10ther of AbhiInanyu,
~

Subhadra

A
the daughter of Surabl'l1(cow)
and ;:,upporter of the
sector,

Subhaga

An

of Pnidha,

/:'J. MatT, Mother Goddess,

The
Princess, daughti2r of King Ayu,
Made l1'1en fall in love with her then
disappeared into the
, IvL~rried King
Parakshit after he had threatened to
cie:3troy
frog \florId to
her,

A
and wife
-..,...
AVICIna,

daughter of
of YayatS('l'EI.

king
Mother of

Sudaman

A queen, mother of Dar.l1ayan
sons and
of King Bnlma,
Sunanda,

t.hree
Aunt to

Sudarsana

The daughter
the nver Narrnada and
King Duryodhana of I\·1ahislnati: Co--wife
to Agni (fire)
l1'10ther of

Sudeshna

The wife of
Anga king,
:
mother to five sons by Drrghatamas,

and

/ COS

.

Sudeshna

The Queen of Vitaj:a. Mother of Uttara
and sister of Klcaka. Draupadl served her
as a sairindhrl.

Sud eva

A pnncess of
Vikunthana.

Sudeva

An Ailga princess a.nd wife of Arih,?t.

Sudharma

The wife
,...
k /~.:luna eSl .

of

-/

Dasarha

and

Matalf and

wife

rnother

of

of

.

Sugana

A Matr, Mother Goddess .

Sujata

The daughter of Uddalaka, wife of KahodCl
and mother of Ashtavakra.

SUkanya

An
ancient
woman
and
wife
of
Matarisvan. Had son, Mandkanaka by the
wind god, Vayu. Grandn10ther to the
seven rshis.

SUkanya

•

A princess, the only daughter of King

/

Saryatl. She mistakenly poked out the
ey€'s of rshi Cyavana and was forced to
"
rnarry him to protect her father. Co-wife
and rnother of Prarnati.

/SU k eS1

An Apsaras in the palace of Kubera.

Sukhada

A Matr, Mother (30ddess.

Sukhapradha

The Goddess Devasena.

Sukurnarl

A river.

SukmarT

The daughter of Srnjaya and sister to
Suvarnashthlvin. fVIarried Narada despite
his ugly face. Co-wife.

Sukusuma

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Sulabha

A female mendicant who practiced Yoga
and travelled the earth, She discussed
liberation with King Dharn1adhyaja of
Janaka's race, showed him his faults and
taught hin1 about liberation,

Sumana

A woman who conversed with
about a woman's duties,

~ndill

A Matr, Mother Goddess,
Sumitra

A queen, co-wife of D~aratha and
mother of Lakshmana and Satrughna,
I

SumuktT

An Apsaras in the palace of Kubera,

Sunakshatra

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Sunanda

The wife of Sarvabhauma, obtained by
force and rrlOther of Jayatsena,

Sunanda

A Ka'Si
pnncess
and
daughtET
of
Sarvasena, One of the three WIves of
Bharata who killed hET sons as they
weren't like their father,

Sunanda

A 51?een, the wife of Pratlpa and mother
of Santanu, Mother-in-law to the Goddess
Ganga,

Sunanda-

A prmcess,
Suwha.

Sunanda (mother

t.

sister

to

the

Cedi

king,

of) Aunt of Damayantl and daughter of
Sudaman, king of Dusarqas, Noticed
Damayantl wandering lost and dishevelled
and took her in as a sairndhrT.

Sunasa

A river.

SunTtha

The n1ind daughter of Mrtyu. Celebrated
over the three world~,. '!tlife of Atibala
I
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and grandmother (through Vena) of the
Nishida and Mlechchhas tribes,
Suprabha

A river, one of the seven

Suprabha

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Suprabha

The daughter of
Ashtavakra after he
proved pure.

who married
tested and

The "\Tife of the fire Bhanu,
Suprasada

A Mat.r, Mother '.""H"".

Supratishtha

A Matr, Mother

Suprayoga

A river? a mother

Supriya

An Apsaras, the daughter of Praaha who
danced at the birth of Ar juna,

Sura

Gods.

Sura

A Goddess,
alcohol pi?rsonified,
The
daughter of Vanu)a and DeVI and nk~ce of
DevayanT. She arose frorr1 the churning of
the ocean, cL

Surabhl

A Goddess, the celestial cow, a
vlho
penance and
immortality.
Daughter
of
boon
and mother
daughters
NandinT, Rohin!, GandharvT, Vimala,
Anala, Surupa: Hamsika,. Subharva and
Sarvakadagha.

.

'.AV"..A\..t>:;.

fire',

.

Sura~reshtl1a

Ourga and the

The
An
The

J

the daughter of
Ganga, the river of the Gods.

Sura sa

A Goddess, mother of the Nagas (serpents)
and daughter of Krodhava§a-.

SurasenT

The wife
IV1anasya.

Surata

An

Suravl

A GoddE'ss, mother of the celestials.

/-.Suresvan

The Goddess Durga and the Goddess LIma.

Surena
.

A river, one of the seven San:tsvati's.

Surupa

A Goddess, daughter of Surablll(cow) and
supporter of the eastern

of

PravTra

and

mother

of

daughter of Pntdha.

Brhadbhasa, t.he daught.er of Surarcala
and Surya (sun) .
Sushenumatr
.
,

The wife
Sushena.

Sutanu

The daughter
Akrura.

Su tasomama tr,

Queen
Draupadl,
Sutason1a.

Suvarcai5

A Goddess,
mother of
son

Suvarna

The daughter of lkshvaku and wife of
Suhotra.

/-

-

Suvisala

SUYMaSuyajna

of

Karna
of

and

Ahuka
the
of

nlOther

of

wife

of

mother

of

Surya(sun) and
Savitri
Tapan

.

A Matr, Mother Goddess.
princess, wife of Parikshit.
A princess, daughter of Prasanajit and
wife of Mahabhauma.

Svadhavat

A class of PitTs
Yama(death) .

in

the

palace

of

A Goddess, the daughter of Tara and
B~haspati (sometin1es
of
VirlnT
and
Daksha) .
was
love with Agni (fire)
and assumed the
of six of the
of the seven [shis to ternpt him.
Produced the God Skanda. Also a forrrl of
Paivatl and a ritual exclarnation.

Svarbhanavl

The daughter of Svarbhanu and wife of
Ayus.

Svastirnatl

A h1atr

Svati

A

Svayamprabha
Svashtakrt
, ,

.

)

Mother Goddess.

Apsaras froITl

abode of lndra.

RohiJ;11, a prajapatls who married
father) Manu (Hiranyakasipu) .

.

her

11 0

T
Taqitprabha

A MatT) Mother Goddess.

Takshaka(wife of)

A
who
her son from the
Khandava forest fire by swallowing him,
Ar j~~a killed
A nver) one of the

moth~;rs

of fire.

A

TamasI

A co-wife of KaS"yapa

mother of five
daugh
)
Kaki(crow) , ~/eni(hawk),
lhas1
(hen), Dhrtcu-adh~ri (goose)
and
SukT(parrot) .
Tan1racuda

Mother Goddess.
A Matr,
,

Tan1ran.ma

A nver.

Tamravati

A rIver.

•

A Goddess,

daughter of --&'.lvarcala and
Surya (sun) . Sister to Brhadbriasa and
Savitrl and wife of King Samvarana
. who
worshipped her. She was devoted to
ascetic
and equalled her father,
Mother
Kuru.
cf,
Savltryavarja,

.

monkey Valin.

wife of

A Goddess, belonging
the lunar world,
Co-'.;",ife of Brhaspati, mother of
sons
and one daughter, the Goddess

-

Tarim

The Goddess Ourga and the Goddess Uma,

11/

Tilottama

An Apsaras) the most beautiful da~hter
of Pradha. Her great beauty caused Siva's
fourth face and lndra's thousand eyes.
The two Asura brothers, Sunda and
Upasunda, quarrelled over her and lost
their power.

Tii"thasenT

A

Traigartl

The

Mother Goddess.
of the Trigarta king.

Tridiva
Trijattl

Ravana. Consoled
was abducted by
rewarded by Snit

•

Triloka~i

The

Trilokapathaga

Goddess

Tnpathaga

The Goddess

Trisrotasi

A river.
A river in the

Varuna,
of fire,

A river, one of the
A class of

Tushita

.. (wife

of)

An AsurT,
incarnates as
the Asuras to
./.
TnSlvas, to
sacrifical offering.

a

(who
requested by
the priest
of the

The daughter of Tvasj:[
wife of
Savitr. She took the ,/"shape of a :tYlare and
was mother of the Asvins.
~

11l

u
daughter of King
A Nasa Princess)
Kauravya
and
co-wife
to
Ar juna
pandava . She had been widowed before
Mother of
this
to
Arjuna,
life
bought Arjuna
been killed by
son.
after

UlupT

..

The
Goddess, a term that IS
inclusive
her n1any for-rrls but
Zecific to her fonn as consort to Lord
Siva) and as daughter of Hitnavat and
Mena.
cf.
Anlbika, Arya,
,
~ailaputrr,
Sailarajasuta, /SakalTIbhan,
,DevT, Durga,
-3arvanT,
Girisuta,
Girivar:atnliaja,
Mahabhirna,
MahadevT,
Manakail,
Mahesvarl, Parvatarajakan;/a,
Rudral!l, RuclrapatnT, Trlbhuvanesvarl.

Urria

/"

Upasruti

A Goddess,
with the giving
boon2.. Goddess
prayed to her
get a boon to find Indra.

Upavena

A nver, one of

#

Upendra

nlOthers of fire.

rIver.

.

UrdhvavenTdhara

Matr, IVlother
A Goddess, the consort

Yama (death) .

UrvC:ST

principal Apsaras,
the wife
of
Pururavas. She
una Pruy;iava
to be a eunuch for a
as he rejected
her advances. She cOlnrnented on -&lka's
enlightenment and had children by ~·shis.

Urvara

An Apsaras frorn the abode of Kubera.

''13
UrVI

The Goddess P~thivI (earth) ,

UtkrathinT

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Utpalavatl

A river,

UtpalinT
Uttara

A princess, the daughter of Queen
Sudeshna
King Virata. Wife of
Abhimanyu and mother of still-born
Parikshit who was revived by Krshna,
r

Uttejanl

•

A Iviatr, Mother Goddess.

v

Vac

A Goddess,
with SarasvatT

Vacaviruddh-ah..

.

personified,

class of Gods .

Vadava

Mother of the horses,

Vadava

A nver.

Vadhusara

river who arose
Puloma as she was

VahinT

An ancestress; the wife of Kuru, a highly

the tears of
abducted by a

intelligent woman,
VahinT

A

VaiS"akhl

The day of the full moon in the month of
VarSakha.
Bhadra, the daughter of Vis~aa,

VaidarbhT

The daughter
Vidarbhas,

VaidarbhT

Maryada.

VaidarbhT

The Prince~)s Damayantf.

Vaidharbhl

The PrinClzss Loparnudra.

Vaidarbhf

. 1 4;;;aI'bya.
, CO-WI'f' e WIt'l
The wife of
She bore a gourd which held sixty
thousand sons.

Vaidehi

lVIaryada.

Vaidehl

The
of ~tanika, daughter-in-law of
IJanamejaya Parikshit and mother of
Ksvamedhadatta.

Vairnitra

A Goddess, one of the rrlOthers of

Vairatr

The princess Uttara, daughter

VaitaranT

A river in the realrn of

VaivasvatT

The
Goddess
Tapan:
Vivasvat (surya) ,

•

of

the

king

of

the

/,/

SlSU,

Vifata.

daughter

of

A Matr, Mother Goddess .
•

r"

Vamsa
.

An
Pradha.

Vandana

A nver.

Vanf

A

Van!

The Goddess Sarasvati, 'speech',

Vanksha

A river.

Vapu

An Apsaras who danced at the birth of
Arjuna.

one of the daughters

of
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.

VapushrnatT

A Matr, Mother Goddess.

Vapushtarna

A
daughter of the Kasl king
Suvarl}avarman and wife of Janarnejaya
Parikshita. Mother of tV/O sons.

F_

,,;

Van~naSl

of Drshadvat and
•

VaravarninT
.

The Goddess

and the Goddess Unla,

A river m the

of Varuna,

An
becorne a
haunted
until they were

by Brahrrlan to
and four othETS
ba thed in the river,
by Arjuna.

The daughter
from a tree.
brothers for
The Princess KuntT, a

/

who was born
the ten Pracetases
. Marisha.

pnncess.

The Princess
Varuna

A river,

Varunl

The CJoddess Sura,
rose frorn the churning

VaruthinT

An Apsaras.

Vasa

A river.

VasaYr

SatyavatT,
the
(Uparicara) .

•

~

Vastu

nver,

Vasu

A class of Gods,

/ ...
Vasusn

A Matr.
. Mother Goddess, .

Yasuda

A Matr, Mother

A Matr, Mother
A

Vasudevasahodara

The Princess Subhadra, sister of Vasudeva
(Krshna) .
J

,

Vasudevasuta

The princess
Vasudeva (Krshna).
,
.

, the

Vasundhara

The Goddess P~thivT(earth).

Vasunandini

The wife of Vasu

sister

of

A nver.
Veda-sva

A river.

Vedamatr

The Goddes~.
th l2 Vedas.

Vedasn1rtu

A river,

•

1'11other of

"

Vedasrnrti
,

nver.

Vedl

of Brahnwn (Pitarnaha) .

Vena

in the palace of Varunet .

.

. .

Venumadhara

A IvIatr. Mother Goddess.
"

'

VetalajananT

A Matr,
, Mother Goddess.

VetravatT

A

.

who was a mother of fire.

VibhiShaha

A Matr, Mother Goddess .

Visakha

A

The wife of

Ajan1idh~.

Badar'f
A rIver, one of the seven Sarasvatls.
VisalkshT

A Matr, Mother Goddess.
•

Vi~lya

A river in

Vi~oka

A Matr,
, Mother Goddess.

Visva

A Goddess, daughter of Viiinl and Daksha
and co-wife of Ka(yrapa.
•

palace of

Vanl~la.

One of the
principal Apsaras. She was
King Yayati's lover after his son had
exvhanged his youth with T'{i~yati.
Vi(varnitra

A river.

~akuntala, the daughter of ViS::ranlitra.
Vi-;vanlitranadi

A river.

Vidarbhadhipanandinl

Princess DarnayantT; daughter of the
Vidarbha king.

Vidarbh,3.rajatanaya

The
DamayantI: daughter of th{?
Vidarbha king.

Videharajaduhi tr,

The daughter of the Videha king who had
a Sloka attributed to her which upholds a
woman's duty and that wornen should be
worshipped.

/---

Vidlsa

A river in the

of Varuna.

A queen, the lTIother of SanJaya. She
gave hirD instructions to fight and not to
be

Vidya

A Goddess, knowledge, science personified.
She is associated with Uma.
A class of supernatural beings.
A female Vidyadhara.

Vidyota

An Apsaras from the palace of Kubera.

Vidyujjihva

A Matr,
Mother Goddess.
a

Vidyuta

An

Vidyatparna

An Apsaras} the daughter of Pradha,

Vidyutprabha

The name of ten Asparases,

frorn the palace of Kubera,

An ancient DuSarha princess, the
S:humanyu and rnother of Suhotra.

of

Vijaya

A Madra prmcess. the daughter of
Dyutmat, co-wife of Sahadeva Pandava
and rnother of Suhotr.:::1..

Vaka-sinl

A Matr, Mother Goddess,

Virnila

A Goddess, the daughter of Surabhl, thE'
cow,

Vinadr

A river,

Vinata

An Ancient Goddess) IT10ther of the birds,
the Vaina teyus and Garuda, She was
cheated by her
Kadru (snake
Goddess) and made her slave, This hegan
the enmity between the birds and snakes.
Vinata
referred to as the daughter of
VirfnT and Daksha and a co-wife of
Kasyapa, She becarne a rnother of
Skanda,

Vinayaka

A class of demons,

..

· -/
VIpaSa

A river.

VipaPa

A river.

wife of the fire Bharadvaja.

Vira
Vira

.
..A nver.

Virankara

A

.

.

Virataduhitr

The
princess
Uttara,
Sudeshna
Virata .

daughter

of

Virataja

The
princess
Uttara,
Sudeshna and Virata.

daughter

of

VirlnT

An ancient Goddess, the central ancestress
of the deities, the wife of Daksha and
rnother of fifty principal Goddesses and
one thousand sons.

Virocana

Mother
A Matr)
•

ViriTpakshf

The Goddess

.

.

Vishnupadf
-

"'v'''''"'''''

and the Goddess Urr-la.

The Goddess Gal1.ga.
A river in the palace of VarUf]Ct,

Vittada

A

Vrddhakanya
•

'Old virgin', it refers to Kuni
'~.
daughter who was an ascetic forced to
rnarry to attain enlightenment.

Vrddhika
.

A class of
born in

Vrihaspati (sister

of)

, Mother Goddess.

ogres/demons who are

An ascetic woman who travelled the
world. She becam.e the wife of Vasu
Prabhasa and rnother of Visvakarrnan.
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.

Vrkodara

A class of den10ns,

Vrshakahvaya

A river.

Vrshasahvaya
•
Vyomaganga

A river,

The Goddesss Ganga, her heavenly forni,

y

Yadavl

A female descendant of Yadu,

YadunandanT

The Princess Subhadra.

Ya.ylalnish

A

of Gods who 'steal the sacrifice'.
Draupad~

Yiijnasenl

being::, who issued frorn the
They were among the off-

Yaksha

Yakshl

A

Yanra

of

Yamuna
Yasasvirif

A Matr,
Mother
,

Yasoda

The

Durga, as

wife of the

(~rshr:la) ,
./

Yasodhara

The
wife of Hastin and
rnother of Vikunthana.
'"

Y8:tudhana

I

A class of denlons,

Yatudhanl

A Rakshasl, she arose from the sacrifical
fire as the result of an incantation by
Vrshadarbha,

Yavaksha

A river,

Yayatija

The Princess

Yuga

An age of the world.

rvhMha~jr
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